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This study looked specifically at possible relationships
which exist between three personal characteristics variables
believed to be associated with effective leadership in

2
effective leadership in elementary schools. The three
variables were (1) Principal Vision , (2) Principal
Interpersonal Orientation and , (3) Principal Personal
Values. The relationship between selected teacher , principal
and school demographic variables and teacher ’ s perceptions
。f

their principal ’ s vision was also explored.
This study addressed the following research questions

related to principal vision. The questions were: What are
teachers ’ perceptions of their principal ’ s vision? , What are
the principal ’ s predictions of the perceptions teachers have
。f

the principal ’ s vision? , Do principals and teachers

differ in their perception of the principal ’ s vision?
The next set of research questions addressed the
relationship between principal vision as measured by the
School Vision InYentory

and the following demographic

variables: Teacher gender , teacher age , the length of time
that a teacher has worked with a principal , the length of
teaching experience , the size of the school , the percentage
。f

students on free and reduced lunch , the number of years

。f

experience of the principal , the length of time that a

principal has been in a school , and principal gender.
The following research questions explored the
principal ’ s personal values as measured by the Profile of
Life Values. The questions were: What are the principal ’ s
personal values? , Is the gender of the principal related

t。

his/her personal values? , What is the relationship between

3

principal personal values and teachers ’ perceptions of
principal vision?
The final three research questions explored the
principal ’ s Interpersonal Orientation as measured by the
와훌~

scale. The questions were: What are the principals ’

interpersonal orientations? , Is the interpersonal
。 rientation
。f

of the principal related to teacher perceptions

their principal ’ s vision? , Is the interpersonal

。 rientation

of the principal related to his/her personal

values?
Data were collected from 51 principals and 841 teachers
in elementary schools from 10 school districts in the
Portland , Salem and Vancouver metropolitan areas. Teachers
were asked to score their perceptions of their principal ’ s
vision on the School Vision Inventorv. while the principal
。f

each school was asked to predict how they felt their

staff might respond on the same instrument. The principal
was also asked to complete the
。 rientation

Mach 꼬

interpersonal

scale and the Profile of Life Values . Data were

analyzed by using one or more of the following statistical
tests where appropriate: MANOVA; ANOVA; Chi-square; and
Pearson Product Moment Correlation.
The major conclusions drawn from this study were: The
major conclusions drawn from this study are: (1) principals
perceived their teachers to be less positive than they in
fact were in their perceptions of the principal ’ s ability

t。
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encourage others to make personal sacrifices to accomplish
the principal ’ s vision; (2) male teachers perceive that
their principals include them more in the vision building
process than do female teachers; (3) teachers younger than
26 were less positive in their perceptions of their
principal ’ s Internalization and tended to be less positive
。n

other scales; (4) principal ’ s communicate their vision

more effectively with those teachers who are in their first
year with their current principal than any other group for
vision exchange , sacrifice and total vision; (5) school and
principal demographics have little impact on teacher
perceptions of principal vision; (6) principals value being
sensitive to the needs of others more than any of the other
personal values and they value artistic expression and
appreciation the least; (7) with the exception of the
Artistic values , male and female principals are relatively
similar in their personal values; (8) principal vision and
personal values are moderately related; and (9) the
relationship of interpersonal orientation of the principal
to teacher perceptions of principal vision is not
statistically significant.
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CHAPTER I
OVERVIEW

One of the most significant educational change
movements to have occurred in Oregon in recent years , has
been the passage of Oregon ’ s Education Act for the 21st
Century (House Bill 3565). This bill has charged our
educational leaders with the restructuring of our current
school system to include such reforms as: the implementation
。f

non-graded primary schools , the provision of alternative

high schools , restructured statewide assessment to include
certificates of initial and advanced mastery , and the
development of site based management. The main focus of this
Bill is to bring our schools up to levels which will allow
us to provide:
。f

"A restructured educational system capable

achieving the state ’ s goals of the best educated citizens

in the nation by the year 2000 and a workforce equal to any
in the world by the year 2010"

(p.1).

How is this to be

accomplished , and who or what will it take to achieve these
goals?
The answer lies , in part ,

in the leadership of our

educational organizations and in the ability of school
principalsto quickly come to grips with the various
mandates and policies. This will require principals who are
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instructional leaders as well facilitators for all members
。f

the organization involved in the change process.
This study is therefore concerned with effective

leadership. In particular , it examines three personal
characteristics of principals , believed to be associated
with effective schooling.

The variables examined in this

study include principal vision , principal interpersonal
。 rientation，

and principal personal values. The focus on

these is based heavily upon the work of Blumberg and
Greenfield (1986) and Greenfield (1982 , 1987 , 1988 , 1991)

‘

INTRODUCTION

Leadershio Effectiveness
In recent years there has been a swell of interest in
what has been termed the Effective Schools Research.

The

initial momentum for this emphasis began with the
publication of studies of student academic achievement
scores by researchers such as Brookover , Beady ,
Schweitzer and Wisenbaker (1979)
(1971).

,

Edmonds (1979)

E’ lood

,

,

and Weber

These early researchers found that the students in

the "effective schools" scored better than was expected in
academic achievement tests and that these schools had
greatly reduced levels of student drop-out.
Effective Schools. Achilles , in Greenfield (1987)

,

noted that most of the effective schools literature clearly
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defines five correlates associated with effective schools.
These are (1) the principal exercises strong leadership , (2)
a school climate which is safe and orderly without being
repressive and rigid , (3) high and positive expectations are
held for both students and staff , (4) teachers and all
school staff emphasize the basic skills which are to be
tested and , (5) teachers use regular and continuous
assessment to structure instructional strategies for each
pupil (pp.20-21).
Underlying each of these five correlates is the
significance of theprincipal , as the school ’ s instructional
leader , on the maintenance of a school environment conducive
to the support of each of the correlates.

Principal

leadership is interwoven throughout the effective schools
literature. Effective principals are associated with
effective schools and ineffective principals with
ineffective schools. While complex and not well understood ,
the link between effective leadership and effective schools
has been begun to be systematically studied.
Much of the research presented in the current effective
schools literature points to the "leadership" of the school
principal as the single most significant factor in creating
effective schools (Barth , 1990; Brookover & Lezotte 1979;
Edmonds , 1979; Rutter et.al. , 1979; Sergiovanni , 1984 , 1987).

4

Burlingame (1987)

,

is one of a growing body of

researchers , however , who now question the almost sole
reliance upon administrative leadership as the key
effective schools.

t。

He argues that the very reviews of

research and writing which have been used to support the
"leadership as most significant factor" stance , has been
tainted by the preconceptions of the reviewer. Central

t。

Burlingame ’ s position is the view that a closer look at the
case studies and original research reveals the importance of
the cultural context of the school and the significance of
。 ther

members of the organization in ensuring school

effectiveness.
Dwyer and Smith (1987)

,

state that when looking at

effective schools the role of the instructional leader is
critical; however , the significance of the leaders ’ role
cannot be understood apart from the larger systems and
events that have a direct impact on their actions.

They

state that some of the key variables which can influence
school success are demographics , changing student
populations , the history of the organization and , the
changes in school leadership (pp. 174-176).
Greenfield (1987)

,

states that instructional leadership

is associated with improving schools; however , caution needs
to be exercised when generalizing conclusions to schools in
different communities and with different historical
backgrounds. He states: "Schools are shaped by their larger

5

environments , and by the values , beliefs , and standards of
participants.

Actions to improve schools are mediated by

aspects of the school ’ s culture and organizational context ,
and what works in one school may fail in another" (p. 154).
One of the underlying assumptions of this research
study is that the principal , as the instructional leader ,
plays a key role in the development of effective schools.
The principal , however , is not solely responsible for school
effectiveness. The climate , culture , history , and
。 rganizational

context of the school and the values ,

beliefs , and standards of the participants all significantly
impact the effectiveness of schools.
Personal Characteristics . Recent studies associated
with effective schools and the role of the principal
(Cuban , 1984; Dwyer , 1984; Manasse , 1985) have highlighted the
significance of additional variables , such as the contextual
properties of the school , the school environment , the actual
work of the school principal , and the school ’ s history , in
determining instructional outcomes for children.
Greenfield (1987) states that even with this increasing
attention , researchers have been limited in their attempts
to study the personal qualities of the individual teachers
and principals involved. He advises that , "the issue is not
to study the individual characteristics per se
(Bridges , 1982)

,

but rather to understand the relationships

between the knowledge , skills , and dispositions of

6

individuals and characteristics of the situation in which
they work " (1978 , pS9).
Blumberg and Greenfield , in their (1986) book

~뇨응

Effective Princioal. Persoectives on School Leadershio ,
looked closely at eight school principals who "made a
difference" in their schools. These principals , they
contend , were successful in the realization of educational
and organizational goals because each (1) held an image or
vision of what it was he/she wanted to accomplish , (2) had a
propensity to assume the initiative and take a proactive
stance in relation to the demands of their work environment ,
and (3) was able to satisfy the routine organizational
maintenance demands in a manner which enabled the principal
to spend more on-the-job time in activities related to the
realization of their personal vision (p. 181).
In addition to the three key elements of vision ,
initiative , and resourcefulness highlighted above , Blumberg
and Greenfield (1986) have speculated several more specific
personal qualities which they believe exist in principals
who are effective in leading our schools. These are:
• Being highly goal-oriented and having a keen sense of
clarity regarding instructional and organizational
goals.
• Having a high degree of personal security and a well
developed sense of themselves as persons.
• Having a high tolerance for ambiguity and a marked
tendency to test the limits of interpersonal and
。 rganizational systems that they encounter.
• Being inclined to approach problems from a highly
analytical perspective and being highly sensitive t 。
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•
•
•
•

the dynamics of power in both the larger systems and
their own school.
Being inclined to be proactive rather than reactive to be in charge of the job and not let the job be in
charge of them.
Having a high need to control the situation and a low
need to be controlled by others - they like being in
charge of things and initiating action.
Having high needs to express warmth and affection
toward others , and to receive it - being inclined
toward friendliness and good-natured fellowship.
Having high needs to include others in projects on
problem solving , and moderate to high needs to want
。 thers to include them. (pp. 181-185)

Building upon his earlier work (Blumberg & Greenfield ,
1980 , 1986)

,

Greenfield (1987) has suggested that the

cornerstones of effective instructional leadership are (1)
the ability to exercise "moral imagination" , or the ability
to see how things are and how they might be , in developing a
compelling "vision" regarding what is possible or desirable
for the school and (2) "interpersonal competence" or the
knowledge and skills needed by the principal in order

t。

influence others in desired directions (p. 64).
This study will look at three of many variables
believed to be associated with the effectiveness of the
principal's leadership: vision , interpersonal orientation ,
and personal values. These three personal characteristics
are assumed , by the researcher , to be interrelated and this
study was undertaken to gain a better theoretical
understanding of these interrelationships.
The first variable , Vision , is taken directly from the
discussion of Blumberg and Greenfield ’ s (1986) work

8

mentioned above. The second variable , Interpersonal
Orientation , is based upon Blumberg and Greenfield ’ s (1986)
discussion of interpersonal competence. Interpersonal
。 rientation，

is the manner in which the principal conducts

interpersonal interactions with his/her staff. The third
variable , Personal Values , refers to what it is that the
principal holds up as being important when he or she makes
。 ne

decision over another. A more complete discussion of the

three variables , and the reasons for their use in this
study , will be discussed in the following section.

Princinal

vi~iorl

Tyack and Hansot (1982)
Virtue: Public

S 간 haal

,

in their book Manaaers of

Leadershin in

Am erica.

1820-1980I

discuss the development of the public school system and its
leaders since the emergence of the one room school house of
the early nineteenth century.

They reference the names of

dozens of people , such as Emilie Applegate , Edward Cubberly ,
Horace Mann , Catherine Beecher , John Dewey , and Marcus
Foster who have contributed significantly to not only their
unique educational organizations but also to the development
。f

their educational eras.
The one common thread weaving through the differences

in philosophy , religion , race , gender , and culture of these
leaders was the presence of a unique vision that each of
them had for their particular educational organizations.

9

Vision was the element that helped these leaders focus their
attention on what it was that they wanted to achieve for
themselves and their organizations and in so doing helped

t。

create the public school system as we know it today (Tyack &
Hansot , 1982)

0

The ability of the principal to hold and enact on a
vision has become increasingly more important in today ’ s
educational organizations and as such has started to draw a
great deal more attention in the research (Astin & Leland ,
1991; Barth , 1990; Blumberg & Greenfield , 1986; Licata ,
Greenfield & Teddlie , 1989; Johnson , 1991; Sergiovanni ,
1984; Vaill , 1990)

0

More recently , Blumberg and Greenfield (1986 , p.181)
highlighted three key characteristics associated with
effective principals. These are: (1) an individual
commitment to a particular educational or organizational
vision; (2) an ability to assume the initiative and take a
proactive stance in relation to the demands of their world
。f

work; and (3)

。 rganizational

an ability to satisfy routine

maintenance demands so that more time can be

devoted to the realization of their personal vision.
Licata , Greenfield and Teddlie (1989) defined the
concept of vision as: "the capacity to see the discrepancy
between how things are and how they might be and the need
compel others to act on those imagined possibilities"
(po 94)

0

t。
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Bricker (1984) reflected that vision is not some type
。f

strategic plan but is rather more like the compass that

points the direction to be taken , that inspires enthusiasm ,
and that allows people to contribute and take part in the
shaping of the way that will constitute the school ’ s
m~ss~on.

This research study will use principal vision as one of
three key variables associated with principal effectiveness
(Blumberg & Greenfield , 1986; Greenfield , 1987; Licata ,
Greenfield & Teddlie , 1989; Sergiovanni , 1984). Discussion
。f

vision in this study will refer to the principal ’ s

ability to look at what exists in a school and reflect upon
what is possible and more desirable in that specific school
context.
The concept of "moral imagination" , is vital to a clear
understanding of the concept of vision in this study.
Blumberg and Greenfield (1986) state that moral imagination
~s:

The element of "imagined" possibility. It is
"moral" imagination because the discrepancy , the
possibility envisioned , is rooted in an awareness
。 f and a commitment to the standards of good
practice , of effective schools and good teaching ,
that characterize membership in the normative
community of educators. Thus it is "moral" in that
it is the application of some standard of goodness
that illuminates the discrepancy between the
present and what is possible , and better. (p.228)
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This study deals with principal vision , and as such , it
does not directly attempt to study the building of a shared
vision within a school. The researcher is fully aware ·of the
importance of teacher empowerment and vision development by
a leadership team; however , one of the underlying
assumptions in this study is that effective principals are
those who effectively exchange ideas about their personal
vision with the other members of the organization. Effective
principals base their visions in the reality of the
。 rganizational

context and place great emphasis on "moral"

leadership aimed at benefiting all who stand to be affected
by the decision.

The assumption in this study is that

principal vision does not imply hierarchy and control over
members of the organization.
Licata , Greenfield and Teddlie (1990) state that
principals , who effectively exchange ideas about vision and
support teacher freedom to make strategic decisions in the
classroom , are creating a public vision which is open

t。

critical examination by all interested groups within the
school. Licata , Greenfield and Teddlie (1990) state that ,
when principal vision is seen in this light ,
It becomes less like dogma and more like a
hypothesis that can be modified based on new
information. • . Principals who understand the
social realities of fostering a viable school
vision may endure to provide the kind of stable
and continuous leadership required to bring about
needed changes in their schools. (p 99)
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One of the central assumptions of this study is that
principal vision is a key variable in effective educational
。 rganizations.

(Appendix A)
(1989)

,

,

The School Vision Inventorv

(S.V. I.)

developed by Greenfield , Licata , and Johnson

was used to assess this variable.

The S.V.I is

designed to be administered to the teaching staff of a
school. The teachers are asked to respond to 18 statements
about principal vision within their school;
。f

the principal

the school is asked to predict their staffs ’ responses

t。

each of the 18 statements on the S.V.I.
The S.V.I. is composed of three subscales , the first of
which measures Vision Exchange or the principal ’ s
effectiveness in exchanging ideas about a school vision with
。 ther

members of the organization.

The second subscale ,

Vision Internalization , is the effectiveness of the
principal to persuade others to accept or internalize the
school vision. The third subscale , Vision Sacrifice ,
measures the effectiveness of the principal in encouraging
members of the organization to make sacrifices to ensure the
fulfillment of the school vision (Greenfield , Licata &
Johnson , 1989).
The S.V.I. does not measure how the principal ’ s vision
was developed nor does it measure if this vision is held
collectively by all members of the organization. The
instrument , as is the case with this study , focuses upon the
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vision of the principal and the related variables of Vision
Exchange , Vision Internalization and Vision Sacrifice.

Pr‘ incioal

P~rsonal

Values

Principal personal values is a second variable which
appears to be significant in influencing the way in which
principals make decisions and hence provide leadership in
their schools.

Sashkin (1988) highlighted the importance of

the values that the principal possesses in relationship

t。

the search for excellence in schools. Personal values he
states , help the principal focus upon what he/she believes
is important in educational process.
McCall (1986) indicated that the personal values of the
principal can be of paramount importance in influencing
principals when they go through the vision development
process. Greenfield (1985 , p 25)

,

said that values refer to

the conception of what a group , organization , or individual
hold to be desirable.

He also said that values concern the

preferred activities and processes associated with means and
ends.
Although the research on principal personal values is
very sparse , the significance of values in influencing the
work of the principal should not be understated.

Almost

every action taken by the principal and every decision made
is consciously or unconsciously tied to that principal ’ s
moral and ethical stance regarding the needs of children ,
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staff , and community associated with his/her particular
school.
Simon (1957) noted that decisions corne from two sets of
premises , those which are based upon facts and those which
are based upon values. Blumberg and Greenfield (1986) build
upon this by stating that deciding upon an action or an
alternative always involves the assignment of values

t。

facts and the exercise of judgment in arriving at that
alternative (p. 225).
It is important to note that the study of personal
values does not represent a return to the "traitist
approach" to analyzing managerial effectiveness. Rather , it
represents an attempt to study the character of principals
and their qualities as human beings (Blumberg & Greenfield ,
1986) .
This research study assumes that an action taken by the
principal , as the instructional leader of the school , will
be based upon that principal ’ s particular set of personal
values. As Greenfield (1987) argues , instructional
leadership involves the assignment of values to facts as a
necessary part of the decision making and action taking
process.
The instrument used in this study , to determine the
principal ’ s personal values , is the Profile of Life Values
(Appendix B) which was developed by Hales and Bellarts
(1991). Although the original instrument was developed to be
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used in Bellarts ’ research with nursing students , the
instrument is very basic in its scope and thus applicable

t。

educational administration.
The values measured by the instrument are;
Intellectual , Considerate , Creative , Artistic , Recognition ,
Achievement , and Integrity.

This instrument consists of

statements with no right or wrong answers , expressed on a
Likert scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree. A
point system is used to assess personal values.

Pr‘ incioal

Interoersonal Orientation

Greenfield (1986) suggested that two cornerstones of
effective school administration are moral imagination (the
development of a compelling vision) and interpersonal
competence. It is this concept of interpersonal competence
from which the third key variable of this study ,
interpersonal orientation , will be derived.
E’。 ote

and Cottrell (1955) operationally defined

interpersonal competence as "the knowledge and skills that
enable an individual to shape the responses he or she gets
from others" (p.7). Greenfield (1991) noted that
interpersonal competence actually involves both principal
knowledge and personal skills.
Peterson (1978) has shown that the average day of the
principal is characterized by a countless series of face
face interactions with students , parents , supervisors and

t。
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。 thers.
。f

This interaction is critical to the effectiveness

the principal because it is through these interactions ,

that the work of the principal gets done.
Because of the highly interactive and political nature
。f

the principalship , effective principals need to possess

the interpersonal skills which will allow them to interact
frequently and competently
。 rganization

with all members of the

on two significant dimensions.

First , in the

skill dimension , the principal should be sensitive to nonverbal communication signals , be able to empathize with the
individual idiosyncrasies of the work demands of the various
member groups within the organization , and be responsive

t。

the political and power relationships between members both
in and out of the organization. Second , in the knowledge
dimension , the principal should be in command of information
pertaining to teaching and learning as well as understanding
the non-work dimensions of the life of his/her staff
(Greenfield , 1991).
Greenfield (1991) sums up the significance of
interpersonal competence when he states:

"Interpersonal

competence is especially crucial for a principal for it is
primarily with and through teachers and others that the work
。f

school administration is accomplished" (p.18).
The importance of interpersonal competence to principal

effectiveness is clear given that the vast majority of the
work of the principal involves interaction with other
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members of the organization.

This study will look more

deeply at this critical variable by analyzing the
interpersonal "orientation" of the principal when he or she
interacts with others.
The instrument used to determine the principal ’ s
interpersonal orientation will be the
C) developed by Christie

&

뼈~

Geis (1970). The

scale (Appendix

와와H..-Y

instrument places the principal on an interpersonal
。 rientation

continuum which ranges from those who are high

Mach (analytical , cognitive) to those who are low Mach
(empathetic). Christie and Geis (1970) contend that ,
When high Mach ’ s have a goal , they attend to their
。 wn cognitive analysis of the situation , including
cognitions about others and the actions ,
specifically in terms of relevance to the goal.
Low Machs are more influenced by private , implicit
assumptions , but also get engrossed in the process
。 f ongoing interaction in following the other t 。
wherever he is going (p. 308).
The researcher believes that the interpersonal
。 rientation

of the principal significantly impacts the

relationship that he or she has with the other members of
the school. The interpersonal orientation of the principal
should , therefore , be directly related to the principal ’ s
interpersonal competence.

As noted previously (Blumberg &

Greenfield , 1986; Greenfield , 1987 , 1991) interpersonal
competence is one of the key personal variables associated
with principal effectiveness.
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Demoaraohic Variables
This study has as its primary focus exploration of
vision , interpersonal orientation and personal values of
elementary principals. In an attempt to shed some light on
what these schools , principals and teachers look like , the
researcher examined vision , interpersonal orientation and
personal values by analysing selected demographic varibles.
Literature reviews on each of the three key variables
are presented in chapter two; however , in each case little
。r

no studies exist which which link school , teacher or

principal demographic variables to the principal ’ s vision ,
interpersonal orientation or personal values.
While the researcher has no specific hypotheses in mind
when testing these demographic data against the three key
variables , he is however interested in clarifying any
significant differences that there may be based on gender ,
age , experience , tenure , socio-economic status or size of
the school.
With each demographic variable the aim is to determine
the relationship of that variable to vision , interpersonal
。 rientation

and principal personal values. This

clarification will help to either support or question any
conclusions drawn at the end of the study. Additionally , the
demographic data will help strengthen the reliability of the
instruments.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

It is the intended purpose of this research study ,

t。

try to identify those interpersonal orientation
characteristics , and the particular personal values , which
are present in elementary principals.
While there is a growing interest in research on
principal vision there have been only limited attempts

t。

correlate additional variables such as interpersonal
。 rientation，

personal values and biographical data.

This study will therefore address the following
research questions:
1. What are the teachers ’ perceptions of principal
vision?
2. What are the principals ’ predictions of the
perception ’ s teachers have of principal vision?
3. Do principals and teachers differ in their perception
。f

principal vision?

4. Is the gender of the teacher related to teacher
perceptions of principal vision?
5. Is the age of the teacher related to teacher
perceptions of principal vision?
6. Is the length of time that a teacher has worked with
a principal related to teacher perceptions of
principal vision?
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7. Is the length of teaching experience related

t。

teacher perceptions of principal vision?
8. Is the size of the school related to teachers ’
perceptions of principal vision?
9. Is the percentage of students on free and reduced
lunch related to teacher perceptions of principal
vision?
lO.Does the number of years of experience of the
principal have any relationship to teacher
perceptions of principal vision?
11.IS the length of time that a principal has been in a
school related to teachers ’ perceptions of principal
vision?
l2.Is the gender of the principal related to teachers ’
perceptions of principal vision?
l3.What are the principals ’ personal values?
l4.Is the gender of the principal related to his/her
personal values?
l5.What is the relationship between principal personal
values and teachers ’ perceptions of principal vision?
l6.What are the principals ’ interpersonal orientations?
l7.Is the interpersonal orientation of the principal
related to teacher perceptions of principal vision?
l8.Is the interpersonal orientation of the principal
related to his/her personal values?
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SIGNIE’ ICANCE OF THE STUDY

While the study of leadership effectiveness has
received a great deal of attention in recent years , research
into the personal characteristics of effective leaders has
received little recent attention.

An

ERIC search , conducted

in December of 1992 , revealed 51 documents related to leader
。r

principal vision at the elementary school level.

A close

inspection of each of these documents revealed that only 13
addressed principal vision as it has been discussed in this
study.

It should be noted that vision is referenced more

frequently in relation to the school ’ s vision , creating a
shared vision among members of the school , and to a lesser
extent where principal vision was referred to as meaning
"the most important" vision of the school.
A further ERIC search revealed that 19 documents
addressed principal personal values , nine of which were
relevant at the elementary level , and seven documents
addressed the principal ’ s interpersonal orientation.

N。

studies dealt with all three variables , principal vision ,
principal interpersonal orientation and , principal personal
values , at either the secondary or elementary level.
The three most related studies to date have been
Greenfield ’ s (1986) "Moral Imagination , Interpersonal
Competence , and the Work of School Administrators" , Licata ,
Greenfield , and Teddlie ’ s (1989) study "Principal Vision ,
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Teacher Sense of Autonomy , and Environmental Robustness"
which focused upon 57 elementary schools in Louisiana , and
Johnson ’ s (1991) dissertation "Principal Vision ,
Environmental Robustness , and

Teacher Sense of Autonomy in

High Schools."
One of the most significant aspects of this study ,
therefore , is that it will add to the very slim body of
existing research on what Blumberg and Greenfield (1986)
refer to as the "person characteristics" associated with
effective principals. They state that much of the research
associated with the principalship is preoccupied with cause
and effect assumptions about leadership and with the
leadership function of administration. When this occurs ,
they describe three things which happen:
(1) the principal or some associated set of
behaviors , characteristics , or activities is
treated as an independent variable and tends to be
。verly emphasized by researchers;
(2) the
interdependency or reciprocal character of social
relationships , events , and activities is deemphasized; and (3) contextual variables are
virtually ignored. (p. 234)
This study is particularly concerned , through
exploration of the

interpersonal orientation variable , with

looking at the interdependency or reciprocal character of
social relationships , events and activities , in school
leadership , as charged by Blumberg and Greenfield (1986).
The researcher believes , that the interpersonal orientation
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the principal , significantly impacts the relationship

that he or she has with the other members of the school ,
hence influencing his or her overall leadership
effectiveness. The researcher was particularly interested in
the relationship of interpersonal orientation to vision as a
preliminary step toward understanding the overall leadership
equation.
By investigating the personal values of the principal ,
this study will further help to illuminate the "person
characteristics" of effective school leaders. The researcher
therefore believes , that the personal values of the
principal deeply affect that principal ’ s view of what a
school should be - his/her vision , as well as the manner in
which the principal interacts with other members of the
。 rganization

- his/her interpersonal orientation.

This study will help to identify personal
characteristics of principals associated with teacher
perceptions of principal vision which may either support ,
refute , or clarify the propositions offered by Greenfield
(1986) in this area. And , finally , it will help us better
understand the interplay between the three variables;
vision , interpersonal orientation and , personal values.
This will be particularly relevant given the growing
need for administrators who indeed can make a difference in
their schools and who are also capable of dealing with the
implementation and implications of change agendas , such as
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Oregon ’ s property tax limitation law , commonly referred

t。

as Measure 5 , and Oregon ’ s Education Act for the Twentyfirst Century.
This study ’ s significance to the field of educational
administration lies in the assumption that effective leaders
possess certain interpersonal competencies and personal
values associated with their ability to maintain high vision
profiles. By revealing these associations between
interpersonal orientation , personal values , and principal
vision , we may be helping to identify skills which might be
learned by others.

SUMMARY

This study is concerned with school leadership. In
particular , it examines three personal characteristics of
principals , believed to be associated with effective
schooling.

The variables examined in this study (principal

vision , principal interpersonal orientation , and principal
personal values) are based heavily upon the work of Blumberg
and Greenfield (1986) and Greenfield (1982 , 1987 , 1988 ,
1991) .
Chapter II provides a review of the educational
leadership literature , as well as a review of the literature
pertaining to principal vision , principal interpersonal
。 rientation，

and principal personal values.

Chapter III
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describes the data collection and analysis techniques , the
descriptive and inferential statistics used , sampling
characteristics and procedures , and a description of the
School Vision Inventorv. the
。 rientation

와월뇨~

interpersonal

scale and the Profile of Life Values .

Chapter IV presents the results of data analysis and
Chapter V includes a summary of the study and offers
conclusions as well as recommendations for practice and
further research.

CHAPTER

II

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION
The central purpose of this chapter is to present a
review of the literature that relates to vision ,
interpersonal competence and values in educational
administration. The following sections have been included.in
this literature review: (1) School Leadership , (2) Principal
Effectiveness , (3) Principal Vision , (4) Principal
Interpersonal Orientation , and (5) Principal Personal
Values.

SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
Leadership is a subject which has long excited
interest among scholars and lay persons alike. The
term connotes images of powerful , dynamic persons
who command victorious armies , direct corporate
empires from atop gleaming skyscrapers , or shape
the course of nations. Why do certain leaders
(Gandhi , Mohammed , Mao Tse-tung) inspire such
intense fervor and dedication? How did certain
leaders (Julius , Caesar , Charlemagne , Alexander
the Great) build great empires? Why are certain
leaders ( Winston Churchill , Indira Gandhi , the
Shah of Iran) suddenly deposed , despite their
apparent power and record of successful
accomplishments? How did certain undistinguished
persons (Adolf Hitler , Claudius Caesar) rise t 。
positions of great power? Why do some leaders have
loyal followers who are willing to sacrifice their
lives for their leader , and why are some other
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leaders so despised that their followers conspire
to murder them (e.g. , as occurred with the
"fragging" of some military officers by enlisted
men in Vietnam)? (Yukl , 1989 , p.1).
This quote from YukI ’ s (1989) book , Leadershio in
Oraanizations. helps to illuminate the complexity which
exists when trying to study leadership as well as the
fascination which surrounds the subject.
The literature on leadership , although vast , seems

t。

show that there are four basic approaches which can be used
when attempting to

cIa앙 sify

the research (Hall , 1991; Hoy &

Miskel , 1991; Johnson , 1991; Spotts , 1976; YukI , 1989).
These four approaches are (A) the power and influence
approach , (B) the behavior approach , (C) the trait approach ,
and (D) the situational approach (YukI , 1981 , p. 7).
The power and influence approach explains leadership in
terms of the amount of power which is available to the
leader , the types of power available , and how that power is
exercised.

A key element in the research on this approach

centers around the notion of reciprocity of influences
between leaders and followers (Johnson , 1991; Yukl , 1989 ,
p. 8) .
Central to the power and influence approach is the
power taxonomy developed by French and Raven (1959). The
five categories of power are:
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(1) Reward Power , which emphasizes that people will
respond to the power agent in order to receive rewards which
are believed to be controlled by the power agent.
(2) Coercive Power , which emphasizes that people will
respond to the power agent in order to avoid punishments
which people believe that the power agent possesses.
(3) Legitimate Power , which emphasizes that people will
respond to the power agent because they believe that the
agent has the right to make the request and a that it is
their duty to comply.
(4) Expert Power , which emphasizes that people will
respond to the power agent because they believe that the
agent has special knowledge about the best way to accomplish
things.
(5) Referent Power , which emphasizes that people will
respond to the power agent because they admire the agent or
wish to gain his/her approval

(Yukl , 1989 , p.35).

The second of the leadership approaches relates to the
behaviors of leaders on the job. This behavior approach
centers around description of the actions of leaders in
terms of activity patterns , managerial roles , behavior
categories , and the differences in behavior patterns between
effective and ineffective leaders

(YukI 1981 , p.92).

The situational approach constitutes the third of the
major approaches to leadership.
。n

Here the major emphasis is

the situational factors effecting leadership such as
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authority and discretion , the nature of work , ability and
motivation , and the external work environment (Yukl , 1989 ,
p. 9) .

The trait approach emphasizes the personal attributes
。f

leaders. The earliest of the leadership theories in this

area go back to the 1930 ’ sand 1940 ’ s and were centered
around personality traits and general intelligence;

More

recent research however has shifted this focus towards how
leader attributes relate to leadership behavior and
effectiveness. Some of the more common traits associated
with leadership effectiveness include: "self confidence ,
emotional stability , energy level , initiative , stress
tolerance , and lack of defensiveness" (Yukl , 1989 , p. 202).
Bolman and Deal (1984 , 1991 and 1992) organized
theories of organizational leadership into four frames or
categories. The first of these is the structural frame which
emphasizes structure , rationality and efficiency. Leaders
within this frame set clear lines , value analysis and data ,
solve problems with rules and policies , and hold people
accountable for results. The second is the human resource
frame which focuses on the individual ’ s interaction with the
。 rganization.

Leaders in this frame value empowerment ,

facilitation , relationships , and feelings. The third or
political frame emphasizes the conflict which exists between
groups for scarce resources. Leaders in this frame place
much importance on building coalitions , building power
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bases , and negotiating compromises. The final , or symbolic
frame , places emphasis on the meaning and predictability
which can be formulated out of the chaos of organizations.
Leaders in this frame pay attention to myth , ceremony ,
ritual , and other symbolic forms.
YukI (1989 , p. 269)

,

presented an integrated model of

leadership which combines all of the key approaches of
leadership.

Previously , argues YukI , leadership was only

looked at in terms of its parts.

F’。 r

example , researchers

would study the effects of personal power or leadership
behavior as a way of improving organizational effectiveness.
YukI ’ s model incorporates all of the key variables in a way
which emphasizes their interconnectedness.
Central to the YukI model is the notion that the
。verall

effectiveness of an organization is mediated by a

core set of intervening variables , such as subordinate
effort , role clarity and ability , organization of work ,
cooperation and teamwork , resources , and external
coordination.

These intervening variables are in turn

affected by the interaction of factors such as a leader ’ s
personal power , his/her specific traits and skills , his/her
leadership behavior and a vast array of situational
variables (YukI , 1989).
Hall (1991) has noted that the practice of studying
leadership under one of the four approaches alone is often
misrepresentitive of the complexity of the world of the
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leader. He stressed that the current move toward the
conceptualization of leadership involving a combination of
factors was much more acceptable. He states:
The position in the organization itself , the
specific situations confronted , the characteristics
。 f the individuals involved , and the nature of
therelationships with subordinates all affect
leadership behavior and the impact of that
behavior. (p.153)

Sergiovanni (1991) sees leadership in terms of a set of
driving forces which act to push the organization forward.
In the school environment the five driving forces of
leadership are: (1) technical , (2) human , (3) educational ,
(4) symbolic , and (5) cultural (p.100).
The technical force assumes that one of the basic
premises of any organization is the need for proper
management. Principals with strong technical force would be
competent at dealing with tasks such as planning ,
coordinating , scheduling , and organizing.

Leaders with a

strong technical force , it is argued , provide work places
which are characterized by order , reliability , and security
for the members of the organization which , in turn frees
them up to concentrate on the major purposes of their work
(Sergiovanni , 1991 , p.101).
The human force of leadership centers around the
leader ’ s ability to harness the social and interpersonal
potential within the organization.

In schools ’ this would
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mean meeting the interpersonal needs of teachers and
students and providing growth opportunities for staff
members and students , as well as providing support and
encouragement (Sergiovanni , 1991 , p.101).
The educational force relates to the power that the
principal has because of his/her expert knowledge about
schooling and other areas pertaining to education.

Areas of

expertise would include: " diagnosing educational problems;
counseling teachers; providing for supervision , evaluation
and staff development; and developing curriculum "
(Sergiovanni , 1991 , p.102).
The symbolic force centers around the leader , focusing
the attention of the organization towards important goals
and behaviors and signaling to others what is valuable in
the school.

Typical symbolic leadership behaviors would

include examples such as presiding over ceremonies and other
special occasions , as well as spending time in classrooms
and spending time with students (Sergiovanni , 1991 , p.10l).
The cultural force involves the leader ’ s ability and
responsibility to build into the organization a common
strand of beliefs , values and culture that tend to give the
。 rganization

a unique identity over time.

Examples of leadership activities associated with the
cultural force include:
Articulating school purposes and mission;
socializing new members to the school; telling
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stories and maintaining or reinforcing myths ,
traditions or beliefs; explaining the "way things
。perate around here"; developing and displaying a
system of symbols (as exemplified in the f。다rth
force) over time; and rewarding those who reflect
this culture. (Sergiovanni , 1991 , p.105)

PRINCIPAL EFFECTIVENESS

E’ iedler

(1967) proposes a very simple yet

straightforward criterion for effectiveness: specifically ,
the extent to which a group accomplishes its primary task.
He illustrates that , even though the groups output is not
entirely a function of the leader ’ s skills , the leader ’ s
effectiveness is judged on how well the group achieves its
task (p. 9) .
The first true scientific studies of public school
leadership were conducted by the National Education
Association in the late 1920 ’ s.

These studies were

specifically designed to generate demographic data about
principals as a group and centered around the opinions and
perceptions of principals about a variety of job related
issues.

Typically these studies were atheoretical and it

wasn ’ t until the 1960 ’ sand 1970 ’ s that researchers began
realize the importance of the school principal as a key
change agent in local , state , and national educational
policy (Greenfield , 1982).

t。
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Hemphill , Griffiths , and

E’ rederikson

(1962 , pp. 330-

344) conducted a national research study of 232 principals
to determine key characteristics associated with the nature
。f

the job , principal selection and ideas , and materials

useful in principal training.

The researchers concluded

that specific differences are present between the
administrative behaviors exhibited by men and women.
Specifically , men are more prone to comply with suggestions
made by others and to analyze administrative tasks. They
make more concluding decisions , follow pre-established
procedures more often , and took a greater number of terminal
actions. Women on the other hand , were more prone

t。

exchange information , maintain organizational relationships ,
and respond to outsiders. They were also more inclined

t。

ask subordinates for information , were more knowledgeable
about instruction and teaching techniques , did more work ,
and discussed situations more often with superiors.
Gross and Herriot (1965) conducted a study of 175
elementary principals to determine the existing levels of
Executive Professional Leadership , a measure which stresses
the executives role in improving the quality of staff
performance.

Their results suggest that principals showing

a high degree of professional leadership will have more
productive staffs who also experience higher morale. They
also concluded that school principals should not rely solely
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the provision of routine administrative services to their

staff.
Gross and Herriot (1965) also suggest that there are
four personal characteristics which could be used to predict
those principals who have high levels of Executive
Professional Leadership. These are: (a) high levels of
academic achievement in college , (b) the motive of service ,
(c) a commitment to off duty time on the job , (d) and a high
degree of interpersonal skill (pp. 150-157).
An investigation by Lipham and Francke (1966) into the
nonverbal behavior of principals and military executives

wh。

were classified as either innovators or noninnovators ,
suggested that the nonverbal actions of administrators
projected clear images to others.

These images were

determined to be critical factors in how effectively
principals communicate to others. This particular study
began to highlight the complexity of personal and
interpersonal factors critical to understanding the
principalship (Greenfield , 1989).
After reviewing more than 75 research studies and
reports Persell and Cookson (1982 , pp. 23-28) determined
that good principals display nine recurrent behaviors.

They

are:
(1) Demonstrating a commitment to clear academic goals ,
being prepared to give of their time , and being hard working
and fair minded role models to their teachers.
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(2) Creating a climate of high expectations by setting
a tone of respect for teachers and students.
(3) Functioning as an instructional leader by becoming
directly involved in instructional policy on the face to
face level with teachers.
(4) Being a forceful and dynamic leader by welcoming
new ideas , having a high tolerance for ambiguity , being
analytical , and by adopting a practical stance on life.
(5) Consulting effectively with others by involving the
faculty in the decision making process and encouraging
genuine exchange amongst teachers.
(6) Creating order and discipline by obtaining support
and materials or by minimizing factors that may disrupt the
learning process.
(7) Marshaling resources both inside and outside of the
school environment in order to create a system that will
tolerate diversity.
(8) Using time well by devoting more of their time

t。

"out of office" activities.
(9) Evaluating results of the clear goals that they
have set for their schools.

Greenfield (1982 , pp. 17-18) suggests that there are
six characteristics associated with effective principal
performance: (1) the ability to work closely with others on
a face to face basis; (2) the ability to manage conflict and
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ambiguity; (3)

the ability to integrate the cluster of

demands competing for the time of the principal; (4) the
ability to adapt to the ever changing human , social and
environmental conditions; (5) the ability to formulate
action plans and decisions responding to a system in
constant motion; and (6)

skill in assessing and evaluating

the consequences of schooling for children by applying the
knowledge pertaining to effective managerial and educational
practice.
Burns (1978) suggested a theory of leadership which
proposes that leadership exists when people with certain
motives and purposes activate resources so that they can
motivate and satisfy the needs of those who would follow.
According to Burns there are

tw。 당eneral

types of

leadership: (1) transactional leadership which focuses on
extrinsic motivation and needs , and (2) transformative
leadership , which focuses on the more intrinsic moral and
。 ther

higher order needs motivation.

Transformational

leadership occurs at two stages: the first , is concerned
with higher order psychological needs for esteem and
autonomy and the second ,

is concerned with moral questions

aimed at what is good , right and dutiful , as well as
questions centered around ones sense of obligation
(Sergiovanni , 1991).
Etzioni (1988) followed through closely upon this moral
dimension of leadership. Etzioni ’ s (1961) original work
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suggested that there were three broad strategies that a
leader can use to get people involved and motivated. The
three were: (1) coercive , which centers around getting those
within the organization to do what the leader wishes by
forcing the threat of penalties upon them , (2) remunerative ,
which motivates people to act because they are enticed by
the thought of rewards such as money , career advancement ,
social standing or grades , and (3) normative , where people
are motivated to act because they feel that they are doing
something which is intrinsically satisfying or that they
believe is right or good.
Of all three strategies , normative has the greatest
chance of motivating people to do what they are supposed

t。

do because it relies upon the moral involvement of people
through the shared commitment to values , beliefs , and norms
(Etzioni , 1988).
Sergiovanni (1991) also emphasizes the importance of
normative strategies when he stated that:
Moral involvement has the best chance of ensuring
and maintaining inspired commitment and
performance from students , teachers , and parents.
Strategic commitment to moral involvement does not
preclude the tactical use of coercive and
remunerative compliance , but it does suggest that
the overarching framework for compliance must be
normative. (p.55)
Greenfield (1991) declares that discussing leadership
in terms of how principals exercise influence is critical

t。
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understanding the nature of leadership in schools.

He

suggests that attempting tolead through coercive or
remunerative strategies is likely to diminish a principal ’ S
ability to lead teachers.

Given the primarily social and

cultural goals of schools , normative power is the best means
of influencing participants.
Levinson (1968)

,

Schriesheim et al (1982) and

Greenfield (1991) have agreed that the most powerful basis
for the use of normative power lies in the importance and
trust that the follower places in the leader.

The key

element in this leadership by consent approach , is that
beliefs cannot be changed unless one is willing to change
them.
A central theory to understanding this relationship
between normative power and principal effectiveness is
Wieck ’ s (1976) work on educational organizations as loosely
coupled systems. Central to Weick ’ s position is that
schools , unlike most other types of organizations , are made
up of several structural groups which have the ability

t。

function successfully without tight structural ties
(couplings) to other groups. The counselor ’ s office is
loosely coupled to the principal ’ s office , although each
seem to be somehow attached. The counselor may go for days
without interacting with the principal yet both are
performing vital functions for the school so in essence the
two are loosely coupled (Weick , 1976).
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Because teachers are professionally independent in
relative terms within their schools , principals have a much
better chance of influencing them if they rely upon personal
sources of influence. Greenfield (1991) has noted that
personal influence resides in qualities attributed to the
leader such as information , functional or technical
expertise , the ability to be helpful , level of commitment

t。

goals , values , beliefs and trustworthiness. He continues by
showing that this personal influence resides in qualities
attributed to the leader by those whom one desires

t。

influence (p.27).
After conducting an in-depth study of eight school
principals , Blumberg and Greenfield (1980) concluded that
success and effectiveness of a principal is related to (1)
that principal ’ s commitment to the realization of an
individual vision , (2) his/her ability to take the
initiative and take a proactive stance toward the demands of
their work-world environment , and

(3)

his/her ability

t。

handle routine maintenance demands so as to be able to spend
more on the job time in the pursuit of their personal vision
(p.208) .
Gardner (1990 , p. 119) said that , for leaders to be
effective and function in the complex world of today , they
need critically important skills which involve (1) agreement
building by listening to all people at all levels , (2)
networking by encouraging people to come together to create
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change , (3) the exercise of non-jurisdictional power by
creating consensus rather than power , and (4) institution
building through empowerment of their co-workers.
Astin and Leland (1991)
。 utstanding

,

in their discussion of

women leaders , continue this extrapolation of

effective leadership traits by highlighting several key
components.

Although originally centered around women

leaders , their recommendations apply equally to both sexes.
Effective leadership , they believe , includes the ability

t。

assess a situation , to engage others in collective efforts ,
and to bring about needed change.

They continue by saying

that leaders need to be politically adept , be willing

t。

take risks , and be perceptive particularly in relationship
to their environments.

Paramount , however , is the need for

the acute development and critical use of outstanding
interpersonal skills (Astin

&

Leland , 1991 , p115).

YukI (1989) suggests that listening to others , being
aware of negative reactions , increasing the frequency of
face to face interactions , and trying to discover the
underlying values and needs of those with whom they interact
will help illuminate the various demands and constraints
placed upon them.

Each of these suggestions helps the

principal "humanize" the problem and become a more effective
communicator.
Terrence Deal in Greenfield (1987)

,

in distinguishing

between effective schools and effective principals , stated
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that effective schools meet the human needs , get things
done , create meaning for the learners , and negotiate an
agreement between existing factions. Effective principals
focus their time and attention in each of these areas. Deal
states that effective principals:
Rotate their lenses like a kaleidoscope , finding
different patterns in the social world that they
are asked to administer. They enjoy providing the
leadership for each. They know better than t 。
concentrate their efforts on one view - even if
researchers and policy makers tell them that they
should.
(Greenfield , 1987 , p. 244)
Much of the literature on effective leadership to date
has focused upon the role of the principal as the leader ,
instructional supervisor , change agent , decision maker , and
conflict manager.

This focus seems more concerned with what

it is that the effective principal should do rather than
what it is that he or she actually does. Other critical
dimensions such as personal , organizational , and
environmental factors , that may have a great influence on
the principal , seem to have been largely ignored in the
research (Greenfield 1982) .
Blumberg and Greenfield (1986) have noted that much of
the research on leadership effectiveness has overemphasized
the

behaviors , characteristics , or activities of principals

and , consequently , the interdependency or reciprocal nature
。f

the social relationships within a school , along with the
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contextual variables , have been virtually ignored. This
current literature review would lead one to believe that
little has changed since 1986 in that Blumberg and
Greenfield ’ s conclusions could still be drawn today.
This study will attempt to look at three personal
variables believed to be associated with the effectiveness
。f

the principal ’ s leadership: vision , interpersonal

。 rientation，

and personal values. These three personal

characteristics variables are assumed , by the researcher ,

t。

be interrelated and this study will be undertaken to gain a
better theoretical understanding of these
interrelationships.
An ERIC search in December of 1992 revealed that , to
date , no studies have dealt with all three variables ,
principal vision , principal interpersonal orientation and ,
principal personal values , at either the secondary or
elementary level.

PRINCIPAL VISION

One of the most comprehensive reviews of the literature
pertaining to principal vision was conducted by Johnson
(1991) as part of his unpublished doctoral dissertation;
Princioal Vision. Environmental Robustness. and ’T’eacher
Sense of Autonomv in Hiah Schools. Johnson states that
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The concept of vision is as rooted in antiquity as
it is in contemporary dialogue. Over a thousand
years before the birth of Christ , King Solomon
prophesied: "Without a vision , the people will
perish" (Proverbs 29:18). E’ rom prophets t 。
presidents , vision is on the lips of the people.
President Bush talks of "that vision thing." In
the 1990 hit movie Dick Tracv (Beatty , Producer) ,
gangster Big Boy Caprice , when challenged why he
should be the mob boss of the city responds:
"Because I have a vision. A big boss must have a
vision." From sacred to secular , from ancient
manuscript to American comic strip , from faith t 。
farce , the concept of vision is experiencing a new
birth as an essential component of our leadership
genre. (p. 35)
The ability of the principal to hold and act upon a
vision has become increasingly more important in today ’ s
educational organizations and , as such , has started to draw
a great deal more attention in the research (Astin

&

Leland ,

1991; Barth , 1990; Blumberg & Greenfield 1980 , 1986;
Johnson , 1991; Licata , Greenfield & Teddlie , 1989;
Sergiovanni , 1984; Vaill , 1990).
Blumberg and Greenfield (1986 , p181) highlighted three
key characteristics associated with effective principals.
These are (1) an individual commitment to a particular
educational or organizational vision , (2) an ability

t。

assume the initiative and take a proactive stance in
relation to the demands of their world of work , and (3)

an

ability to satisfy routine organizational maintenance
demands so that more time can be devoted to the realization
。f

their personal vision.
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Licata , Greenfield , and Teddlie (1989) defined the
concept of vision as:

"the capacity to see the discrepancy

between how things are and how they might be and the need

t。

compel others to act on those imagined possibilities"
(p.94).

Bricker (1984) reflected that vision is not some

sort of strategic plan but is rather more like the compass
which points the direction to be taken , that inspires
enthusiasm , and that allows people to put into and take part
in the shaping of the way that will constitute the school ’ s
mlsslon.
Sergiovanni (1991) highlights that vision in school
leadership needs to be understood differently than what it
is in the corporate sector.

He states that vision should

not be construed as a strategic plan that serves as a road
map in charting a course for the organization. Rather , it
should be seen as a compass that points the direction to be
taken.

Vision , he continues , should evoke a sense of

enthusiasm and belonging on the part of the stakeholders.
People should be allowed to buy into and take part in the
shaping of the school ’ s mission. The development of this
vision requires that there be a building of shared consensus
about the purposes and beliefs so that people can bond
together around common themes (p.180).
In his study of highly successful leaders , Bennis
(1984) concluded that having a compelling vision was a key
ingredient to those leaders ’ success.

His conception of
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vision refers to the capacity of a person to communicate a
view of a desired state of affairs that evokes in other
members of the organization a commitment to work towards
that state of affairs.
According to Barth (1990)

,

during the course of the

average day a principal may engage in several hundred
interactions.

A personal vision can give the principal a

point of reference which can guide these interactions.
Without a vision , he continues , our behavior becomes
reflexive , inconsistent and short-sighted and "our
activities in school become empty vessels of discontent"
Barth (1990 , p.211).
In his 1990 book , Imorovina Schools f!‘ om Within , Barth
presented five reasons why school practitioners need

t。

develop visions. They are: (1) commonalties in vision occur
across a vast array of educators hence they are the best
chance for school reform and therefore are more likely to be
acted upon by those concerned; (2) research in schools
generally covers a broad base , asking few questions of lots
。f

people , whereas visions are developed by individual

insight over many years and hence add richness and
credibility to school people; (3) visions are ideas , and as
such , when shared with other people , they can give the
person a sense of satisfaction and recognition; (4) the
personal visions of adults , no matter how fragmented and
rUdimentary , are not inconsequential to children; and (5) by
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articulating visions of what the school should be like ,

principals are inviting random prescription from the outside
(pp. 149-152).
Vision should start out with a single person and
principals should talk openly about their beliefs , values ,
dreams and ideals.

Principals are the ones who are

responsible for starting the dialogue about what schools
should stand for , believe in , and where the school or
district should be headed (Peters & Austin , 1985).
Sergiovanni (1990) states that vision is a critical
part of the school ’ s purpose and should influence the
direction that a school takes , as well as the decision that
the staff , community and students make as they travel that
path.

He states that "purposes" with the following

characteristics have the most chance of succeeding: (1) they
should be clear enough that you know when you are achieving
them; (2) they should be accessible enough that they can be
achieved with the existing resources; (3) they are important
enough to reflect the core values and beliefs of the school;
(4) they are powerful enough that they can inspire and touch
people in a world which is managerially loose and culturally
tight; (5) they should be few in number and focused so that
people can distinguish what is important and what is not;
(6) they should be characterized by consonance in that most
of the purposes should hang together as a group; (7) they
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should encourage cooperation in the school and not
competition; (8) they are difficult enough to evoke
challenge and cause people to persist; and (9) they are
resilient enough to stand the test of time and therefore are
not easily challenged (p.60).
Kouzes and Posner (1987)

,

in a study of more than 7 , 500

managers from private and public institutions , found that
。 ver

half of the respondents sought visionary

characteristics as part of their leadership style. In
another study by the same researchers , which looked at 1 , 500
top executives across twenty countries , they found that 75
percent of the respondents thought that in today ’ s world a
leaders should convey a strong sense of vision; 98 percent
said that this would be important in the year 2000.
An effective vision should be one that speaks to the
heart and represents values that are important to the
individual~

This vision should so excite the people in an

。 rganization

that they feel motivated to support , act on

behalf of , and feel proud to belong to that organization
(Mauriel , 1989).
Cuban (1987) developed a set of criteria for judging
the visions of leaders. The five key components are: (1)
clarity , or the ability of the vision to be understood by
followers;

(2) fit , or how well the vision fits the

aspirations of the followers;

(3) history , or whether the

vision is consistent with or departs from the history of the
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。 rganization;

(4) flexibility , or the ability of the vision

to be modified by the followers; and (5) moral principles ,
。r

the extent to which the vision is anchored in a set of

ethical values (p.276).
Bennis and Nanus (1985) contend that , without a vision ,
leadership becomes ineffective and as such helps to maintain
the status quo. They argue that ultimately this lack of
visionary leadership could lead to the disintegration of our
society because of the lack of purpose and cohesion (p.228).
The reduction of goal and vision ambiguity is critical
to the ability of the principal to translate his/her vision
into action. Effective principals , after defining their
vision for their schools , seek the support of staff

t。

implement policies and procedures associated with that
vision (Blase , 1987).
LeSourd and Grady (1990) defined visionary principals
as those who are highly motivated by their personal
convictions , committed to achieving school goals , value a
prominent shared school philosophy , believe in innovation ,
and have an image of a better school in the future. Nonvisionary principals have stability rather than change as
their central focus. They focus on emphasizing the day

t。

day management functions instead of motivation which leads
to visualizations of the future (pp. 105-106).
Vision or "moral imagination" was defined by Licata ,
Teddlie and Greenfield (1989) as:

"The capacity to see the
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discrepancy between how things are and how they might be and
the need to compel others to act on those imagined
possibilities" (p.94).
Blumberg and Greenfield (1986)

,

as the result of an in-

depth study involving four elementary and four high school
principals , concluded that vision is a critical factor in
the effectiveness of principals. They found that the
implementation of a particular principal ’ s vision was
directly related to the principal ’ s ability to develop warm
working relationships with others as well as a shared
concern for good practice and the best interests of
students.
Blumberg and Greenfield (1986) see vision as the
capacity to exercise moral imagination and as the foundation
upon which the moral authority of the principal rests.
Vision is what allows a principal to lead a school well and
as such is of critical importance for principals because it
is they who will determine what is to become of the school.
In their words: "As the principal goes , so goes the school"
(p.228) .
The literature on leadership vision has begun to steadily
increase over the past 10 years , however , most of the
references to vision are as components of larger articles or
books on leadership (Astin

&

Leland , 1991; Barth , 1990;

Blumberg & Greenfield , 1980 , 1986; Greenfield , 1987 , 1991;
Licata , Greenfield & Teddlie , 1989;

Johnson , 1991; Licata ,
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Greenfield & Teddlie , 1989; Sergiovanni , 1984 , 1987;Vaill ,
1990) •
Few studies have used principal vision as one of the
central variables related to leadership effectiveness.

An

ERIC search , conducted in December of 1992 , revealed 51
documents related to leader or principal vision at the
elementary school level.

A close inspection of each of

these documents revealed that only 13 addressed principal
vision as it has been discussed in this study.

It should be

noted that vision is referenced more frequently in relation
to the school ’ s vision , creating a shared vision among
members of the school , and to a lesser extent where
principal vision was referred to as meaning " the most
important" vision of the school.

LEADERSHIP AND INTERPERSONAL ORIENTATION

Gross and Herriot (1965)

,

in a study of 175 elementary

principals , suggest that there are four personal
characteristics which could be used to predict those
principals who have high levels of Executive Professional
Leadership: (a) high levels of academic achievement in
college; (b) the motive of service; (c) a commitment to off
duty time on the job; and (d) a high degree of interpersonal
skill.

Gross and Herriot (1965) seem to be the first
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educational researchers to have seen the true importance of
interpersonal competence in school principals.
Greenfield (1986) said that the research is clear about
what it is that principals actually do at work and indicates
that most school principals actually spend very little time
supervising teachers. He continues by stating that the
principal ’ s work is "largely social in character , occurs
。 utside

of classrooms , and involves a lot of verbal , face

t。

face interaction with mUltiple actors on the school scene"
(p. 3) .

Dwyer , et.al. (1985) , in a study of the work activity of
elementary school principals , concluded that most of the
work conducted by principals centered around communication
with the variety of groups with which they come in contact.
The second largest work activity was that of monitoring work
structures , student and staff relationships , plant and
equipment , and safety.

More than

60 용 。 f

the principal ’ s

behavior was focused in these two areas.
Greenfield (1986) argues that reforms in educational
administration which are centered on instructional matters
may be misleading; most of what principals actually do is

t。

respond to "situational imperatives" which are events and
activities that demand immediate attention.

If not attended

to , these imperatives have a high potential to threaten the
stability of the school situation , including matters
pertaining to curriculum , and instruction.

Greenfield
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argues that calling for improved instructional leadership is
no more than "prescription" that shows a poor understanding
。f

the principal ’ s work situation.

He continues by stating

that more attention needs to be given to the lower-order
concepts of "moral imagination" and "interpersonal
competence" in order to illuminate that which is actually
encountered by school principals on a daily basis (pp. 4-5).
Foote and Cottrell (1955) refer to interpersonal
competence as the personal knowledge and skills that can
enable an individualto shape the responses that he or she
gets from others. Quoted in Greenfield (1986)

, Weinstein

(1969) said that interpersonal competence is actually the
interrelationship of the following ten basic elements:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Interpersonal task - The response that one actor is
intending to elicit from another.
Interpersonal competence - Being able to achieve
interpersonal tasks.
Lines of Action - What one actor actually does to
elicit a desired task response from another.
Encounter - Any contact between people that involves
an interpersonal task by at least one party to the
exchange.
Situation - All the potentially meaningful stimuli
present in an encounter.
Defining the Situation - The process by which
participants in an encounter select and organize
situational stimuli into a coherent understanding of
what is actually occurring during an encounter.
Projected Definition of the Situation - These are
lines of action by one actor intended to influence
another actor ’ s definition of the situation.
Working Consensus - This is the definition of the
situation to which participants in the encounter
jointly subscribe.
Situational Identity - All relevant situational
characteristics determining who the actors are and
what they represent to one another.
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• Identity Bargaining - The process by which actors
influence their own or each other ’ s situational
identity. (Weinstein , 1969 , p.16)

Greenfield (1986) states that the last of these
elements , "identity bargaining" , is critical for the school
principal because it is the process whereby one has
influence over another person to achieve a desired response.
He states that: "The challenge for the principal is

t。

develop a working consensus among teachers as to what the
situation is and what needs to be done given that definition
。f

the situation" (p.1?).
Greenfield (1986) continues by stating that to be

interpersonally competent a principal needs to possess an
extensive set of lines of action by having a great deal of
familiarity with the work of teachers as well as being
knowledgeable about the viewpoints that teachers hold of
themselves , their students , community , colleagues , and their
work (p.18).
Blumberg and Greenfield (1980)

,

in an in-depth study of

four elementary and four secondary school principals ,
concluded that the principalship is a highly personal role
which involves numerous opportunities to teach teachers

t。

problem solve so that the problems of the teachers do not
become the principal ’ s problems. Successful principals , they
believe , rely upon their ability to listen to and dialogue
with members of the organization.

They contend that the
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degree of the principal ’ s interpersonal competence ,
particularly in the area of establishing and maintaining
desired identities , mediates much of what a principal does
。n

a day to day basis and that this is what more than likely

determines the difference between those principals who are
successful and those who are not (p.198).
Astin and Leland (1991)
Influen간 e.

,

in their book ,

Worn흔 n

of

Women of Vision. define effective leadership as

including the ability to assess a situation , to engage
。 thers

change.

in collective efforts , and to bring about needed
They said that leaders need to be politically

adept , be willing to take risks , and be perceptive
particularly in relationship to their environments.
Paramount , however , is the need for the acute development
and critical use of outstanding and interpersonal skills (p.
115) .
Schools are largely social in nature; the principal may
encounter literally dozens of interactions with staff ,
students , community , parents , and supervisors which are
。 ften

brief , fractured , and ambiguous. Very little of the

research on principal effectiveness addresses the
interpersonal competence of the principal and even less
addresses the principal ’ s interpersonal orientation.
The importance of interpersonal competence to principal
effectiveness is clear , given that the vast majority of the
work of the principal involves interaction with other
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members of the organization.

This study will look more

deeply at this critical variable by analyzing the
interpersonal "orientation" of the principal when he or she
interacts with others.

LEADERSHIP AND PERSONAL VALUES

Krathwohl , Bloom and Masia (1964) see values in terms
。f

a social product that has been internalized or accepted

by a person because of the way in which it fits that persons
particular sense of worth.

The highest level of personal

value exists when a person commits to that particular value ,
and the lowest level exists when one simply believes in it
existence.
Ornery (1989 , p.500) stated that values relate to the
effective disposition of human behavior , are organized in a
hierarchical order , have motivational worth , and are
expressed as behaviors or verbalized standards of conduct
(in Bellarts , 1992 , p. 13).
The following section from Greenfield in Sergiovanni
and Corbally (1986 eds.) illustrates the powerful appeal of
values:
A recent recruitment advertisement for the British
Army took up two pages in the Sunday Times and
was headed: "A tough act to follow." It showed the
marble pillars of the chapel at Sandhurst
inscribed with the names of former cadets whose
"careers ended in the Great War." The text with
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the picture asks those who are considering a
career as an army officer to examine their
intentions. It comes quickly to the point: "The
question isn ’ t how deeply you are moved. It ’ s
whether you are prepared to do what they did." It
goes on to say that applicants must be prepared t 。
die , " To accept the possibility of being killed
。 r wounded.
An d as an officer , you must lead your
men to accept it , too." Now that is an up-front
and honest appeal to higher values. Nor does the
text invoke the usual inducements: money , travel ,
women , the good life. While one may argue with
its values , the point to be made here is simply
that this statement recognizes what an army does
and makes no bones about the fact those who are t 。
leaders within it have to be committed to certain
values and have the task of committing others t 。
those same values as well. (p.166)
Hoy and Miskel (1991 , p. 215) have defined values as "
the shared conceptions of what is desirable".

They argue

that values serve to illuminate the basic character of any
。 rganization

and as such help to determine the actions of

those within the organization. It is these shared values ,
they continue , which help members understand what the
。 rganization

uphold.

stands for and what standards they should

Hoy and Miskel also contend that when people

understand these values they are more likely to feel like
part of the organization.
Thomas Greenfield , in a discussion on leadership and
。 rganizational

eds.)

culture , in Sergiovanni and Corbally (1986

, indicated that leaders will often try to get others

to commit to the values that they personally believe are
good. He continues by saying that organizations are in
essence built around a unifying set of values in which the
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members of the organization believe. The business of being a
leader centers around ones ’ ability to get others to commit
to these particular values.
Blumberg and Greenfield (1980)

,

in a study of

elementary and secondary principals , found three central
characteristics associated with highly effective school
leadership: (1) these principals did not allow themselves

t。

become consumed by routine organizational maintenance
demands , (2) they tended to be active and take the
initiative and , (3) they were highly committed to certain
personal values about schools and children.
Sergiovanni (1990) emphasized that the key

t。

successful schooling is bonding the people within the
。 rganization

together around common purposes and beliefs

that gives them a sense of what is of value within the
。 rganization.

Rescher (1982) has shown that values exist in

tw。

distinct categories: egocentric , where the focus is on the
self through privacy , comfort , and lor success , and group
oriented , where the focus is on interaction with others
through pride , reputation , patriotism , social justice , and
aesthetics. In both cases , values are formed through
personal deliberation which is followed by a behavioral
response (p.16).
Bellarts (1992)

,

in a study of personal values , work

values and job interests of nursing students , suggested that
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nursing education faculty needed to be aware of their own
values and how these values relate to teaching , learning ,
and professional practice.

Bellarts also concluded that

selected biographic variables such as age , job interests ,
and educational preparation played a significant role in
determining the personal values of nursing students.
Stark and Lowther (1989)

,

in discussions on University

teaching and learning , said that shared personal and
professional values is the basis upon which the integration
。f

liberal learning styles into professional education can

。 ccur.

Harris (1986)

,

in a paper presented to the Association

for Supervision and Curriculum Development , challenged
educational leaders to (1) improve their technical
competence in teaching and learning , (2) increase their
leadership clarity to include a purpose and commitment

t。

the ideals for a better society and , (3) to have more
leadership aimed at enhancing the personal and traditional
values of public education.
Marshall (1992)

,

in a study.of 26 administrators whom

she labeled "atypical" because they veered away from the
norm of white , male risk avoiders , found that values came
into play when administrators were forced to deal with
dilemmas arising from chronic tensions in public schooling.
She concluded that administrators value the use of
persuasion and being open about problems rather than top-
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down management. Other values included a sensitivity to the
needs of teachers and , most of all , a concern for each
child ’ s ability and equal opportunity to thrive , even to the
point of risking their own careers (p. 382).
Simon (1957) noted that decisions come from two sets of
premises , those which are based upon facts and those which
are based upon values. Blumberg and Greenfield (1986)

,

build

upon this by stating that , deciding upon an action or an
alternative always involves the assignment of values

t。

facts and the exercise of judgment in arriving at that
alternative (p. 225).
Blumberg & Greenfield (1980 , 1986) state that it is
important to note that the study of personal values does not
represent a return to the "traitist approach" to analyzing
managerial effectiveness , but rather , represents an attempt
to study the character of principals and their qualities as
human beings
The actions taken by the principal , as the
instructional leader of the school , will be based upon that
principal ’ s particular set of personal values. As Greenfield
(1987) argues , instructional leadership involves the
assignment of values to facts as a necessary part of the
decision making and action taking process.
The literature on principal personal values is very
sparse. The significance of values in influencing the work
。f

the principal , however , should not be understated.
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Almost every action taken by the principal and every
decision made is consciously or unconsciously tied to that
principal ’ s moral and ethical stance regarding the needs of
children , staff , and community associated with his/her
particular school.

SUMMARY

This chapter presented a review of the literature that
relates to vision , interpersonal competence and values in.
educational administration. The following sections were
included in this literature review:

(1) Leadership (2)

Principal Effectiveness (3) Principal Vision (4) Principal
Interpersonal Orientation and (5) Principal Values.
Key to the central focus of this research study is
Etzioni ’ s (1961) original work suggesting that there are
three broad strategies that a leader can use to get people
involved and motivated. The three were:

(1) coercive , (2)

remunerative and , (3) normative. Of all three strategies ,
normative has the greatest chance of motivating people to

d。

what they are supposed to do because it relies upon the
moral involvement of people through the shared commitment
values , beliefs , and norms (Etzioni , 1988).
Sergiovanni (1991) stated that:
Moral involvement has the best chance of ensuring
and maintaining inspired commitment and
performance from students , teachers , and parents.

t。
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Strategic commitment to moral involvement does not
preclude the tactical use of coercive and
remunerative compliance , but it does suggest that
the overarching framework for compliance must be
normative. (p.55)
Levinson(1968)

,

Schriesheim , et. al. (1982)

,

and

Greenfield (1991) have agreed that the most powerful basis
for the use of normative power lies in the importance and
trust that the follower places in the leader. One of the
underlying assumptions of this study is that the three
personal characteristic variables of vision , interpersonal
。 rientation

and personal values , are all compatible with

normative strategies of leadership.
Another central theorist to this research study is
Greenfield (1991). He declares that discussing leadership in
terms of how principals exercise influence is critical
understanding the nature of leadership in schools.

t。

He

suggests that attempting to lead through coercive or
remunerative strategies is likely to diminish a principal ’ s
ability to lead teachers.

Given the primarily social and

cultural goals of schools , normative power is the best means
。f

influencing participants.
This literature review has highlighted that the vast

majority of research and scholarly writing in the field of
leadership effectiveness has focused primarily upon
prescribing behaviors , characteristics and activities of
principals as they should be in schools. This review has
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confirmed Blumberg and Greenfield ’ s (1986) conclusion that
contextual variables and social relationship variables have
received little attention in the principal effectiveness
literature.
The literature on principal interpersonal competence ,
and interpersonal orientation in particular , was very
limited. References to principal personal values received
slightly more attention in the literature , however this was
mainly as smaller segments of larger studies or leadership
books.
The increase in references to leadership vision in the
literature has been noticeable , however most of these
references have tended to incorporate principal vision

int。

the shared school vision concept which is very important ,
but not the focus of this study.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
OVERVIEW

The primary function of this research study was to look
at the relationship between three variables (vision ,
interpersonal orientation , and personal values) believed
be significantly related to principal effectiveness.

t。

Due

t。

the non-random nature of these attribute variables and the
inappropriateness of their manipulation , this study was
based upon descriptive research methodologies.
Three separate survey instruments were used to gather
quantitative data from a population of urban elementary
school principals. Both descriptive and inferential
statistics were used.

RESEARCH PROBLEM STATEMENT

It was the intended purpose of this research study

t。

address the elementary principal ’ s vision , the significance
。f

interpersonal orientation , and the importance of

principals ’ personal values as well as the importance of
selected demographic variables , through the following
research questions.
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1. What are the teachers ’ perceptions of principal
vision?
2. What are the principals ’ predictions of the
perception ’ s teachers have of principal vision?
3. Do principals and teachers differ in their perception
。f

principal vision?

4. Is the gender of the teacher related to teacher
perceptions of principal vision?
5. Is the age of the teacher related to teacher
perceptions of principal vision?
6. Is the length of time that a teacher has worked with
a principal related to teacher perceptions of
principal vision?
7. Is the length of teaching experience related

t。

teacher perceptions of principal vision?
8. Is the size of the school related to teachers ’
perceptions of principal vision?
9. Is the percentage of students on free and reduced
lunch related to teacher perceptions of principal
vision?
10.Does the number of years of experience of the
principal have any relationship to teacher
perceptions of principal vision?
11.Is the length of time that a principal has been in a
school related to teachers ’ perceptions of principal
vision?
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12.Is the gender of the principal related to teachers ’
perceptions of principal vision?
13.What are the principals ’ personal values?
14.Is the gender of the principal related to his/her
personal values?
15.What is the relationship between principal personal
values and teachers ’ perceptions of principal vision?
16.What are the principals ’ interpersonal orientations?
17.Is the interpersonal orientation of the principal
related to teacher perceptions of principal vision?
18.Is the interpersonal orientation of the principal
related to his/her personal values?

INSTRUMENTATION

Survey questionnaires were the only data collection
method used in this study. The questionnaires were
distributed to schools in two parts. Part 1 , which was
completed by the teaching faculty at each participating
school , consists of the School Vision Inventorv (Appendix
A). Part 2 , which was completed by the principal at each
participating school , consists of three questionnaires; the
School Vision Inyentory (Appendix A)
포화꾀료S

(Appendix B) and , the

~뇨Jl

,

the Profile of Life

scale (Appendix C)

to measure interpersonal orientation.

,

used
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A demographic data section was included as part of the
teacher survey (Part 1) with questions relating to gender ,
age , years of teaching experience , years teaching in current
position and , years working with the current principal.
Additionally , a demographic instrument (Appendix D)
used with the principal survey (Part 2)

,

was

, to elicit selected

biographical information about each of the principals as

t。

their gender , age , years of experience in administration ,
school size and , staff size. This information will give the
researcher a feel for the demographic characteristics of

~he

principal and teacher samples.

T’he

School Vision Inyentory
Originally developed by Greenfield , Licata and Johnson

(1989) the School Vision Inventory assesses the degree

t。

which a principal can get others to accept , share and
eventually implement that principal ’ s educational vision.
The vision instrument consists of 18 statements. The
first two statements on the instrument ask teachers if they
believe that their principal has a vision of what their
school should be. Teachers respond either true or false

t。

both statements. If a false response was given to either
statement , the teachers were asked not to complete the
remainder of the vision questionnaire , but instead to go

t。

the end of the survey and complete only the demographic data
section.
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The remaining items require teachers to respond to 16
statements pertaining to teachers ’ perceptions of principal
vision. Responses were measured via a four point Likert
scale with possible choices ranging from strongly disagree
to strongly agree.
The School Vision

In、Tt::mtorv

consists of three

subscales. The first subscale (Vision Exchange) consists of
five items and measures principals effectiveness in
exchanging ideas about his/her vision of what the school
should be with others in the school environment. These five
items are:
1. My principal effectively exchanges ideas with
teachers to achieve this vision.
2. My principal effectively exchanges ideas with
students to achieve this vision.
3. My principal effectively exchanges ideas with
parents to achieve this vision.
4. My principal effectively exchanges ideas with
superiors to achieve this vision.
5. My principal effectively exchanges ideas with
members of the community to achieve this vision.

The second subscale , (Vision Internalization) measures
the effectiveness of the principal in getting others

t。

internalize or accept his/her school vision. This particular
subscale consists of the following four items:
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1. This vision can be achieved.
2. This vision serves the best interests of all the
children in this school.
3. I share in this vision.
4. I have accepted this vision of my own free will.

The third subscale , (Vision Sacrifice) relates to the
principal ’ s ability to encourage others to make sacrifices
to accomplish his/her vision of what the school should be
like , and whether or not individuals actually do make these
sacrifices. The five vision sacrifice items are:
1. My principal regularly encourages teachers to make
personal sacrifices to accomplish this vision.
2. My principal regularly encourages other members of
the school community to make personal sacrifices

t。

accomplish this vision.
3. I make personal sacrifices to accomplish this
vision.
4. Other members of the school community make personal
sacrifices to accomplish this vision.
5. My principal regularly makes personal sacrifices

t。

accomplish this vision.
The School Vision Inventory was scored by assigning
numeric values to each possible response for each statement ,
(Strongly Disagree =1 , Disagree = 2 , Agree = 3 , Strongly
Agree

=

4). The theoretical range on the items for the
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Vision Internalization Subscale is 4 - 16; the range for the
Vision Exchange Subscale is 5 - 2D; and the range for Vision
Sacrifice Subscale is 5 - 20.
The original School Vision Inventory , developed by
Greenfield , Licata and Johnson (1989)

,

consisted only of

true and false response choices. Johnson (1991)

,

after using

the instrument in its original form for his dissertation ,
recommended that the response choices be changed from a
true/false to Likert scale. This change has been made for
this study.
In addition , Johnson (1991) added an item to the
instrument which addressed the extent to which teachers
perceived that the vision was being successfully reached.
This item " My school is making meaningful progress toward
accomplishing our vision" , has been included in this study.
A final item has been added to the instrument for the
purposes of this study. It is " My principal included me in
the vision building process" , and it addresses the concept
。f

the development of a shared vision between all members of

the school.
Both of these additional items require Likert scale
responses and were scored identically to the other items on
the instrument , using the 1 through 4 point system described
above. Since the school was the unit of study for both of
these questions , mean scores were computed for each school.
A total vision score was calculated from the means of the
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Vision Internalization , Vision Sacrifice and Vision Exchange
subscales.
Greenfield , Licata and Johnson (1989)

,

reported that

Alpha reliability coefficients for the set of 17 individual
items , using individual teacher and school mean item scores ,
were .85 and .87 respectively.
The School Vision Inventorv measures teachers ’
perceptions of their principal ’ s vision.

The researcher was

also interested in the principal ’ s perception of how
principal vision was perceived in the school. To achieve
this , the principal at each school was asked to complete the
School Vision Inventory by selecting the response to each
statement , which he or she predicts was the one most
frequently selected by his or her staff.

The Profile of Life Values
The Profile of Life Values is a survey instrument
developed by Bellarts and Hales (1992) as a measure of
personal values.

Although the original instrument was

developed to be used in Bellart ’ s research with nursing
students , the instrument is very applicable to educational
administration and in particular principal personal values.
Its use in this study was as part of the principal survey
。 nly

and was not administered to teachers.
The personal values selected for this particular

instrument were: Intellectual , Considerate , Creative ,
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Artistic , Recognition , Achievement , and Integrity.

Bellarts

(1992) defined these values as follows:
Achievement : Concerns the desire to attain , accomplish ,
。 r succeed; desired results; perform successfully.
Artistic: Doing something tastefully - skillfully; the
showing of good taste - fine arts.
Considerate: The act of giving careful thought or
attention; sensitive to others.
Creative: Having or using imaginative or inventive
ideas; resourceful in dealing with new or unusual
experiences.
Intellectual : The act of acquiring , using knowledge;
the seeking of new information; determining how truths
were known through inquiry or research.
Recoanition : Reputation; Identity; acknowledgment by
。 thers of status.
Intearitv : The importance of being correct , sincere ,
honest; exact in accordance with the facts. (p.15)
The Profile of Life Values , consists of 56 statements
with no right or wrong answers , expressed on a four point
Likert scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree. Each
。f

the 7 personal values (Intellectual , Considerate ,

Creative , Artistic , Recognition , Achievement , and Integrity)
constitutes an eight point scale within the Life Values
instrument. A point system was used to assess personal
values (Strongly Disagree =1 , Disagree = 2 , Agree = 3 ,
Strongly Agree = 4). Mean scores werecalculated for each
personal value.
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Bellarts (1992) reported the following Alpha
reliability coefficients for the personal values used in
this instrument: Intellectual .783; Considerate .816;
Creative

.880; Recognition

.866; Artistic .872;

Achievement .814; Integrity .869 (p.93).

The Mach

V

Scale

Originally developed by Christie and Geis (1970)

,

the

Mach V scale was designed to measure Interpersonal
Orientation. This orientation was reported as a single
numerical score ranging from 40 - 160 with 100 being the
theoretical neutral point. Respondents who achieve higher
Mach scores were reported to have a more impersonal
interpersonal orientation and , conversely , the lower the
Mach score the more oer‘ sonal is the interpersonal
。 rientation.

At first glance , one may assume that the more personal
the interpersonal orientation of the principal the more
effective he or she would be as a leader. However the exact
。pposite

is porposed in this study. Great care needs to be

taken not to confuse traditional and everyday notions of
"personal" and "impersonal" with the more theoretical way
the concepts have been operationalized in the Mach V
instrument.
Personal (or Low Mach) oriented respondents are
generally characterized as those who overemphasize the need
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to please and give into the needs of others , who lack
decisiveness , give in quickly to their emotions without
analyzing situations , are less adept at monitoring the other
person in interpersonal situations , and are much less
skilled at bargaining and judging subtle changes in others
in group situations (Christie and Geis , 1970)
Impersonal (or High Mach) oriented respondents are
generally more "politic" than personal. In comparison to Low
Mach ’ s , High Mach ’ s: tend to be more statistical or
cognitive in that they think clearly about interactional
situations; they are more adept at standing back and
processing information about a situation; they are much more
successful in bargaining and

persuasion; they are much more

consistently accurate in assessing how those with whom they
interact differ from themselves; they are more subtle about
changing their point of view in group discussions; are more
skilled at achieving the possible by adapting their
interactional tactics to the specific conditions at hand
and; are skilled at getting others to "buy into" their point
。f

view through negotiation and bargaining (Christie and

Geis , 1970).
Scoring for the Mach V instrument is based upon the
respondent ’ s choice of the statement , which is
them and the statement which is
。f

1을혹률~

m요를후

like

like them , from a set

three statements provided. The three statements , in each

set , represent one High Mach item , one Low Mach item and ,
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。 ne

"buffer" or neutral item. If a respondent chooses the

High Mach item as the statement most like themselves and the
Low Mach item as the statement least like themselves , they
achieve a score of 7 points. If the reverse is true they
receive only 1 point. A score of 3 is achieved if the
respondent selects the Low Mach statement as the one least
like them , as well as selecting the neutral statement. A
score of 5 is achieved if the respondent selects the High
Mach statement as the one most like them , as well as
selecting the neutral statement.
Christie and Geis (1970)

,

state that in

h추요뇨J‘￥

structured situations , administrators who are high Mach ’ s in
their interpersonal orientation , are likely to be poorly
suited and generally ineffective. However , in looselv
structured situations , they are much more likely to be
effective. The opposite is true for low Mach administrators ,
as they are much more likely to be effective in tightly
structured organizations (p.358).
This study assumes that schools as organizations , are
very loosely structured and as such have high levels of
leadership ambiguity. It is therefore assumed that because
。f

this loose and ambiguous structure , principals who have

high Mach scores in interpersonal orientation would be more
effective leaders than principals with low Mach scores.
Two minor alterations have been made to the original
Mach V instrument for the purposes of this study. The first
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。f

these was an attempt , by the researcher , to eliminate

gender bias from the 60 original statements by re-phrasing
direct gender references , to make them more gender neutral.
The second alteration , was changing the format for answering
the questions.
The move to eliminate gender bias was decided after the
researcher administered all three instruments , including the
。 riginal

Mach V instrument , to 20 Portland State University

undergraduate students of mixed gender , and asked the
students to complete the instrument and respond to its
format. None of the students made any comments about the
School Vision Inv@.ntor‘ v

。r

the Profile of Life Values .

However , nine students commented on the gender bias of the
와릴뇨~
。f

scale , five of whom refused to complete the majority

that instrument.
An

example of this is statement 1 (A). In its original

form it reads ,

"

It takes more imagination to be a

successful criminal than a successful business man".
gender neutral statement now reads ,

"

The

It takes more

imagination to be successful in crime than to be successful
in business". Six of the original 60 statements were rephrased in this way , with great care being taken not

t。

alter the original meaning or emphasis of the statement.
The second minor alteration was the elimination of the
separate sheet provided at the end of the survey for the
respondent to place their answers. This researcher felt that
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the addition of a separate answer sheet to the principal
survey (which actually contains three separate instruments)
would not only lengthen an instrument which is already 8
pages long , but would also tend to be confusing to the
principal , as it breaks the "answering flow" or pattern
established in the first two instruments.
In place of the answer sheet , the letters "L" and "M"
were placed at the beginning of each of the 60 statements ,
with instructions for the principal to circle "L" if the
statement is least like them and to circle "M" if the
statement is most like them. The buffer , or third statement
。f

the set of three , was to be left blank as it was in the

。 riginal

instrument.

It is important to note that these two alterations were
made in an attempt to "streamline" the instrument for use in
this study. The researcher is confident that the statistical
reliability of the Mach V instrument , which was originally
reported by Christie and Geis (1970) as an Alpha coefficient
。f

between .65 and .67 , will not be affected.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

The data for this research study were collected from
principals and their staff , in elementary schools , in the
Portland , Vancouver and Salem metropolitan school districts.
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Sub 커 ects

The sUbjects chosen for this research project were
elementary school principals from 10 school districts within
the Portland , Vancouver and Salem metropolitan areas. These
10 districts , although varying in size , represent a total of
127 elementary schools. Letters were sent to the
superintendent of each of these districts (Appendix E)
。 utlining

,

the study and asking permission to conduct

research within their district. A response letter (Appendix
F) on which the superintendent was either to reject or grant
permission to conduct the research , was included with the
superintendent ’ s letter , along with a return stamped
envelope , addressed to the researcher.
Superintendents who granted permission to conduct
research , were asked to provide the name of a contact person
within the district , who was to be a liaison between the
researcher and the school principals. The role of this
liaison person , usually the director of elementary schools
or assistant superintendent , was simply to provide a list of
schools , within the district , which had volunteered

t。

participate in the study. Most liaison people preferred

t。

announce the study at the regularly scheduled elementary
principal ’ s district meetings , and then to ask the
principals to volunteer before a set date. The liaison then
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contacted the researcher with a list of participating
schools from that district.
The total number of schools responding to the survey
was 51 and this represented

40.47똥 。 f

the total 126

possible. As one of the survey instruments , the

융S뇨요요1

Vision Inventorv. asks for a response from the teaching
staff at each of the surveyed schools , the number of teacher
respondents equaled 841. It was hoped that relatively equal
numbers of both male and female principals would

respond

and that each of the 10 districts would be proportionally

,

represented.
Due to the fact that the researcher works in an
administrative position within one of the school districts
and works with several of the principals used in this study ,
the names of the districts and the principals concerned were
kept anonymous. All of the districts however were fairly
similar in their geographical location , percent of schools
within the state S.E.S brackets , and general curriculum and
instructional philosophies.
Oregon elementary school principals were sampled for
this study for two reasons. First , the researcher works in
the elementary setting and this is where his primary
interests lie and second , this study is built significantly
upon a 1991 dissertation by Dan Johnson which looked at
principal vision , environmental robustness and teacher sense
。f

autonomy.

Johnson ’ s (1991) dissertation was concerned ,
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however , with 34 high schools across the state of Oregon.
To date , no study has looked at principal vision ,
interpersonal orientation , and personal values at the
elementary level.

Administration of the Survev Instruments
After approval was granted from Portland State
University Human Subjects in Research Review Committee

t。

conduct this study , and letters from superintendents
당 ranting

permission to conduct research in their districts

had been collected , the researcher began the process of
contacting the principals of the participating schools.
Information packets , containing enough copies of each
。f

the instruments , were mailed to the principal of each of

the 100 elementary schools.

Letters to the principal ,

explaining the instruments as well as instructions for
completion and delivery back to the researcher , were

als。

included. (Appendix G)
It was anticipated that the principal , at each of the
schools , would entrust the collection of all of the School
Vision Inventories , at each site , to a particular staff
member who would be responsible for collecting the surveys
and mailing them back to the researcher in the pre-stamped
envelopes which were included.
At this point the principal would also complete the
principal survey (School Vision Inventory , Profile of Life
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Values and , Mach V scale of interpersonal orientation) and
place them in the return envelope with the teacher School
Vision Inventories. The whole packet was then returned

t。

the researcher.

DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

Once the data had been collected from the participating
schools and principals it was be entered on the mainframe
computer at Portland State University. The statistical
analys i. s program SYSTAT were used to perform the various
statistical procedures outlined in this section.

Descriotive Analvses
Descriptive analyses were run to determine means ,
standard deviations and range values for each of the
following variables; vision internalization , vision
exchange , vision sacrifice , total vision , principal ’ s
predicted vision , high mach , low mach , mach total , valuesIntellectual , values-considerate , values-creative , valuesartistic , values-recognition , values-achievement , valuesintegrity , values-total. Summary statistics were
generated for the demographic data.

als。
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Stati~tical

'I’ e 간hniaues

Research Ouestion 1· What were the teachers ’
perceptions of principal vision? This question was analyzed
by comparing means , standard deviations and coefficient
alphas for each of the vision scales for teacher responses
。n

the School Vision Inventorv •
Research Ouestion 2 • What were the principals ’

predictions of the perception ’ s teachers have of principal
vision? This question was analyzed by comparing means ,
standard deviations and coefficient alphas for each of the
vision scales (Internalization , Exchange , Sacrifice , Total
Vision) for principals ’ predictions of teacher responses on
the School Vision

In、Tentor‘ V.

Research Ouestion 3 • Do principals and teachers differ
in their perception of principal vision? This question was
answered by comparing row percents , Chi Square and
probability values for teacher and principal responses on
the School Vision Inventor‘ V
Research Ouestion 4 · Is the gender of the teacher
related to teacher perceptions of principal vision? This
question was examined by MANOVA and followed by ANOVAs with
gender of the teacher as the independent variable and the
three vision scales plus total vision as the dependent
variables. Chi Square analyses were run on statements 17 and
18 of the

S 간 hool

Vision Inyentory as they were not part of
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the vision scales. As a final analysis , a Pearson Product
Correlation was run on all three vision scales , total vision
and teacher gender.
Re~earch Oue~tion

5 • Is the age of the teacher related

to teacher perceptions of principal vision? This question
was also examined by MANOVA and followed by ANOVAs with the
grouped ages of the teacher as the independent variable and
the three vision scales plus total vision as the dependent
variables.

E’。 llowing

significant ANOVAs , the statistical

hypothesis for each pairwise mean comparison was tested
using Tukey HSD. Chi Square analyses were run on statements
17 and 18 of the School Vision Inventorv. As a final
analysis , a Pearson Product Correlation was run on all three
vision scales , total vision and teacher age as a continuous
variable.
Re~earch

Ouestion 6. Is the length of time that a

teacher has worked with a principal related to teacher
perceptions of principal vision? As with question 4 and
question five , this question was examined by MANOVA and
followed by ANOVAs with the grouped years of working with
current principal as the independent variable and the three
vision scales plus total vision as the dependent variables.
Chi Square analyses were run on statements 17 and 18 of the
School Vision Inventorv . As a final analysis , a Pearson
Product Correlation was run on all three vision scales ,
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total vision and teacher years with current principal as a
continuous variable.
Research Ouestion 7 · Is the length of teaching
experience related to teacher perceptions of principal
vision? Once again the following format was used: MANOVA ,
followed by ANOVAs with the grouped years of teaching
experience as the independent variable and the three vision
scales plus total vision as the dependent variables. Chi
Square analyses were run on statements 17 and 18 of the
School Vision Inyentory. As a final analysis , a Pearson
Product Correlation was run on all three vision scales ,
total vision and teacher years of experience as a continuous
variable.
Research Ouestion 8 · Is the size of the school related
to teacher perceptions of principal vision? This question
was also examined by MANOVA and followed by ANOVAs with the
grouped school size as the independent variable and the
three vision scales plus total vision as the dependent
variables. As a final analysis , a Pearson Product
Correlation was run on all three vision scales , total vision
and school size as a continuous variable.
Research Ouestion 9· Is the percentage of students on
free and reduced lunch related to teacher perceptions of
principal vision? This question was also examined by MANOVA
and

follow~d

by ANOVAs with the grouped percentage of
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students of free and reduced lunch as the independent
variable and the three vision scales plus total vision as
the dependent variables. A Pearson Product Correlation was
run on all three vision scales , total vision and percentage
。f

students on free and reduced lunch as a continuous

variable.
Research Ouestion 10 . Does the number of years of
experience of the principal have any relationship to teacher
perceptions of principal vision? This question was

als 。

examined by MANOVA and followed by ANOVAs with the grouped
years of experience as a principal as the independent
variable and the three vision scales plus total vision as
the dependent variables. As a final analysis , a Pearson
Product Correlation was run on all three vision scales ,
total vision and years as a principal as a continuous
variable.
Research Ouestion 11 . Is the length of time that a
principal has been in a school related to teacher ’ s
perceptions of their principal ’ s vision? This question was
also examined by MANOVA and followed by ANOVAs with the
grouped length of time a principal has been at a school as
the independent variable and the three vision scales plus
total vision as the dependent variables. As a final
analysis , a Pearson Product Correlation was run on all three
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vision scales , total vision and the length of time that the
principal has been at a school as a continuous variable.
Research Ouestion 12 • Is the gender of the principal
related to teacher perceptions of principal vision? This
question was examined by MANOVA and followed by ANOVAs with
the principal gender as the independent variable and the
three vision scales plus total vision as the dependent
variables. A Pearson Product Correlation was run on all
three vision scales , total vision and principal gender.
Research Ouestion 13 · What were the principals ’
personal values? This question was analyzed by comparing
means , standard deviations and coefficient alphas for each
。f

the value scales (Intellectual , Considerate , Recognition ,

Achievement , Artistic , Integrity , Creative) for principals ’
responses on the Profile of Life Values.
Research Ouestion 14 • Is the gender of the principal
related to his/her personal values? This question was
examined by MANOVA and followed by ANOVAs with the principal
gender as the independent variable and the seven value
scales as the dependent variables. A Pearson Product
Correlation was run on all seven value scales and principal
gender.
Research Ouestion lS · What is the relationship between
principal personal values and teachers ’ perceptions of
principal vision? This question was answered using a Pearson
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Product Correlation on all seven value scales , the three
vision scales and total vision.
Research Ouestion 16. What were the principals ’
interpersonal orientations? This question was analyzed by
comparing means , standard deviations and coefficient alpha
scores for principals on the

따꿇뇨.Jl

scale.

Research Ouestion 17. Is the interpersonal orientation
。f

the principal related to teacher perceptions of principal

vision? This question was examined by MANOVA and followed by
ANOVAs with the principal Mach (high/low) as the independent
variable and the three vision scales and total vision as the
dependent variables. A Pearson Product Correlation was run
。n

all three vision scales , total vision and principal Mach

as a continuous variable.
Research Ouestion 18 .Is the interpersonal orientation
。f

the principal related to his/her personal values? This

question was examined by MANOVA and followed by ANOVAs with
the principal Mach (high/low) score as the independent
variable and the seven value scales as the dependent
variables. A Pearson Product Correlation was run on all
seven value scales and principal Mach as a continuous
variable.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
INTRODUCTION

The aim of this chapter is to present the results of
this research study.

The demographic data for teachers ,

principals and schools is presented. The research questions
are discussed , using descriptive and inferential statistics.
Vision , personal values and interpersonal orientation were
the three key variables used in this study and they were
measured using the School Vision Inyentory. Profile Of Life
꼬혀냐않을

and ,

1'1효길요~

instruments respectively.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE

Demographic data for this study are described in terms
。f

sample size , as well as school , teacher and principal

demographic variables. The school demographic variables are
school district , student population , percentage of students
。n

free or reduced lunch , and number of teaching staff. The

principal demographic variables are sex , age , years of
experience as a principal , and years in current position.
The teacher demographic variables are sex , age , years of
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teaching experience , years teaching in current position , and
years working with current principal.

SAMPLE SIZE

This study contains data which were gathered solely
from elementary schools in the metropolitan Portland , Salem ,
and Vancouver areas. Listings of school districts in these
geographical locations were obtained from the Directorv of
Oreaon Schools (1992/1993) •

Particinatina Districts
The superintendents of nineteen school districts were
contacted initially to gain permission to conduct research.
Of the original nineteen , ten districts volunteered

t。

participate. It should be noted that Portland Public
Schools , the largest district in the state , failed

t。

respond to the request and therefore did not participate.
The total number of schools in the ten participating
districts was 126 , of which 66 volunteered to participate.
This represents

52.38용 。 f

the total possible sample. Surveys

were sent to each of these 66 schools; however , eight
schools failed to return the survey packets to the
researcher after they had received them. An additional five
schools were deleted from the data sample because fewer than

90
50 똥

。f

the teaching staff completed the

S 간0001

Vision

Inv p- nr. orv , and three schools were deleted by the researcher
because of incorrectly completed Mach V scales. The total
number of schools used for data analysis in this study was
51 which represented

40.47용 。 f

the original 126 target

population. A summary of sample size is represented in Table
I.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SAMPLE SIZE

Category

Number

Percentage

Schools counted in survey

51

40.47

Schools not participating

59

46.83

SVI)

5

3.97

Schools rejected because of
incomplete MachV scale

3

2.38

Schools failing to return survey 8

6.35

Schools rejected «

Totals

50 똥

126

100.00

This research study was conducted during one of the most
challenging times in the history of Oregon education. The
budget cutbacks brought on by the passage of Measure 5 ,
Oregon ’ s property tax limitation law , seems to have made its
greatest impact on the metropolitan school districts. All of
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the nineteen districts approached in this study are
currently in the process of reducing their operating budgets
for the 1993/1994 school year.

The involvement of building

level and central office level administrators in the
planning process for these cutbacks was the single greatest
reason given for non-participation in the study. One
superintendent wrote ," We are in the process of closing a
school next year and I can ’ t justify this one more thing

t。

my principals. Sorry!"
Two superintendents gave permission to conduct the
research in their districts and then asked that the
researcher personally contact the principals of the schools
by telephone to see if they would participate. Concern for
the amount of time it would take for their staff

t。

participate and limiting the amount of interruptions

t。

teacher ’ s time were the most frequent reasons stated by
principals when rejecting the researcher ’ s request

t。

conduct the study in their schools.
Given the pressure on school districts to make
cutbacks in their programs because of Measure 5 and the
associated uneasy atmosphere which exits in schools , the
researcher believes that the

40.47용

response rate of

returned surveys for this study is actually very
respectable.
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Schools Particioatina from Each District
The number of schools participating from each district
was obtained through the superintendent ’ s office , the office
。f

his/her appointed central office representative , or from

the researcher ’ s personal contact with the principals in the
two districts noted in the previous section. Table II shows
the distribution of schools by participating district.

TABLE II
SCHOOLS BY PARTICIPATING DISTRICT

District

Number

Percent of Total

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

9
3
4
2
9
4
2
8
9
l

17.65
5.88
7.84
3.92
17.65
7.84
3.92
15.69
17.65
1. 96

Total

51

100.00

The greatest number of participating schools from any
。 ne

district was nine and this represented

17.65똥 。 f

the
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total sample while the least number of participating schools
from anyone district was one and this represented

1.96옹 。 f

the total sample.
Districts were numbered and not named because anonymity
was guaranteed to all participants. Because a proportionate
number of schools from each district did not respond , the
number of schools participating from each district is not an
indication of the size of the district and hence should not
be used as a determinant in identifying particular
districts.

SCHOOL DEMOGRAPHICS

Several school demographic questions were included at
the end of the principal questionnaire (Appendix

D). These

questions were aimed at determining the current student
population , percentage of students on free and reduced
lunch , and current number of classroom teachers.

Sb.ldent

Population

While districts participating in this study came from
metropolitan Portland , Vancouver , and Salem; not all schools
participating were typical "inner suburban" schools. One
district which lies on the outskirts of metropolitan
Portland actually had some schools in semi-rural locations
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yet still within a 25 mile radius of central Portland. One
。f

these schools participated , and it had the lowest student

population (121) of all schools surveyed. The largest school
surveyed had a student population of 735. Based on the
ungrouped data , the mean student population for schools
participating in this study was 503.55; the standard
deviation was 137.63.
Student populations were classified into four groups ,
with

33.33똥 。 f

the total falling in the 300 to 400 range

Table III shows the aggregated student populations.
TABLE III
AGGREGATED STUDENT POPULATIONS

Student population

E’ requency

Percent

601 +
501 - 600
401 - 500
a - 400

12
14
17
8

23.53
27.45
33.33
15.69

Totals

51

100.00

Percentaae of Students on Free or Reduced Lunch
One indicator commonly used in research in schools is
the percentage of students on free or reduced lunch
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programs. This often gives the researcher an indication of
the socio-economic status of children. The mean score for
these schools was 27.71; the standard deviation was 18.96.
The highest percentage of students at anyone school on free
and reduced lunch programs was
。f

90 용

and the lowest percentage

students at anyone school was three percent. Table IV

shows the aggregated data for students on free and reduced
lunch programs by school. Values are represented in four
aggregated groups to allow for ease of comparison.
TABLE IV
STUDENTS ON FREE AND REDUCED LUNCH PROGRAMS
Aggregated 용 。 f Students
Percent of per School

Number of
Schools

Total

41 +
26 - 40
16 - 25
a - 15

9
11
16
15

17.65
2 1. 57
3 1. 37
29.41

Totals

51

100.00

Number of Classroom Teachers
One question on the principal survey asked the
principal to indicate the number of classroom teachers at
the school. This question was included primarily to gauge
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the response ratio for teachers on the School Vision
Inventorv . The researcher would take the packet of surveys
as they were returned from each school , count the number of
teacher surveys included in the packet and match that
against the number of classroom teachers as indicated by the
principal. If less than

50 웅 。 f

the teachers in the school

responded to the School Vision Inventory then that
particular school was not included in the sample; five
schools were excluded. The school reporting the smallest
number of classroom teachers had six; whereas , the school
with the largest number of classroom teachers reported 29.
Using ungrouped data the mean number of teachers for schools
reported in this study was 20.18; the standard deviation was
5.55. See Table V.
TABLE V
AGGREGATED NUMBERS OF TEACHERS PER SCHOOL
Numbers of teachers
26 +

Totals

14

1

n。

6 - 15

1 ”4
(ι

21 - 25
16 - 20

Frequency

Q

Percent
23.53
23.53
35.29

“

17.65

51

100.00
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PRINCIPAL DEMOGRAPHICS

Several questions , placed at the bottom of the
principal survey packet , were aimed at highlighting key
principal demographic data.

These questions asked the

principals for their age , gender , years as a principal , and
the number of years in their current position.

Princioal Acre
One of the questions on the demographic data section'of
the principal survey packet asked the principal to indicate
his/her age. One of the more common practices in school
leadership seems to be for principals to spend 10 to 15
years in the classroom before moving into administration.
Consequently the range of principal ages should have fallen
between 30 and 40 years. This study examined the
relationship between principal age and vision , interpersonal
。 rientation，

and personal values.

Table VI shows the frequencies and percents for
principal ages for this data sample. As a point of
reference ,

62.75 똥

。f

all principals surveyed were over the

age of 45 years. The youngest principal surveyed was 32
years of age while the oldest principal was 62 years. The
mean for age of principals was 44.00 , the standard deviation
was 8.46.
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TABLE VI
AGES OF PRINCIPALS
Age in Years

Frequency

47
45
44
43
4l
40

”
J
”4

R ι1」

「‘.
『J
)

R

I--)

QJ

『j

R

14

14

R

]

「J 「l

껴4

ro

’4 14

4-

7I

]

8

”36
l

4
8

n32

8

”8

0

1」

nMJ2
n36

1i n36

[66
”

1i 3
14

3

100.00

와응꾀와료.r

Principals were asked
demographic section
distribution

。f

。f

t。

indicate their gender in the

the principal survey packet. The

principals by gender was almost evenly

divided. The number

。f

female principals participating in

this research study was 26
。f

6
n3

”。

꺼4 에4

14

51

Princioal

[86

R} 6

’4
’4
’’‘

Totals

14

]

4

-----------------R36

〔。

14

「I ”。 〔。

7l

1i

‘

n。

A

”。

62
55
54
53
5l
50
49
48

39
38
37
32

number

Percent

(50.98용 。 f

the sample); the

males who participated was 25 (represented

49.02똥
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。f

the sample). Table VII shows the distribution of

principals by gender.
TABLE VII
PRINCIPAL GENDER
Gender of Principal

Frequency

Percent

Male
Female

25
26

49.02
50.98

Totals

51

100.00

Years of Exoerience as a Princioal
Principals were asked to indicate the number of years of
experience that they have had as a principal.

Table VIII

shows the aggregated values for principal experience.
TABLE VIII
PRINCIPAL YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Years of Experience

Frequency

Percent

11 +
6 - 10
1 - 5

16
17
18

3 1. 37
33.33
35.29

Totals

51

100.00

100

The fewest number of years of experience for a
principal was one and the greatest number of years of
experience for a principal was 26. Based on ungrouped data ,
the mean for years of experience for a principal was 8.98;
the standard deviation was 5.78.

Years as a Princioal in Current

Positi。n

The final principal demographic data question related
to the years that the principal had served in his/her
current school. When one thinks about a principal ’ s ability
to share a vision with the members of his/her school

An d

the

length of time that the principal has been with those
members of the school , several questions come to mind. If a
principal is very new to a building do they have time

t。

illuminate their vision for the staff , or are those
principals who have more tenure with their particular
schools , more likely to have more clearly exchanged visions
because they have longer to accomplish this task? These data
were collected to explore the relationship between length of
time in the school and teacher perceptions of principal
vision.
The shortest period of time was one year and the
longest was nine. The mean for length of time in current
position was 3.37 , the standard deviation was 1.77. The vast
majority of principals have been in their schools for five
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years or less. This represents

92 용

。f

all principals

surveyed. Table IX shows the number of years that principals
have spent in their current position.
TABLE IX
PRINCIPAL TENURE IN CURRENT POSITION
Number of Years
9
8

7
6
5
4

3
2
l
Totals

Frequency
l
l
0
2

Percent
1. 96
1. 96

8

0.00
3.92
15.69
21.57
21.57
17.65
15.69

51

100.00

8

11
11
9

TEACHER DEMOGRAPHICS

Several questions were included on the bottom of the
teacher ’ s version of the School Vision Inventorv which were
aimed at highlighting key teacher demographic data.

These

questions asked teachers for their age , gender , years of
teaching experience , years teaching in current position , and
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the number of years that they had been with their current
principal.

Teacher Acre
One of the demographic data questions in the teacher
survey packet asked teachers to indicate their age. While
the ages of principals tended to fall fairly heavily

int 。

the 40 to 50 years age bracket , the ages for teachers were
much more evenly distributed. Table X shows teacher ages.
TABLE X
AGES

Age of Teachers
51
46
41
36
31
26
21

+

-

50
45
40
35
30
25

Totals

OF TEACHERS

Frequency

Percent

97
150
216
147
81
74
35

12.12
18.75
27.00
18.37
10.12
9.25
4.37

800

100.00

As can be seen in the above table , the largest
proportion of teachers who participated in this study fell
in the 41 to 45 year age category. The two next largest
areas were the 36 to 40 and the 46 to 50 year age
categories. The oldest teacher surveyed was 65 and the
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youngest was 21 years old. The mean age , from ungrouped
data , was 41.32 years; the standard deviation was 8.43. A
total of 41 teachers declined to indicate their age on the
survey questionnaire.

Teacher Gender
Teachers were asked to indicate their gender when completing
the School Vision Inventorv. This was done so that the
researcher could examine the relationship between the gender
。f

the teacher and their perceptions of principal vision. ·Of

the 841 teachers who completed the survey , 123 were male and
706 were female.

Table XI indicates teacher gender.
TABLE XI
TEACHER GENDER

Gender

Frequency

Percent

Male
Female
Did not Comment

123
706
12

14.63
83.95
1. 43

Totals

841

100.00

This gender distribution is fairly typical of
elementary teachers in that less men are attracted

t。

104
elementary schools. Many Oregon districts list male
elementary teachers as a category under affirmative action
hiring practices.

Years of Teachinq Experience
The data on years of experience for teachers were
collected so that the researcher could examine the
relationship between the teacher perceptions of principal
vision and the length of time that a teacher had been in the
profession. Table XII represents aggregated years of
teaching experience for teachers.
TABLE XII
YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Years of Experience

21
16
11
6
1‘
Totals

+
-

20
15
10
5

Frequency

Percent

175
187
156
152
149

2 1. 36
22.83
19.04
18.55
18.19

819

100.00

Based on ungrouped data , the mean score for years of
teaching experience was 14.18; the standard deviation was
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7.99. The respondents ranged from a low of one year
experience to a high of 33 years. This sample had a high
representation of experienced teachers , with

63 용 。 f

those

surveyed having more than ten years experience. However , 22
teachers did not indicate their years of teaching experience
。r

responded with statements such as "too many to count" or

"none of your business 1" These were not included in the
years of experience data sample.

Years _TeachiruLin .Cu.r.Le~o s it.ion

The number of years that a teacher has been teaching in
a particular grade level was included in the demographic
data to explore the concept of the stability of the teacher
in the school and his/her perceptions of principal vision.
By far the largest group were those who had been in
their current positions for one to two years; they
represented

33.13똥 。 f

the sample.

More than

62 용 。 f

those

teachers participating had been teaching at their current
grade level for less than six years. The mean , from
ungrouped data , was 5.89; the standard deviation was
5.59.The teachers ranged from 1 to 29 years in current
position. Twenty teachers chose not to answer this question.
Table XIII shows years teachers have been in current
positions.
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TABLE XIII
YEARS TEACHING IN CURRENT POSITION

Years in Current Position

11
6
3
1

+

- 10
- 5
- 2

Totals

Frequency

Percent

138
165
246
272

16.08
20.09
29.96
33.13

821

100.00

Number_DL Ye_ars Teachina with Current Princioal
The final question in the teacher demographic section
。f

the survey asked the teachers to indicate the number of

years that they had been with their current principal. This
question was included to help explore the relationship
between how much time a teacher had been with a principal
and teachers ’ perceptions of principal vision.
Approximately one quarter of all teachers who responded
had been with their principals for one year or less , while
45.50% of teachers had been with their current principal for
two years or less.

The mean for length of time with the

principal was 2.88 years , the standard deviation was 1.72 ,
and the range was from one year to 12 years. Only 17
teachers did not complete this question. Table XIV shows the
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number of years that teachers in this study had been with
their current principal.
TABLE XIV
YEARS TEACHING WITH CURRENT PRINCIPAL

Percent

Years with Current
Principal

E’ requency

5 - 12

115

13.95

4

140

16.99

3

194

23.54

2

167

20.26

l

208

25.24

Totals

824

100.00

ANALYSIS OF THE SCHOOL VISION INVENTORY

The vision instrument consists of 18 statements. The
first two statements on the instrument ask teachers if they
believe that their principal has a vision of what their
school should be. Teachers were to respond either true or
false to both statements. If a false response is given

t。

either statement , the teachers are asked not to complete the
remainder of the vision questionnaire , but instead to go

t。
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the end of the survey and complete only the demographic data
section.
The remaining items required teachers to respond to 16
statements pertaining to the teacher ’ s perception of his/her
principal ’ s vision. Responses are measured via a four point
Likert scale , with possible choices ranging from strongly
disagree to strongly agree.
The School Vision Inventorv consists of three
subscales.

The first subscale (Vision Internalization)

measures the effectiveness of the principal in getting
。 thers

to internalize or accept his/her school vision. This

particular svbscale consists of four items. The second
subscale (Vision Exchange) consists of five items and
measures the principal ’ s effectiveness in exchanging ideas
about his/her vision of what the school should be with
。 thers

in the school environment. The third subscale (Vision

Sacrifice) relates to the principal ’ s ability to encourage
。 thers

to make sacrifices to accomplish his/her vision of

what the school should be like , and whether or not
individuals actually do make these sacrifices. There are
five vision sacrifice items.
Johnson (1991) added an item to the instrument which
addressed the extent to which teachers perceived that the
vision was being successfully reached. This item ,

"

My

school is making meaningful progress toward accomplishing
。 ur

vision" , was included in this study as item 17.
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A final item was added to the instrument for the
purposes of this study. It is " My principal included me in
the vision building process ," and it addresses the concept
。f

the development of a shared vision between all members of

the school. It is item 18 in the

S~hool Vi~ion

Invp- ntorv .

Table XV shows the assignment of School Vision
Inventorv items to their respective scales.
TABLE XV
SCALES FOR SCHOOL VISION INVENTORY

Scale

Items

Vision Internalization

3

4

5

6

Vision Exchange

7

8

9

10

11

Vision Sacrifice

12

13

14

15

16

The School Vision Inyentory was scored by assigning
numeric values to each possible response for each statement ,
(Strongly Disagree =1 , Disagree = 2 , Agree = 3 , Strongly
Agree

=

4). The range on the items for the Vision

Internalization Subscale is 4 - 16; the range for the Vision
Exchange Subscale is 5 - 20; and the range for the Vision
Sacrifice Subscale is 5 - 20.

A total vision score for each

respondent was calculated by summing the subscale scores of
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Vision Internalization , Vision Sacrifice and Vision Exchange
subscales.

Teacher Perceotions of Princioal

visi。n

Research question one was "What are the teachers ’
perceptions of principal vision?"

The responses to the

teachers ’ perceptions of their principal ’ s vision were
scored. The mean , standard deviation , and Coefficient Alpha
for each of the Vision scales is reported in Table XVI.
TABLE XVI
MEANS , STANDARD DEVIATIONS , AND COEFFICIENT ALPHAS
FOR SCHOOL VISION INVENTORY SCALES COMPLETED
BY TEACHERS
Percent
Scale

Mean

。f

Standard
Deviation

Coefficient
Alpha

Maximum

]

e

14IJ

r。
n。

C

13.54

영

i

때
i…파

P
”

씨따

Internalization

’’ “

nU(3

A

i

Total Vision
Note: The
The
The
The

scale
scale
scale
scale

1

43.49

84.46

2.01

.901

79.30

2.53

.864

70.45

2.69

.814

77.66

5.44

.865

range for Internalization is 4.00 to 16.00
range for Exchange is 5.00 to 20.00
for Sacrifice is 5.00 to 20.00
for Total Vision is 16.00 to 54.00

The means for the vision scales ranged from 13.54 for
Vision Internalization to 15.86 for Vision Exchange , with
standard deviations ranging from 2.01 for Internalization to
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2.69 for Sacrifice. The Coefficient Alphas ranged from .814
for Sacrifice to .901 on Internalization. Vision
Internalization was scored on a four item rather than five
item scale and hence the lower mean.
Vision Internalization is the principal ’ s ability

t。

persuade others to accept and share his/her vision of what a
school should be. Vision Exchange is the principal ’ s ability
to exchange ideas about his/her vision with other members of
the school and community. Vision Sacrifice is the
principal ’ s ability to act and motivate others to give
something up to achieve his/her vision.
The results of this analysis show that the high mean
score for internalization indicates that teachers strongly
agree that their principals are effective at persuading
。 thers

to accept and share their vision. Principals were

perceived effective to a lesser degree

띤 ith

Vision Exchange ,

and were perceived as least effective in terms of Vision
Sacrifice. This lower perception in the sacrifice category
may have been due to misunderstanding of the term
"sacrifice" as it is used in the School Vision Inventorv.
The Total Vision score of 43.49 was fairly high and
thus indicated that teachers tended to agree that principals
were effective in advancing their vision within the schools
sampled in this study.
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Princinal ’ s

of Teacher‘ s Percentions of Princinal

Predi 간 tions

꼬후률과요g

Research question
predictions

。f

tw。

asked "What are the principal ’ s

the perceptions teachers have

vision?" Principals were
Inventorv as part

。f

g~ven

a copy of the

。f

principal

S 간hool

their survey packet and asked

vision
t。

predict how they thought their staff would perceive their
vision. Means , standard deviations , and Coefficient Alphas
were calculated and are reported in Table XVII.
TABLE XVII

Scale

Mean

。f

Standard
Deviation

[)

때

Percent

鋼
꽤

MEANS , STANDARD DEVIATIONS , AND COEFFICIENT ALPHAS
FOR SCHOOL VISION INVENTORY SCALES AS PREDICTED
BY PRINCIPALS

a

Maximum
Internalization

13.22

82.63

1. 30

.581

Exchange

15.65

78.25

1.55

.593

Sacrifice

14.65

73.25

2.23

.805

Total Vision

43.51

77.70

3.49

.725

The means for the vision scales as predicted by
principals ranged from 13.22 for Vision Internalization

t。

15.65 for Vision Sacrifice , with standard deviations ranging
from 1. 03 for Internalization to 2.23 for Sacrifice. The
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Coefficient Alphas ranged from .581 for Internalization

t。

.805 on Sacrifice. Vision Internalization was scored on a
four item rather than five item scale and hence the lower
mean.
The results of this analysis show that the high mean
score for internalization indicates that principals strongly
agree that their teachers see them as being effective at
persuading others to accept and share their vision.
Principals predicted that their teachers would perceive that
they were effective to a lesser degree with Vision Exchange
and Vision Sacrifice.
Again , the Total Vision score of 43.51 was fairly high
and thus indicated that principals predicted that teachers
agreed that principals were effective in advancing their
vision within the schools sampled in this study.

Princioalsand Teachers Perceotions of Princioal

Visi。n

Research question three asked "Do principals and
teachers differ in their perceptions of principal vision?"
In order to compare , on an item to item basis , principal ’ s
predictions of teacher ’ s perceptions of principal vision and
teacher ’ s actual perceptions of principal vision , row
percents , Chi Square , and probability values for each item
。n

the School Vision Inventorv were calculated. This

information is reported in Table XVIII.
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TABLE XVIII
ROW PERCENTS , CHI SQUARE AND PROBABILITY VALUES FOR
TEACHER AND PRINCIPAL RESPONSES TO EACH ITEM ON THE SCHOOL
VISION INVENTORY

Item

Type

Response
2
Row 웅

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

R행3없

Row%

Response
4

N

Row 웅

Chi
Square
(Pearson)

g

Teacher
Principal

2.21
0.00

62.29
68.63

35.50
31.37

814
51

1. 67

.434

Teacher
Principal

2.83
0.00

46.44
35.29

50.74
64.71

814
51

4.56

.102

Teacher
Principal

2.83
1. 96

51.78
68.63

45.39
29.41

813
51

5.47

.065

Teacher
Principal

3.69
13.73

48.83
74.51

47.48
1 1. 76

813
51

31. 06

.000

Teacher
Principal

10.06
5.88

48.34
70.59

41. 60
23.53

815
51

9.50

.009

Teacher
Principal

14.91
1 1. 76

58.15
72.55

26.94
15.69

798
51

4.32

.115

Teacher
Principal

8.19
5.88

57.57
70.59

34.24
23.53

806
51

3.35

.187

Teacher
Principal

9.14
1. 96

56.21
72.55

34.65
25.49

733
51

6.23

.044

Teacher
Principal

9.22
9.80

64.81
78.43

25.97
1 1. 76

770
51

5.22

.074

Teacher
Principal

49.50
29.41

37.50
50.98

13.00
19.61

808
51

7.85

.020

Teacher
Principal

54.49
37.25

36.92
54.90

8.59
7.84

780
51

6.76

.034

Teacher
Principal

19.16
7.84

56.02
72.55

24.82
19.61

814
51

6.16

.046

Teacher
Principal

27.99
25.49

55.09
64.71

16.92
9.80

786
51

2.37

.305

Teacher
Principal

15.00
11.76

49.88
68.63

35.12
19.61

800
51

7.02

.030
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TABLE XVIII
ROW PERCENTS , CHI SQUARE AND PROBABILITY VALUES FOR
TEACHER AND PRINCIPAL RESPONSES TO EACH ITEM ON THE SCHOOL
VISION INVENTORY
(continued)

Item

Type

Response

Response

Response

2

3

4

Row%

Row%

Row 용

17
18

N

Chi
Square
(Pearson)

g

Teacher
Principal

5.43
3.92

65.84
70.59

28.73
25.49

811
51

0.54

.762

Teacher
Principal

1 1. 61
9.80

56.05
70.59

32.33
19.61

801
51

4.37

.112

Table Note: (1) Response items 1 and 2 were combined = 2
(2) Response 2 = Strongly Disagree + Disagree
Response 3 = Agree & Response 4 = Strongly Agree
E’。 r

each of the vision items three through eighteen ,

the null hypothesis was that the response to the item is
independent of the category (principal/teacher) of the
respondent. The null hypothesis was rejected , and the
corresponding research hypothesis , that response to the item
is dependent upon the category (principal/teacher)

, was

accepted for each of the following items.
(a) Item number six , "I have accepted this vision of my
。wn

free will" which is part of the Internalization scale ,

was rejected at the .05 level of significance (Chi Square

=

31.06). The principals thought that their teachers would be

less positive than they were in their responses.
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(b) Item number seven "My principal effectively
exchanges ideas with teachers to achieve this vision" and
item number ten "My principal effectively exchanges ideas
with superiors to achieve this vision" , which are both part
。f

the Vision Exchange scale ,

~ere

。f

significance (Chi Square

9.50 and 6.23 , respectively).

=

rejected at the .05 level

Teachers tended to be more diverse but also more positive on
these items than were the principals.
(c) Four of the five Vision Sacrifice scale items were
rejected at the .05 level of significance. They were item
twelve "My principal regularly encourages teachers to make
personal sacrifices to accomplish this vision" (Chi Square
7.85)

, item thirteen "My principal regularly encourages

。 ther

members of the school community to make personal

sacrifices to accomplish this vision" (Chi Square

=

6.76)

=

,

item fourteen "I make personal sacrifices to accomplish this
vision" (Chi Square

=

6.16) and , item sixteen" My principal

regularly makes personal sacrifices to accomplish this
vision" (Chi Square
。n

=

7.02). The teachers were less positive

all of these items than the principals ’ thought they

would be.
It is important to note at this stage that on 68
teacher surveys and four principal surveys reference was
made to the word "Sacrifice" as it appeared in the
instrument. Mostly this appeared as a question mark against
the word but on several surveys comments such as "Too harsh
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a word" , "I give it freely and I ’ m not forced" , "Is this
meant to be negative or positive ?"," I want to do it but I
don ’ t have to do it" appeared. This would tend to indicate
that teachers were not as comfortable with the word
sacrifice and may not have understood it in the way that an
administrator would , hence the null hypothesis rejection for
the sacrifice scale items may be due in part

t。

misunderstanding of the word sacrifice rather than true
differences in the concept of sacrifice as it pertains

t。

the instrument.

Teacher Gender‘ and

'I’ eacher

Perceotions of Princioal Vision

Research question four asked "Is the gender of the
teacher related to teacher perceptions of principal vision?"
To answer this question a MANOVA was performed , using the
three vision scales as dependent variables and the gender of
the teacher as the independent variable.

The multivariate

statistical hypothesis was not rejected , using
(with 3 , 825
。f

파f ，

ξ

= 2.37 ,

S

=

WillζS

’ Lambda

.07). A level of significance

.05 was required to reject the null hypothesis and this

was not achieved.
To further test this question , an ANOVA was conducted ,
using the Total Vision Score as the dependent variable and
gender as the independent.

For Total Vision the null

hypothesis was rejected at the .05 level of significance

(ε
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= 5.66;

길

= .02). See Table XIX. On the Total Vision Scale ,

the mean (44.27) for the principals ’ predictions of the
teachers ’ perceptions was greater than the mean (43.35) for
the teachers; the standard deviations were 6.48 and 5.22 ,
respectively.
TABLE XIX
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF PRINCIPAL
VISION BY GENDER

Scale

Hypothesis

Scale
Total Vision

Error

SS

MS

SS

MS

164.98

164.98

24106.77

29.15

Note: Hypothesis

와f

=

1,

error

와f

=

f.

12.

5.66

.02

827

Vision items 17 "My school is making meaningful
progress towards accomplishing this vision" and 18 "My
principal included me in the vision building process" were
not part of the School Vision Inventorv scales and therefore
were not included in the MANOVA or subsequent ANOVA
analysis. To determine the effect of teacher gender on these
items , separate Chi Squares were run with each variable as
the dependent variable and teacher gender as the independent
variable.
The Chi Square analysis of Vision item 17 did not
support the rejection of the null hypothesis (Pearson Chi
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Square = 3.44 ,

와!.

= 2,

.18). However , the null

=

길

hypothesis was rejected for Vision item 18 (Pearson Chi
Square

= 12.85

,

와!. =

2,

요

< .001). Males agreed more than

females that their principals included them in the vision
building process. See Table XX.
TABLE XX
ROW PERCENTS , CHI SQUARE AND PROBABILITY VALUES FOR
RESPONSES TO ITEM 17 AND 18 ON THE SCHOOL VISION INVENTORY
FOR TEACHER GENDER

Item Gender

Response

Response

Response

2

3

4

Row%

Row%

Row 용

17
18

N

Chi
Square
(Pearson)

요

Male
Female

5.08
5.26

59.32
67.45

35.59
27.30

118
685

3.44

.180

Male
Female

9.32
11.98

44.07
58.14

46.61
29.88

118
676

12.85

.000

Note:

Response
Response
Response
Response

categories were combined for this instrument
2 = strongly disagree + disagree
3 = agree
4 = strongly agree

As a final measure of analysis , Pearson correlations
were run on Vision Internalization , Vision Sacrifice , and
Vision Exchange with Teacher Gender. Correlations for gender
were Internalization (.03; S
.03)

,

Exchange (.08; S

=

=

,

Sacrifice (.08;

요

.41) and Total Vision (.06;

요

.42)

=
=

.08) respectively. Only Sacrifice was significant to the .05

level when correlated with teacher gender , and this is
suspect due to the low correlation value.
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Teacher Acre and Teacher Per‘ ceotions of Princioal

Visi。n

Research question five asked "Is the age of the teacher
related to the teacher perceptions of principal vision?" For
this question , using age in years , teachers were placed in
seven groups: 21 - 25 , 26 - 30 , 31 - 35 , 36 - 40 , 41 - 45 ,
46 - 50 , and over 50.
A MANOVA was performed , using the three vision scales
as dependent variables and the teacher ’ s age as the
independent variable.

The multivariate statistical

hypothesis was rejected , using Wilks ’ Lambda (18 , 2353
3.12 ，~ =

파!，표 =

0.01).

See Table XXI for analysis of variance of teacher
perceptions of principal vision by teacher age.
TABLE XXI
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF PRINCIPAL
VISION BY TEACHER AGE

Scale

Hypothesis

Scale

SS

Internalization 81. 41
Exchange
90.35
Sacrifice
94.75
Total Vision
167.96
Note: Hypothesis

의f

= 6

Error

MS

SS

.E

~

MS

13.57

3309.26

3.97

3.42

.00

15.06

5289.92

6.34

2.37

.03

15.79

5990.25

7.18

2.20

.04

27.99

24675.65

29.59

0.95

.46

, error

와f

= 834

Upon rejection of the multivariate analysis , ANOVAs
were performed using the three vision scales as dependent
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variables and teacher age as the independent variable.

T。

further test this question , an ANOVA was conducted using the
Total Vision Score as the dependent variable and teacher age
as the independent. The null hypothesis was rejected for

= .00) , Exchange (ξ = 2.37 ,
.03) , and Sacrifice (ξ = 2.20 , S = .04).
Following significant ANOVAs , the statistical

Internalization

= 3.42 ,

(ξ

S

요

=

hypothesis for each pairwise mean comparison was tested
using Tukey HSD , at the .05 level of significance. See Table
XXII for results.
TABLE XXII
SIGNIE’ ICANT POST HOC COMPARISONS: TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF
PRINCIPAL VISION WITH TEACHER AGE

Vision Scale

Tukey HSD

Internalization

I-II , I-IV , I-V , I-VI , I-VII

Exchange

I-VII , III-VII

Note:

I = ages <= 25 , II
IV = ages 36-40 , V
VII = ages >= 51

= ages
= ages

26-30 , III = ages 31-35 ,
41-45 , VI = ages 46-50

Significant group differences between the pairwise mean
comparisons were found in this analysis.

E’。 r

the

Internalization scale , the mean for teachers 25 years of age
。r

younger (12.67) was significantly lower than for teachers

aged 26-30 (13.85)

,

teachers aged 36-40 (13.79)

,

teachers
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aged 41-45 (13.59)

,

teachers aged 46-50 (13.53) and teachers

aged over 51 (13.71). The only age group which was not
significantly different from those teachers younger than 26
was the 31-35 year old group; their mean was still higher at
(13.31).

E’。 r

the Exchange scale , significant differences

were found between mean scores for teachers younger than 26
(15.35) and those aged over 51 (16.50). Significant
differences were also found between mean scores for teachers
aged between 31-35 (15.33) and teachers aged over 51
(16.50) .In the pair-wise mean comparisons , no significant
difference was found on the Sacrifice scale. This indicates
that principals are not as effective at persuading and
exchanging ideas about their vision with younger teachers
(less than 26 years old) as they are with older teachers.
To determine the effect of teacher age on items 17 and
18 of the School Vision Inventorv , separate Chi Squares were
run with each variable as the dependent variable and teacher
age as the independent variable.
The Chi Square analysis of Vision item 17 did not
support the rejection of the null hypothesis (Pearson Chi
Square

= 17.71 ,

와f

=

12 ,

요

=

.125); however , the null

hypothesis was rejected for Vision item 18 (Pearson Chi
Square

= 24.63 ,

E’。 r

와f

=

12 ,

~

=

.017)

item 18 , a greater proportion of teachers aged less

than 26 and aged between 31 and 35 tended to disagree that
their principal included them in the vision building process
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whereas teachers older than 51 strongly agreed that they
were included in the process. See Table XXIII.
TABLE XXIII
ROW PERCENTS , CHI SQUARE AND PROBABILITY VALUES FOR
RESPONSES TO ITEM 18 ON THE SCHOOL VISION INVENTORY FOR
TEACHER AGE

Item

Age

Response

Response

Response

2

3

4

Row%

Row 홈

Row 똥

VII
VI
v
IV
III
II
I

18

Note:

9.78
8.16
10.68
12.50
16.67
12.16
16.67

47.83
66.67
58.74
45.83
56.94
52.70
60.61

N

42.39
25.17
30.58
41. 67
26.39
35.14
22.73

Chi
Square
(Pearson)

~

93
147
206
144
72

74
66

24.63

.017

Response categories were combined for this instrument
Response 2 = strongly disagree + disagree
Response 3 = agree
Response 4 = strongly agree
I = ages <= 25 , II = ages 26-30 , III = ages 31-35 ,
IV = ages 36-40 , V = ages 41-45 , VI = ages 46-50
VII = ages >= 51
As a final measure of analysis , Pearson correlations

were run on Vision Internalization , Vision Sacrifice , and
Vision Exchange with Teacher Age. Correlations for age were
Internalization (-.00)

,

Sacrifice

(-.09)

,

Exchange (+.06)

and Total Vision (-.02) respectively. Only the correlation
。f

Sacrifice with teacher age was significant at the .05

level. This correlation is suspect due to teachers ’ negative
comments about "sacrifice"; only
accounted for.

0.81용

of the variance is
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Lena't h of Time

'I’ eachina

with Current Princinal and Teacher

~ex'c_ep_tio~_f_P_rinciJLa_l_~iaion

Research question six asked , "Is the length of time
that a teacher has worked with a principal related
teacher perceptions of principal vision?"

E’。 r

t。

this question

teachers were placed in five groups: teachers who had one
year with their current principal were in the first group ,
teachers with two years with their current principal were in
the second group , teachers with three years with their
principal were in the third group , teachers with four years
with their principal were in the fourth group , and teachers
who had been with their principal for five or more years
were in the fifth group.
To answer this question , a MANOVA was performed , using
the three vision scales as dependent variables and the years
with current principal as the independent variable.

The

multivariate statistical hypothesis was rejected , using
Wilks ’ Lambda (with 12 , 2161

와!

,

~

=

2.82 , R < .001).

Upon rejection of the multivariate analysis , ANOVAs
were performed , using the three vision scales as dependent
variables and teacher years with current principal as the
independent variable. To further test this question , an
ANOVA was conducted , using the Total Vision Score as the
dependent variable and teacher years with current principal
as the independent variable.

See Table XXIV.
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TABLE XXIV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF PRINCIPAL
VISION BY TEACHER YEARS WITH CURRENT PRINCIPAL

Scale

Hypothesis

Scale

Error

MS

SS

SS

Eo

g

MS

Internalization

13.23

3.31

3377.43

4.04

0.82

.55

Exchange

99.06

24.77

528 1. 21

6.32

3.92

.00

Sacrifice

78.13

19.53

6006.87

7.19

2.72

.03

Total Vision

381.35

95.34

24462.27

28.26

3.26

.01

Note: Hypothesis

와:f. =

4 , error

와:f. =

836

The statistical hypothesis for years of teaching with
their current principal was not rejected for Vision
Internalization ( R
Vision Exchange (p
Total Vision (p
E’。 llowing

=

=

=

.35); however , it was rejected for
.01)

,

Vision Sacrifice (p

=

.03) and

.01).

significant ANOVAs , the statistical

hypothesis for each pairwise mean comparison was tested ,
using Tukey HSD at the .05 level of significance.
Significant group differences between the pairwise mean
comparisons were found in this analysis. For the Exchange
scale , the mean score for teachers with one year of
experience with their principal (16.33) was significantly
higher than for teachers two years with their principal
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(15.45)

,

and teachers with four years with their principal

(15.53). All other groups had means lower than group one for
Exchange.

E’。 r

the Sacrifice scale , the mean score for

teachers with one year of experience with their principal
(14.58) was significantly higher than for teachers with five
。r

。 ne

more

years with their principal (13.11). Teachers with

year experience with their principal had higher means

than all other years with current principal groups. See
Table XXV for results.
TABLE XXV
SIGNIE’ ICANT POST HOC COMPARISONS: TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF
PRINCIPAL VISION WITH TEACHER YEARS WITH CURRENT PRINCIPAL

Vision Scale

Tukey HSD

Exchange

I-II , I-IV

Sacrifice

I-V

Total Vision

I-II , I-IV

Note:

I = 1 years , II
IV = 4 years , V
E’。 r

=
=

2 years , III
5+ years

=

3 years ,

Total Vision , the mean score for teachers with one

year of experience with their principal (44.46) was
significantly higher than for teachers with four years with
their principal (43.58) and those with two years with their
current principal (42.61). Teachers with one year experience
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with their principal had higher means than all other years
with current principal groups for total vision.
To determine the effect of the number of years teaching
with their current principal on items 17 and 18 of the
School Vision Invp. ntorv , separate Chi Squares were run with
each variable as the dependent variable and teacher years
with current principal as the independent variable.
The Chi Square analysis of Vision item 17 did not
support the rejection of the null hypothesis (Pearson Chi
Square

=

8.69 ,

와f

= 8,

S

=

.369) however it did support

t~e

rejection of the null hypothesis for Vision item 18 (Pearson
Chi Square

=

17.01 ,

와f

= 8,

S

=

.03). Those with four or one

year tended to be more positive and those with two and five
years less positive. See Table XXVI.
TABLE XXVI
ROW PERCENTS , CHI SQUARE AND PROBABILITY VALUES FOR
RESPONSES TO ITEM 18 ON THE SCHOOL VISION INVENTORY FOR
TEACHER YEARS WITH CURRENT PRINCIPAL

Item Years

Response
2
Row 똥

18

Note:

5+
4
3
2
l

12.17
7.46
10.70
19.35
8.08

Response
3
Row%
54.78
52.99
57.22
54.19
59.09

Response
4

N

Row 용

33.05
39.55
32.09
26.45
32.83

115
134
187
155
198

Chi

Square
(Pearson)

~

17.01

.030

Response categories were combined for this instrument
Response 2 = strongly disagree + disagree
Response 3 = agree & Response 4 = strongly agree
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As a final measure of analysis , Pearson correlations
were run on Vision Internalization , Vision Sacrifice , and
Vision Exchange with teacher years with principal.
Correlations for the non-coded teachers years with principal
were Internalization (-.02)
(-.08)

,

,

Sacrifice (-.09)

,

Exchange

and Total Vision (-.09) respectively. The

correlation of Sacrifice , Exchange and Total Vision with
teacher years with current principal were significant at the
.05 level. However , the correlation with Sacrifice is
suspect because of a possible difference in teacher and
principal interpretation of "sacrifice." None of the
correlations accounted for more than

Teacher Exoerience and Teacher

0.81몽 。 f

Per간 eD~iDns

the variance.

of Princioal

끄갤후요과

Research question seven asked , "Is the length of
teaching experience related to teacher perceptions of
principal vision?" For this question , teachers were placed
in five groups: less than six years of experience , 6-10
years of experience , 11-15 years of experience , 16-20 years
。f

experience , and those teachers with more than 20 years of

teaching experience.
To answer this question , a MANOVA was performed , using
the three vision scales as dependent variables and years of
teaching experience as the independent variable.

The
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multivariate statistical hypothesis was rejected using
WillζS

’ Lambda (with 12 , 2206

와f ，

ξ = 1. 75

,

12 < .05).

Upon rejection of the multivariate analysis , ANOVAs were
performed using the three vision scales as dependent
variables and teacher experience as the independent
variable. To further test this question , an ANOVA was
conducted using the Total Vision Score as the dependent
variable and teacher experience as the independent. The
statistical hypothesis for the years of experience for
teachers was not rejected for Vision Internalization
.06)

,

Vision Exchange

and Total Vision

(요 =

=

(길

.15)

,

Vision Sacrifice (12

(요 =

=

.08)

.22). See Table XXVII.
TABLE XXVII

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF PRINCIPAL
VISION BY TEACHER YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Scale

Hypothesis

Error
f.

SS
Internal
Exchange
Sacrifice
Total Vision

MS

SS

MS

￡

1 1. 23

2.81

3379.44

4.01

0.69

.06

43.68

10.92

5336.59

6.38

1. 71

.15

61. 24

15.31

6023.76

7.21

2.12

.08

170.59

42.65

24673.03

29.51

1. 45

.22

Note: Hypothesis df = 4 , error df = 836
To determine the effect of teacher years of experience
。n

items 17 and 18 of the

S 간hool

Vjsion Inyentory , separate

Chi Squares were run with each variable as the dependent
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variable and teacher years of experience as the independent
variable.
The Chi Square analyses of Vision item 17 did not
support the rejection of the null hypothesis (Pearson Chi
Square = 8.52 ,

와i

= 8,

~

= .385) or for Vision item 18

(Pearson Chi Square = 8.38 ,

와!=

8,

~=

.397).

As a final measure of analysis , Pearson correlations
were run on Vision Internalization , Vision Sacrifice , and
Vision Exchange with teacher years of experience.
Correlations for years of experience were Internalization

~

요

,

,

Sacrifice (-.12;

~

= .00)

= .62) and Total Vision (-.10;

요

= .01) respectively.

(-.08;

=.02)

Exchange (-.02;

Sacrifice was significant to the .01 level , and
Internalization and Total Vision were significant to the .05
level when correlated to teacher years of experience.
However , the correlation with Sacrifice is suspect because
of a possible difference in teacher and principal
interpretation of "sacrifice." None of the correlations
accounted for more than

1.44몽 。 f

School Size and

Perceotions of Princioal

~’ ea 간her‘

the variance.

Visi。n

Research question eight asked , "Is the size of the
school related to teacher perceptions of principal vision?"
The purpose of this question was to determine if principals
could effectively communicate their vision in larger schools
where their time and resources are more tightly stretched.
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To answer this question , schools were grouped according
to their current student populations. Group one included all
those schools with student populations under 400 , group

tw。

included those with populations between 401 and SOD , group
three included schools with populations between 501 and 600 ,
and group four consisted all of those schools with student
populations over 600.
Following a similar pattern to previous research
questions a MANOVA was performed , using the three vision
scales as dependent variables and the size of the school as
the independent variable.

The multivariate statistical

hypothesis was not rejected using Wilks ’ Lambda ( with 12 ,
116

와f ，

An

ξ =

1.69 ,

~ =

0.08)

ANOVA was conducted , using the Total Vision Score as

the dependent variable and school size as the independent.
The statistical hypothesis for the size of the school was
not rejected for Total Vision

(~=

.17). See Table XXVIII.

TABLE XXVIII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF PRINCIPAL
VISION BY SCHOOL SIZE

Scale

Error

Hypothesis

ξ

S5

Total Vision
Note: Hypothesis

32.76

dt =

M5

5S

10.92

3, error

dt = 47

292.46

￡

M5

6.22

1. 76

.17
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Pearson correlations were run on Vision
Internalization , Vision Sacrifice , and Vision Exchange with
school size. These Correlations for school size were;
Internalization (+.29;
Exchange (+.07;

ε

~

=

.04)

,

Sacrifice (+.08;

= .57) and Total Vision (+.17;

= .61) ,
= .24).

~
요

Only one of the variables , Vision Internalization , was
significant (p < .05). There was a statistically
significant , positive correlation between Internalization
and the size of the school;

8.4똥 。 f

the variance was

accounted for.

~and

Reduced Lunch and Teacher Perceptions of Principal

끄월후요11

Research question nine asked , "Is the percentage of
students on free and reduced lunch related to teacher
perceptions of principal vision?" Free and reduced lunch
statistics are commonly used in studies of schools

t。

determine the socio-economic status of the population within
that school. High levels of free and reduced lunch support
usually indicate that there are greater numbers of children
who corne from lower income families. The researcher was
interested in exploring possible relationships between
student population socio economic status and teacher
perceptions of principal vision.
To answer this question , schools were grouped according
to percentage of students attending that school who where
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receiving free or reduced lunch support. The first group
represented those schools with less than

their

16 똥 。 f

students receiving free or reduced lunch , the second group
had between

and 25

16 웅

용 。f

their students receiving

support , the third had between

and

26용

40 용 。 f

their students

receiving support and , the fourth group had over

40 똥

receiving support.
Once again a MANOVA was performed , using the three
vision scales as dependent variables and the percentage of
students receiving free or reduced lunch as the independent
variable.

The multivariate statistical hypothesis was not

rejected using Wilks ’ Lambda (with 12 , 116

와1 ，

E = 0.99 ,

~ =

0.47)

An ANOVA was conducted , using the Total Vision Score as
the dependent variable and percentage of students on free
and reduced lunch as the independent variable. See Table
XXIX.
TABLE XXIX
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF PRINCIPAL
VISION BY PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS ON FREE AND REDUCED LUNCH

Scale

Error

Hypothesis

E.

SS
Total Vision
Note: Hypothesis

34.42

df =

SS

MS
1 1. 47

3, error

df = 47

209.80

f.

MS
6.19

1. 85

.15
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Once again , the statistical hypothesis for the
percentage of students on free and reduced lunch was not
rejected for Total Vision

(요

= .15).

Pearson correlations were run on Vision
Internalization , Vision Sacrifice , and Vision Exchange with
percentage of students on free and reduced lunch.
Correlations for free and reduced lunch with the Vision
Scales were Internalization (+.14;

=

(+.08;

길

(+.12;

~ =

.59)

,

Exchange (+.09;

~

~ =

=

.34)

,

Sacrifice

.56) and Total Vision

.42). None of the variables meet the .05 level of

significance criterion; hence , none of the null hypotheses
were rejected.

Principal Experience and Teacher Perceptions

o~_ErinciP~l

끄갤후요D

Research question ten asked , "Does the number of years
of experience of the principal have any relationship to
teacher perceptions of principal vision?" When looking at
any aspect of human endeavor , it is easy to assume that the
longer one has to work at that endeavor the more likely that
the endeavor will be achieved. The researcher decided

t。

test the "practice makes perfect" adage in relation to the
years of experience of the principal and teacher ’ S
perceptions of his/her vision.
E’。 r

this question , principals were grouped according

their years of experience under the following categories.

t。
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Group one consisted of those principals with less than 6
years experience , group two consisted of principals with six
to ten years experience , and group three consisted of
principals with more than ten years experience.
MANOVA was again selected , using the three vision
scales as dependent variables and the years of experience of
the principal as the independent variable.
statistical
(with 8 , 90

hypothe얀 is

와:!.，

요 = 1.

The multivariate

was not rejected using

06 ,

요 =

WillζS

’

Lambda

0.40).

In addition , an ANOVA was conducted using the Total
Vision Score as the dependent variable and years of
experience as a principal as the independent variable. The
statistical hypothesis for the years of experience for
principals was not rejected for Total Vision

(~=

.40). See

Table XXX for the analysis of variance of teacher
perceptions of principal vision by years of experience of
the principal.
TABLE XXX
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF PRINCIPAL
VISION BY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE OF THE PRINCIPAL

5cale

Hypothesis
55

Total Vision
Note: Hypothesis

12.16
의.f. =

Error
55

M5

313.07

6.08

2, error

와.f. =

48

r.

:e.

M5

6.52

0.93

.40
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Pearson correlations were run on Vision
Internalization , Vision Sacrifice , and Vision Exchange with
years of experience of the principal. Correlations for years
。f

experience of the principal were Internalization (-.14)

Sacrifice (-.16)

,

,

Exchange (-.07) and Total Vision (-.13).

None of the variables were statistically significant at the
.05 level.

Princioal Time at School and Teacher Perceotions
VLs_iQn

。f

P~inciP_al

Research question eleven asked , "Is the length of time
that a principal has been in a school related to teacher
perceptions of principal vision?" This question explored the
hypothesis that the longer a principal is at a school the
higher will be the teachers ’ perceptions of

principal

vision. Principals were grouped according to the length of
time they had been in their current position. Group one
consisted of those who had been at their school for one
year , group two were those who had been there for two years ,
group three were those who had been there for three years ,
group four were those who had been there for four years and ,
group five were those who had been at their schools for five
。r

more years.
E’。 llowing

a similar pattern to previous research

questions a MANOVA was performed , using the three vision
scales as dependent variables and the principal ’ s length of
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time at the school as the independent variable.

The

multivariate statistical hypothesis was not rejected using
Wilks ’ Lambda (with 16 , 132

와!.，

ξ = 1. 06 ,

~ =

.40). In

addition , an ANOVA was conducted using the Total Vision
Score as the dependent variable and the years that the
principal had been at the school as the independent
variable. The statistical hypothesis for the years of
experience at the school was not rejected for Total Vision
(~

.43). See Table XXXI.

=

TABLE XXXI
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF PRINCIPAL
VISION BY LENGTH OF TIME THAT THE PRINCIPAL HAS BEEN AT THE
SCHOOL

Scale

Hypothesis

Error
요

SS
Total Vision
Note: Hypothesis

25.44
의f

SS

MS

= 4,

6.36

error

gf

299.78

of.

MS

6.52

0.98

.43

= 46

Pearson correlations were run on Vision
Internalization , Vision Sacrifice , and Vision Exchange with
the number of years that the principal has been at the
school. The Correlations for principal years at a school
were Internalization (-.06; p
.28)

,

Exchange (-.20;p

=

= .32) , Sacrifice (-.26;p =

.65) and Total Vision (-.21;p

=
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.36). None of the variables were significant at the .05
level.

Princioal Gender and Teacher Perceotions of Princioal

Visi 。n

Research question twelve asked , "Is the gender of the
principal related to teacher perceptions of principal
vision?"
To answer this question , a MANOVA was performed , using
the three vision scales as dependent variables and principal
gender as the independent variable.

The multivariate

statistical hypothesis was not rejected using
(with 4 , 46

길L ，

~

= 0.97 ,

~

WillζS

’ Lambda

= 0.43). In addition , an ANOVA

was conducted using the Total Vision Score as the dependent
variable and principal gender as the independent variable.
As can be seen , the statistical hypothesis for principal
gender was also not rejected for Total Vision

(요 =

.48). See

Table XXXII.
TABLE XXXII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF PRINCIPAL
VISION BY PRINCIPAL GENDER

Scale

Hypothesis

Error
f.

Total Vision

55

MS

3.38

3.38

Note: Hypothesis df

=

1, error

55

악f.

32 1. 84
= 49

£

MS

6.57

0.52

.48
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Pearson correlations were run on Vision
Internalization , Vision Sacrifice , and Vision Exchange with
principal gender. The following correlations for principal
gender were found; Internalization (-.12;
Sacrifice (+.05;

요

=

Total Vision (-.10;

.74)

길 =

,

요 =

Exchange (-.13; S

.39)

=

,

.34) and

.48). None of the correlations were

statistically significant at the .05 level.

ANALYSIS OF THE PROFILE OF LIFE VALUES

The Profile of Life

Valne~

was used in this research

project to study the personal values of elementary school
principals. It consists 56 statements which are divided
among seven internalized value scales: Intellectual ,
Recognition , Considerate , Creative , Artistic , Achievement ,
and Integrity.
The principals were asked to respond to each of the
items on a four point Likert scale: strongly disagree ,
disagree , agree , strongly agree. The items were then scored
from one to four with one representing strongly disagree and
four representing strongly agree. The maximum possible score
。n

any scale was 32: the lowest possible score on any scale

was eight. The higher the score the higher the personal
value.

Table XXXIII shows the personal values and their

corresponding items.
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TABLE XXXIII
SCALES FOR PROFILE OF LIFE VALUES

Scale

Items

Intellectual

l

8

15

22

29

36

43

50

Considerate

2

9

16

23

30

37

44

51

Creative

3

10

17

24

31

38

45

52

Recognition

4

11

18

25

32

39

46

53

Artistic

5

12

19

26

33

40

47

54

Achievement

6

13

20

27

34

41

48

55

Integrity

7

14

21*

28*

35*

42*

49*

56*

Note: * Reverse Scoring Used

Bellarts (1992 , p.92)

Princioal Personal Values
Research question thirteen asked , "What are the
principals ’ personal values?" The responses to the
principals ’ Profile of Life

Val l1 e~

were scored. The means

for the value scales ranged from 23.67 for Artistic to 28.39
for Considerate , with standard deviations ranging from 2.70
for Achievement to 4.50 for Artistic. The Coefficient Alphas
ranged from .751 for Intellectual to .908 on Artistic. The
mean , standard deviation , and Coefficient Alpha for each of
the Values scales is reported in Table XXXIV.
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TABLE XXXIV
MEANS , STANDARD DEVIATIONS , AND COEFFICIENT ALPHAS
FOR PROFILE OF LIFE VALUES SCALES FOR PRINCIPALS

Scale

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Coefficient
Alpha

Intellectual

26.75

2.82

.751

Considerate

28.39

2.76

.789

Creative

26.63

3.19

.865

Recognition

25.35

3.35

.881

Artistic

23.67

4.50

.908

Achievement

27.57

2.70

.795

Integrity

23.74

3.10

.836

The high mean score for Considerate indicates that
principals value being sensitive to the needs of others more
than any of the other personal values. Considerate also had
the second smallest standard deviation , indicating less
variation in principals ’ perceptions of the importance
placed on being sensitive to others.
Principals in this sample placed Artistic , mean score
。f

23.67 ,

in the category of being the least important

personal value. Artistic also had the highest standard
deviation at 4.50 , showing that principals varied greatly in
their perception of this value.
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In order of importance principals placed the personal
values as follows: Considerate , Achievement , Intellectual ,
Creative , Recognition , Integrity , and Artistic.

Princioal Gender and Personal Values
Research question fourteen asked , "Is the gender of the
principal related to his/her personal values?" To answer
this question , a MANOVA was performed , using the seven
personal values scales as dependent variables and principal
gender as the independent variable.

The multivariate

statistical hypothesis was rejected using
(with 7 , 43

와i ，

될 =

WillζS

’ Lambda

4.77 , R < .001).

ANOVAs were then performed , using the seven values
scales as dependent variables and principal gender as the
independent variable. The statistical hypothesis for
principal gender was not rejected for Intellectual
Considerate
(R = .67)

,

(요

= .28) , Creative

Achievement

(요

(요

(요

=.13)

= .88) , Recognition

= .55) and Integrity (R = .39).

The statistical hypothesis was rejected for Artistic
at the .05 level of significance. Females (mean
scored significantly higher than males (mean

=

=

26.15)

21.08) for

the artistic value. See Table XXXV for the results of the
analysis of variance of profile of life values by principal
gender.

,
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TABLE XXXV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PROFILE OF LIFE VALUES BY
PRINCIPAL GENDER

Scale

Hypothesis

Error
g

f.

MS

SS

SS

MS

Intellectual

18.54

18.54

378.64

7.73

2.40

.13

Considerate

9.16

9.16

373.00

7.61

1. 20

.28

Creative

0.22

0.22

507.70

10.36

0.02

.88

Recognition

2.10

2.10

559.54

11. 42

0.18

.67

328.11

328.11

683.22

13.98

23.53

.00

Achievement

2.63

2.63

36 1. 88

7.39

0.36

.55

Integrity

7.62

7.62

474.42

9.68

0.75

.39

Artistic

Hypothesis

Note:

와f

= 1, error

의f

= 49

Pearson correlations were run on values with principal
gender. The following correlations for principal gender were

=

found: Intellectual (.22; S
.28)

,

Creative (.02; S = .88)

Achievement (-.08; S
。f

=

.55)

,

,

.13)

,

Considerate (.15; S

=

Recognition (-.06; S = .67)

Integrity (-.12;

틀

=

.39). None

the correlations were statistically significant at the

.05 level. With a

요

< .001 , Artistic was highly correlated

to gender (.57) which confirms the findings above that
female principals place more emphasis on artistic values
than do male principals.

,
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Princioal Values and Teacher Perceotions of Princioal

visi。n

Research question fifteen asked , "What is the
relationship between principal personal values and teacher
perceptions of principal vision?" To answer this question ,
it was necessary to calculate school means for teachers ’
perceptions on the vision scales. These teacher (school)
vision scores were correlated with the values of the
principals , using Pearson coefficient of correlation.
A Pearson correlational matrix was developed , using all
seven personal values scales and Vision Internalization ,
Vision Exchange , Vision Sacrifice and Total Vision.
Significant correlations were found between Vision
Internalization and Integrity

Internalization and Consideration
Exchange and Achievement
Sacrifice and Artistic
Integrity

(~

= .30 ,

요

(~

(~=

.35 ,

(ζ =

.31 ,

= -.33 ,

요

< .01)

(ζ

= .29 ,

~

< .05)

~

< .05)

,

요

,

,

Vision

< .05)

,

Vision

Vision
Vision Total and

<= .05).

What is most interesting is that the personal values of
Intellectual , Creative and Recognition were not
significantly correlated to any of the vision scales or
Total Vision. Integrity and Consideration , which both
involve a direct appreciation or feeling for others , were
highly correlated to Vision Internalization which is the
principal ’ s ability to persuade others to accept and share
his/her vision of what a school should be. See Table XXXVI.
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TABLE XXXVI
PEARSON CORRELATION MATRIX WITH PROBABILITIES FOR
PRINCIPAL VISION AND PERSONAL VALUES

Scale

Internal

Intellectual

Exchange

.11

Sacrifice Total Vision

.17

-.19

-.01

.29
(.04)*
.09

.21

-.13

.12

.15

.07

.14

Recognition

.19

.24

.12

.26

Artistic

.04

.22

Achievement

.15

-.33
( • 02) *
.11

Considerate
Creative

Integrity

.35
(.01)*

.31
(.03) *
.15

.16

-.10
.26
.30
(.03)*

Note: number in parenthesis is the probability.

ANALYSIS OF MACH V SCALE OF
INTERPERSONAL ORIENTATION

Originally developed by Christie and Geis (1970)

,

the

Mach V scale is designed to measure Interpersonal
Orientation. This orientation is reported as a single
numerical score ranging from 40 - 160 with 100 being the
theoretical neutral point.
Scoring for the Mach V instrument is based upon the
respondent ’ s choice of the statement , which is

앨요효후

like
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them and the statement which is

L융혹at

like them , from the

set of three statements provided. The three statements , in
each set , have been selected to represent one High Mach
item , one Low Mach item and , one "buffer" or neutral item.
If a respondent chooses the High Mach item as the statement
most like themselves and the Low Mach item as the statement
least like themselves , they achieve a score of 7 points. If
the reverse is true they receive only 1 point. A score of 3
is achieved if the respondent selects the Low Mach statement
as the one least like them , as well as selecting the neutral
statement. A score of 5 is achieved if the respondent
selects the High Mach statement as the one most like them ,
as well as selecting the neutral statement. Once a raw score
has been obtained , a constant of 20 is added to give the
Mach V score.

Princinal ’ s Internersonal

Orientati。 n

Research question sixteen asked "What are the
principals ’ interpersonal orientations?" The principals ’
responses to the

M꿇뇨Jl

scale were scored. The mean score

for principals on the Mach V scale is 95.69.

E’。 r

this

sample , 37 principals scored below the theoretical neutral
point of 100 and were rated as Low Mach and 14 scored above
the neutral point and were rated as High Mach. The range of
Mach scores for this sample was 80 to 110.
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The mean , standard deviation , and Coefficient Alpha are
reported in Table XXXVII.
TABLE XXXVII

95.69

6.61

]

따

Mach V

Mean

P

·’
따때

Scale

Standard
Deviation

폈
꽤

MEAN , STANDARD DEVIATION , AND COEFFICIENT ALPHA
MACH V SCALE FOR PRINCIPALS

.119

The Coefficient Alpha for this instrument is very low
(.119); all subsequent analyses involving this instrument
are suspect.

Teacher Perceptinns of Princmal_V' ision amLEr_incl0al
Interpersonal Orientaticn
Research question seventeen asked , "Is the
interpersonal orientation of the principal related

t。

teacher perceptions of principal vision?" Prior to answering
this question , Mach scores were calculated for all
principals and they were divided into two groups. Those
principals scoring above the theoretical mean of 100 were
rated as High Mach , and those below this point were rated as
Low Mach.
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To answer this question , a MANOVA was performed , using
the Vision Internalization , Vision Sacrifice , and Vision
Exchange scales as dependent variables and principal Mach as
the independent variable.

The multivariate statistical

hypothesis was not rejected using Wilks ’ Lambda (with 4 , 46
와f ，

£

=

0.11 , S

=

.98). A separate ANOVA was run with Total

Vision as the dependent variable and principal Mach as the
independent variable. As can be seen , the statistical null
hypothesis for principal Mach was not rejected for Total
Vision (

길

=

.64). See Table XXXVIII.

TABLE XXXVIII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VISION SCALES BY
PRINCIPAL MACH

Scale

Hypothesis

Error
Eo

Total Vision
Note:

SS

MS

1. 46

1. 46

Hypothesis

의!.

SS
323.77

= 1, error

와!.

요

MS

0.22

6.61

.64

= 49

Pearson correlations were run on Vision
Internalization , Vision Sacrifice , Vision Exchange , and
Total Vision with principal Mach. The following correlations
for principal Mach were found: Internalization (.03; S =
.81)

,

Sacrifice (.09; S

Total Vision (.07;

~ =

=

.52)

,

Exchange (.05;

요

=

.73) and

.64). None of the correlations were

statistically significant at the .05

1 원vel.
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Principal Interpersonal Orientation and Personal Values
Research question eighteen asked , "Is the interpersonal
。 rientation

of the principal related to his/her personal

values?" To test this question principals were again placed
as either High or Low Mach , depending upon if their Mach
scores were above or below the theoretical mean.
A MANOVA was performed , using the seven values scales
from the Profile of Life Values as dependent variables and
principal Mach as the independent variable.

The

multivariate statistical hypothesis was not rejected , using
Wilks ’ Lambda (with 7 , 43

의.f， ε =

0.98 ,

요 =

.46).

Pearson correlations were run on the value scales and
with the principal Mach. The following correlations for
principal Mach were found: Intellectual (-0.04;

요 =

.79)

Considerate (-0.09;

요

= .51) , Creative (0.05;

~

= .75) ,

Recognition (-0.01;

요

= .95) , Artistic (0.09;

요

= .55) ,

Achievement (0.01;

길 =

,

.94) and Integrity (0.04; .76).

None of the correlations were statistically significant at
the .05 level.

SUMMARY

This chapter presented the results of this research
study.
。r

Eighteen research questions were analyzed using one

more of the following statistical techniques: MANOVA ,
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ANOVA , Chi-Square , Pearson Product correlation. The
demographic data for teachers , principals and schools were
presented.
Vision , personal values and interpersonal orientation
were the three key variables used in this study and they
were measured using the

S 간hool Vi~ion

Life Values and ,

instruments respectively. The

M.훌길뇨-Y

Inventorv. Profile of

following demographic variables were included in the
analysis: Teacher gender , teacher age , the length of time
that a teacher has worked with a principal , the length of
teaching experience , the size of the school , the percentage
。f

students on free and reduced lunch , the number of years

。f

experience of the principal , the length of time that a

principal has been in a school , and principal gender.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION , CONCLUSIONS , LIMITATIONS , SIGNIFICANCE AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the results
。f

this research study and to offer conclusions drawn from

the data analysis. The limitations of the study as well as
its significance for education and recommendations for
future research , will also be addressed.
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
This quantitative study looked specifically at three
personal characteristics believed to be associated with
effective leadership in elementary schools. The three
variables are (1) Principal Vision which was measured by the
School_Vision Inventorv , (2) Principal Interpersonal
Orientation which was measured by the Mach V Scale and , (3)
Principal Personal Values which was measured by the Profile
of Life Values .
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The intended purpose of this study was to explore
relationships between principal vision , interpersonal
。 rientation，

and personal values in elementary principals.

The relationship between selected teacher , principal , and
school demographic variables and teachers ’ perceptions of
their principal ’ s vision was also examined.
While there is a growing interest in research on
principal vision , there have been only limited attempts

t。

study theoretically related variables such as interpersonal
。 rientation，

personal values and school demographic

characteristics.
Data were collected from 51 principals and 841 teachers
in elementary schools from ten school districts in the
Portland , Salem and Vancouver metropolitan areas. Teachers
from each elementary school were asked to score their
perceptions of their principal ’ s vision on the

S~hoo L 'li

Inyentory. while the principal of each school was asked
predict how he/she felt that their staff might respond

sian
t。

t。

the same instrument.
In addition to the School Vision Inventor‘ V , the
principal was also asked to complete the Mach V Scale and
the Profile of Life Values • Data were analyzed by using one
。r

more of the following statistical tests where

appropriate; MANOVA , ANOVA , Chi Square , and Pearson
correlation.
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The major conclusions drawn from this study are: (1)
principals perceived their teachers to be less positive than
they in fact were in their perceptions of the principal ’ s
ability to encourage others to make personal sacrifices

t。

accomplish the principal ’ s vision; (2) male teachers
perceive that their principals include them more in the
vision building process than do female teachers; (3)
teachers younger than 26 were less positive in their
perceptions of their principal ’ s Internalization and tended
to be less positive on other scales; (4) principals
communicate their vision more effectively with those
teachers who are in their first year with their current
principal than any other group for vision exchange ,
sacrifice and total vision; (5) school and principal
demographics have little impact on teacher perceptions of
principal vision; (6) principals value being sensitive

t。

the needs of others more than any of the other personal
values and they value artistic expression and appreciation
the least; (7) with the exception of the Artistic values ,
male and female principals are relatively similar in their
personal values; (8) principal vision and personal values
are moderately related; and (9) the relationship of
interpersonal orientation of the principal to teacher
perceptions of principal vision is not statistically
significant. Each of these conclusions will be highlighted
and discussed in the next section.
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CONCLUSIONS

Conclusion # 1 : Principals perceived their teachers to
be less positive than they in fact were in their perceptions
。f

the principal ’ s ability to encourage others to make

personal

sacrific~s

to accomplish the principal ’ s vision.

This conclusion is based upon the results of Chi Square
analyses of teacher ’ s responses on the School Vision
Inventorv and principal ’ s predictions of their staffs ’
response to the same instrument. No significant differences
were found between teacher perceptions and principal
predictions of principal vision for the scales of Vision
Internalization and Vision Exchange , and for Total Vision.
Four of the five Vision Sacrifice scale items were
rejected at the .05 level of significance. In each of the
four items where statistically significant differences were
found , the majority of principals tended to select the agree
。r

strongly agree category less than did teachers.
This comparison of principal and teacher responses

t。

the items on the Vision Sacrifice scale clearly shows that
the principals underestimated the success that they were
having in persuading their teaching staff to make sacrifices
to achieve the principals ’ personal vision. While principals
were accurately able to predict how well teachers were able
to internalize and exchange the principal ’ s vision , they
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seemed almost tentative to state that teachers felt
comfortable making "sacrifices" to achieve that vision.
One explanation for this discrepancy may be that
principals ’ felt reluctant to claim that others would make
"sacrifices" for them because of the emotive nature of the
word sacrifice and the negative images that it can conjure
up. This may explain why the principals ’ were accurately
able to predict teachers responses on the Vision Exchange
and Vision Internalization scales but not on the Vision
Sacrifice scale. Principals and Teachers may have been
looking at "sacrifice" in slightly different ways and hence
the principals were unable to adequately predict for this
scale.
Further comparison of the mean scores show that there
was no statistically significant difference between
teachers ’ perceptions and principals ’ predictions of teacher
perceptions of principal Total Vision. For both teachers and
principals the Total Vision mean scores were very high at
43.49 and 43.51 respectively , with a theoretical range from
16.00 to 54.00. This indicates that principals seem to be
effective in advancing their vision and that they can
accurately assess how successful they are at advancing their
v J. s J. on.

One additional factor worth noting is that there were
no schools which had "low" vision scores which either
indicates that all of the principals surveyed were percieved
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by their staff has being high in total vision or that there
may have been an element of social desirability response
bias in the Vision scales.

Conclusion

4/:

2 : Male teachers perceive that their

principals include them more in the vision building process
than do female teachers.
This conclusion was drawn from the results of a Chi
Square analysis on teacher gender and Vision item 18 " My
principal included me in the vision building process". The
null hypothesis was rejected at the .05 level for vision
item 18. Further examination of the row percents for gender
and vision item 18 revealed a greater proportion of males
(46.61웅)

gave their principal a rating of 4 (strongly agree)

than did females

(29.88똥).

Females rated their principal

higher in categories 3 (agree)

(58.12용)

than males

(44.07용)

and they also rated their principals higher in category 2
(disagree) with females

(11.98똥)

and males

(9.32웅).

This

would indicate that male teachers perceive that their
principals include them more than females in the vision
building process.
This difference in gender perception might be due

t。

the fact that in elementary schools there are so few male
teachers that in order to have gender equity in formal
groups such as committees , principals might call upon
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individual male teachers more often than they would
individual female teachers. This over-representation may
lead male teachers to feel that they are in fact included in
more dialogue with the principal and hence more
。pportunities

for shared vision building.

A series of ANOVAs were run using the vision scales as
the dependent variables and the teacher gender as the
independent variable. The null hypothesis for Vision
Sacrifice was rejected at the .05 level of significance.

Conclusion

#

3: Teachers younger than 26 were less

positive in their perceptions of their principal ’ s
Internalization and tended to be less positive on other
scales.
Significant group differences between the pairwise mean
comparisons were found in a Tukey HSD analysis of the vision
scales by gender.

E’。 r

the Internalization scale , the mean

score for teachers 25 years of age or younger (12.67) was

,
(13.59) ,

significantly lower than for teachers aged 26-30 (13.85)
teachers aged 36-40 (13.79)

,

teachers aged 41-45

teachers aged 46-50 (13.53) and teachers aged over 51
(13.71). The only age group which was not significantly
different from those teachers younger than 26 was the 31-35
year old group and their mean was still higher at 13.31.
For the Exchange scale significant differences were
found between mean scores for teachers younger than 26
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(15.35) and those aged over 51 (16.50). Significant

differences were also found between mean scores for teachers
aged between 31-35 (15.33) and teachers aged over 51
(16.50) .

For item 18 on the

S 간hool

Vision Inventorv " My

principal included me in the vision building process" , a
greater proportion of teachers aged less than 26 and aged
between 31 and 35 tended to disagree that their principal
included them in the vision building process whereas
teachers older than 51 strongly agreed that they were
included in the process.
Teachers under the age of 26 perceive their principals
lower than any other age group for vision exchange , vision
internalization and inclusion in the vision building
process. Interestingly teachers over the age of 50 , feel
more than any other age group that their principal includes
them in the vision building process.
A possible explanation for this is that older teachers
are often the most experienced teachers on the staff and
they more often than not are the "sounding board" for
principals. Their vast experience and knowledge become a
resource for administrators as they go about the business of
leadership within the school. Younger teachers on the other
hand seem to be approached less frequently to contribute

t。

the vision building process because of their presumed lack
。f

exposure to a variety of educational situations.
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Alternatively , it may be that younger teachers have higher
expectations for involvement and consultation than their
more senior colleagues.

Conclusion

:It

4: Principals communicate their vision

more effectively with those teachers who are in their first
year with their current principal than any other group for
vision exchange , sacrifice and total vision.
This conclusion was drawn from the following results.
First , for the MANOVA , using the three vision scales as
dependent variables and the years with current principal as
the independent variable , the multivariate statistical
hypothesis was rejected. Upon rejection of the multivariate
analysis , ANOVAs were performed using the three vision
scales as dependent variables and teacher years with current
principal as the independent variable. To further test this
question , an ANOVA was conducted using the Total Vision
Score as the dependent variable and teacher years with
current principal as the independent. The statistical
hypothesis for years of teaching with their current
principal was not rejected for Vision Internalization;
however , it was rejected at the .05 level for Vision
Exchange , Vision Sacrifice , and Total Vision.
E’。 llowing

significant ANOVAs , the statistical

hypothesis for each pairwise mean comparisons were tested ,
using Tukey HSD at the .05 level of significance.
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Significant group differences between the pairwise mean
comparisons were found in this Tukey HSD analysis. For the
Exchange scale , the mean score for teachers with one year of
experience with their principal (16.33) was significantly
higher than for teachers two years with their principal
(15.45)

,

and teachers with four years with their principal

(15.53). All other groups had means lower than group one for
Exchange.
For the Sacrifice scale , the mean score for teachers
with one year of experience with their principal (14.58) was
significantly higher than for teachers with five or more
years with their principal (13.11). Teachers with one year
experience with their principal had higher means than all
。 ther

years with current principal groups.

For Total Vision , the mean score for teachers with one
year of experience with their principal (44.46) was
significantly higher than for teachers with four years with
their principal (43.58) and those with two years with their
current principal (42.61). Teachers with one year experience
with their principal had higher means than all other years
with current principal groups for Total Vision indicating
that something occurs during the first year that principal
and teacher are together which causes teachers to be more
aware of the visions of their principals. The most logical
explanation for this is that each is trying to establish a
relationship with the other through interaction. During this
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process the teacher looks for the parameters within which
the principal operates and tries to establish an
understanding of the focus of the principal. It hypothesized
that it is during this "getting to know you phase" that much
。f

the vision exchange and internalization takes place for

the new teacher.

Conclusion

4/:

5 . School and principal demographics have

little impact on teacher perceptions of principal vision.
The preceding conclusions have shown that several age
and gender differences in teachers , as well as the amount of
time that the teacher has been with the principal , are
significantly associated with differences in teachers ’
perceptions of their principal ’ s vision. When comparisons
were made , however , between principal demographics and
teacher perceptions of their principal ’ s vision ,

n。

significant difference was found.
This tends to indicate , that even though the principals
in this study were very different in terms of their age ,
years of experience , years at their current school , and
gender , their visions were all perceived by their teachers
in very similar ways. It is possible that even though
principals may enter the school principalship as very
different people , over the years they all end up looking
very similar to each other because of role expectations and
pressure from superiors , staff , and community to "fit the
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mold". This supports earlier conclusions drawn by Bridges
(1982) when he noted that due to the bureaucratization in
schools , principals lose a lot of their individuality.
Bridges argues that greater understanding needs to occur
about the characteristics of the situations in which
principals work.
School demographics , such as number of students on free
and reduced lunch , student population , and current number of
classroom teachers , were all found to have no significant
relationship to the perceptions that teachers had of their
principal ’ s vision. This too would support the hypothesis
that over time principals start to look the same in terms of
the way that they communicate their visions to their staff ,
community , and students. Prior to the analysis of these
results , one may have been easily convinced that those
principals in smaller schools would have been more effective
in communicating their vision than those in the larger
schools because of the difference in audience size. This ,
however , is not the case in the results reported in this
study.

Con간 lusion #-

6 : Principals value being sensitive to the

needs of others more than any of the other personal values
and they value artistic expression and appreciation the
least.
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This conclusion was derived by analysis of the means
for the value scales as measured by the Profile of Life
포훌4과융s.

The mean value scale scores ranged from 23.67 for

Artistic to 28.39 for Considerate. The Coefficient Alphas
ranged from .751 for Intellectual to .908 on Artistic.
The results of this analysis show that the high mean
score for Considerate indicates that principals value being
sensitive to the needs of others more than any of the other
personal values. Principals in this sample placed Artistic ,
mean score of 23.67 , in the category of being the least
important personal value. Artistic also had the highest
standard deviation at 4.50 showing that principals varied
greatly in their perception of this value. In order of
importance principals placed the personal values as follows;
Considerate , Achievement , Intellectual , Creative ,
Recognition , Integrity and Artistic.
Blumberg & Greenfield (1986) state that it is
important to note that the study of personal values
represents an attempt to study the character of principals
and their qualities as human beings. Schools , and
particularly those at the elementary level , are people
centered organizations and as such , focus more on nurturing
and growth rather than on productivity. It is not surprising
then to see principals placing consideration of others
higher than any other personal value. The role of the
principal is to ensure the effective functioning of the
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school as an organization and in that role it is obviously
important that the principal consider all of the groups
which interact within the school. It is also possible that
the emphasis on consideration for others may be a function
。f

the highly normative character of the school as an

。 rganization.

Achievement and Intellectual are again fairly obvious
values to have present in a school principal as these are
closely related to two of the key purposes of education.
Intellectual development of the students of the school is
achieved through the instructional process for which the
principal is directly responsible. Intellectual development
。f

the staff and the principal themselves occurs regularly

in the form of staff development and professional
enhancement. For the principal then , valuing intellectual
pursuits is critical for the success of the school.
It is also possible that there was an element of
response bias on the part of the principals in responding to
the social desirability of Achievement and Intellectual
values. This might also help explain how educators , who are
generally more inclined to be practical than intellectual ,
selected these values as being so high.
Achievement is an important value for any principal

t。

have as it shows his/her emphasis on success in the learning
process. By holding achievement up as a high value in their
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school , principals are paving the way for successful
productive students.
These results are almost identical to those found by
Bellarts (1992) in her study of the personal values of
nursing students. Bellarts also used the Profile of Life
꼬훌.lll료~

and found that Considerate , Intellectual and

Achievement were the three most important personal values
for nursing students.
These comparative findings are most likely due to the
fact that education and nursing as professions have strong
similarities. Both are concerned with providing service
。 thers

in

t。

not-for-profit organizations with emphasis on the

consideration of others in the fulfillment of their jobs.
Marshall (1992)

,

in a study of 26 administrators whom

she labeled "atypical" because they veered away from the
norm of white , male , risk-avoiders , found that values came
into play when administrators were forced to deal with
dilemmas arising from chronic tensions in public schooling.
She concluded that administrators value a sensitivity to the
needs of teachers and , most of all , a concern for each
child ’ s ability and equal opportunity to thrive , even to the
point of risking their own careers (p. 382).
Marshall ’ s (1992) emphasis here is clearly that schools
are people-centered places and as such principals within
schools place the consideration of others as a high personal
value. This again supports the findings of this study.
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The actions taken by the principal , as the
instructional leader of the school , will be based upon that
principal ’ s particular set of personal values. As Greenfield
(1987) argues , instructional leadership involves the
assignment of values to facts as a necessary part of the
decision making and action taking process.
The literature on principal personal values is very
sparse. The significance of values in influencing the work
。f

the principal , however , should not be understated.

Almost every action taken by the principal and every
decision made is consciously or unconsciously tied to that
principal ’ s moral and ethical stance regarding the needs of
children , staff , and community associated with his/her
particular school. It is not surprising then that
consideration for others is the most important personal
value of principals in this study.

Conclusion # 7. With the exception of the Artistic
values , male arid female principals are relatively similar in
their personal values.
Using personal values as the dependent variable , the
multivariate statistical hypothesis was rejected. However ,
the univariate statistical hypothesis was not rejected for
Intellectual , Considerate , Creative , Recognition ,
Achievement , and Integrity. The statistical hypothesis was
rejected for Artistic at the .05 level of significance.
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A Pearson correlation was run on values and principal
gender and the following correlations for principal gender
were found: Intellectual (.22)
(.02)

,

Recognition (-.06)

,

,

Considerate (.15)

Achievement (-.08)

,

,

Creative

Integrity

(-.12). None of the correlations were statistically

significant. Artistic , however , was highly correlated
gender (.57)

,

t。

with R < .001.

One possible explanation for this gender similarity in
personal values is that each of the personal values would
seem to be important in anyone who is in a leadership
position. Integrity , consideration for others , importance
placed on achievement and intellectual pursuits are all key
elements in "people centered" organizations such as schools.
Thus , gender differences associated with personal values
would not be expected among school leaders. The gender
difference on artistic may simply be a result of more
traditional "male" and "female" socialization processes.
Appreciation of the fine arts , ballet , music and art are not
traditionally "male" interest areas so consequently their
lower personal value for male administrators.

Conclusion # 8 . Principal vision and personal values
are moderately related.
A Pearson correlation matrix was developed , using all
seven personal values scales and Vision Internalization ,
Vision Exchange , Vision Sacrifice , and Total Vision.
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Significant correlations were found between Vision
Internalization and Integrity (.35)
and Consideration (.29)
(.31)

,

,

,

Vision Internalization

Vision Exchange and Achievement

Vision Sacrifice and Artistic (.33) and , Vision Total

and Integrity (.30).
It is not surprizing in this correlation that the
personal values of Intellectual , Creative and Recognition
were not significantly correlated to any of the vision
scales or Total Vision. Integrity and Consideration , which
both involve a direct appreciation or feeling for others ,
were highly correlated to Vision Internalization which is
the principal ’ s ability to persuade others to accept and
share his/her vision of what a school should be.
The most significant observation here is that the
personal value of Integrity for the principal is
significantly related to teachers ’ perceptions of principal
total vision. The value of Integrity focuses on the
principal being correct , sincere and honest with those with
whom he/she deals.
While research studies do not exist which examine
relationship of the integrity of the principal to his/her
personal vision , common sense , societal norms , and ethical
administration all point to the importance of honesty and
sincerity on the part of the principal in advancing his/her
v J. s J. on.
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Mauriel (1989) states that an effective vision should
be one that speaks to the heart and represents values that
are important to the individual. This vision should

s。

excite the people in an organization that they feel
motivated to support , act on behalf of , and feel proud

t。

belong to that organization. Blase (1987) states that the
reduction of goal and vision ambiguity is critical to the
ability of the principal to translate his/her vision

int。

action. Effective principals , after defining their vision
for their schools , seek the support of staff to implement
policies and procedures associated with that vision.
Vision or "moral imagination" was defined by Greenfield
(1987) as:

"The capacity to see the discrepancy between how

things are and how they might be and the need to compel
。 thers

to act on those imagined possibilities" (p.94).

Blumberg and Greenfield (1986) found that the
implementation of a particular principal ’ s vision was
directly related to the principal ’ s ability to develop warm
working relationships with others as well as a shared
concern for good practice and the best interests of
students.
Blumberg and Greenfield (1986) see vision as the
capacity to exercise moral imagination and as the foundation
upon which the moral authority of the principal rests.
Vision is what allows a principal to lead a school well and
as such is of critical importance for principals because it
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is they who will determine what is to become of the school.
In their words: "As the principal goes , so goes the school"
(p.228) .

Each of the theorists refered to above have a slightly
different stance or focal point when addressing the vision
。f

the principal. Central to each however , is the importance

。f

the principal as the catalyst for developing the vision.

Embedded in each of these theoretical perspectives is the
need for honesty , sincerity and integrity on the part of the
principal. The results of this study support this
theoretical link between integrity and vision.

Conclusion
。 rientation

:Il:

9 • The relationship of the interpersonal

of the principal to teacher perceptions of

principal vision is not statistically significant.
The basis for this conclusion is found in several
different analyses , as explained here. Mach scores were
calculated for all principals and they were divided into two
groups. Those principals scoring above the theoretical mean
。f

100 were rated as High Mach , and those below this point

were rated as Low Mach.
The mean score for principals on the Mach V scale was
95.69 with a standard deviation of 6.61. For this sample , 37
principals scored below the theoretical mean of 100 and were
rated as Low Mach and 14 scored above the neutral point and
were rated as High Mach. The range of Mach scores for this
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sample was 80 to 110. The Coefficient Alpha for this
instrument is very low at .119 making all analyses involving
this instrument very suspect.
A MANOVA was performed , using the Vision
Internalization , Vision Sacrifice , Vision Exchange and Total
Vision scales as dependent variables and principal Mach as
the independent variable.

The multivariate statistical

hypothesis was not rejected. A separate ANOVA was run with
Total Vision as the dependent variable and principal Mach as
the independent variable. rhe statistical hypothesis for
principal Mach was not rejected for Total Vision.
Pearson correlations were run on Vision Internalization ,
Vision Sacrifice , Vision Exchange , and Total Vision with
principal Mach. The following correlations for principal
Mach were found: Internalization (.03)

,

Sacrifice (.09)

,

Exchange (.05) and Total Vision (.07). None of the
correlations were statistically significant at the .05
level.
Each of these analyses clearly show that no significant
results could be found which link teacher perceptions of
principal vision with principal interpersonal orientation.
This may not be the case if interpersonal orientation were
measured via a different instrument. However , it is the
direct finding of this study.
Although no studies exist which compare interpersonal
。 rientation

as measured by the

~뇨Jl

scale and principal
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vision , several studies do exist which have used the

M꿇뇨J

in determining principal interpersonal orientation and
school and principal effectiveness.
Grimsley (1985) found , in his study of 30 elementary
principals , that no significant relationships exist between
principal interpersonal orientation and faculty maturity

t。

school effectiveness. Cockey (1984) in a study of 43 high
school principals , also found that there was no significant
relati。 nship}between

principal

inteFPers。nal 。 rientati。n

and

the job satisfaction of their subordinate teachers. Hichman
(1986) in a study of 235 public school principals , found
。 nly

slight correlations between interpersonal orientation

and role clarity and job satisfaction for principals.
These three studies confirm the conclusion of this
study that the interpersonal orientation of the principal ,
as measured by the

Ma길h-Y

scale , is often not significantly

related to variables theoretically associated with principal
effectiveness. It is highly likely that this may be more due
to the accuracy of the

밍꿇뇨~

instrument in measuring

interpersonal orientation than to the concept of
interpersonal orientation itself.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
No research is perfect , yet good research is at least
honest in admitting the limitations of its methodology ,
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conceptual base and possible conclusions. One of the
greatest limitations of this study was the time during which
the respondents were surveyed. Many districts were reluctant
to participate due to the pressures placed upon them by
Measure 5. Teachers were responding to the School Vision
Inventorv at the same time that many of their colleagues
were being RIFed because of budget reductions. Principals
also were battling to keep the morale of their schools high.
It is important to note that this research was conducted
under unusually stressful conditions for schools.
A second limitation of the study lies in the length of
the questionnaire administered to principals. Some 94
questions make up this instrument and it is anticipated that
approximately 30 minutes of the administrator ’ s time was
needed for it to be completed. Additionally , teachers needed
to take approximately 10 minutes to complete their
questionnaire. Time is a scarce commodity in schools , and
lack of time rather than lack of interest or

motivation ,

may have limited the number of schools who volunteered

t。

participate.
A third limitation is the inappropriateness of
generalizing the results to different educational settings.
This study focuses on urban/suburban school districts and
should not be generalized to other states or rural areas
where the educational processes may be different.
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A fourth limitation of this study is the relatively
small sample of principals. Although the researcher is
confident that the results presented in this study are very
accurate , a greater sample size would allow greater
confidence in the conclusions drawn from the research.
A fifth limitation involves the very nature of survey
research. The results presented here represent a snapshot in
time for those who participated. Longitudinal studies are
needed to determine the effects of time on the development
。f

vision , values and interpersonal orientation in education

leaders.
A sixth limitation was the very low reliability of the
밍훌길뇨-y

scale (.119). This reliability level gives the

researcher very little confidence in any conclusions drawn
from this instrument. It is possible , but not likely , that
changing some of the words in the instrument to eliminate
gender bias may have effected the reliability. The drop in
reliability from (.650 - .670) reported by Christie and Geis
(1970) to the (.119) reported in this study is more likely
due to the changes in society over the past 20 years as well
as the difference in the sample populations which were
studied. Original sample populations were drawn primarily
from undergraduate volunteers in a variety of programs from
several major U.S universities.
It is highly possible that greater variance existed
between respondents at the college undergraduate level than
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existed among elementary principals. College students

wh 。

are primarily young and often undecided about majors and
careers represent a more heterogeneous group than

d。

elementary principals who have all usually been in the field
。f

education for a considerable time before entering

int 。

school administration and hence represent a much more
homogeneous group.
Grimsley (1985)

,

Cockey (1984)

,

and Hichman (1986) in

their dissertations did not , as far as the researcher is
aware , report reliability coefficient alphas which makes
comparisons to this study difficult.
It is also possible that the unique nature of
elementary principals as a group may have skewed the
results. Very few elementary principals wish to work as high
school principals and vise versa. Each is a "principal" but
the settings are so different that "principal
specialization" seems to develop. This specialization tends
to indicate a greater degree of homogeneity of principals as
a group. Previous studies using the

M웰뇨~

instrument have

seemed to focused on more heterogeneous groups such as
medical students or engineers as reported by Christie and
Geis (1970).
A seventh limitation of this study is that in some
schools the concept of shared leadership is so strong that
principals were reluctant to participate without the
approval of their staff. Some teachers and principals felt
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so strongly about vision being a "shared" concept that they
chose not to participate. This was also observed by Johnson
(1991) .

A final limitation is that another contextual variable
which potentially confounded the results of this study is
the high incidence of training which has occurred in
Northwest schools centered around the Onward to Excellence
program , which focuses on the vision and mission building
process. This combined with the highly prescriptive
sentiment in the profession that it is

g요요와

for a principal

and a school to have a vision , may have added an element of
response bias to the study. This may also explain why only
3.4 똥 。 f
。 ne

the teachers sampled responded false to questions

and two of the School Vision Inventorv •

SIGNIF’ ICANCE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

This study was about educational leadership and
leadership effectiveness. It attempted to look at three
personal variables believed to be associated with the
effectiveness of the principal ’ s leadership: vision ,
interpersonal orientation , and personal values.
Burlingame (1987) is one of a growing body of
researchers who see the importance of the cultural context
。f

the school and the significance of other members of the

。 rganization

in ensuring school effectiveness.
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Dwyer and Smith (1987) state that when looking at
effective schools the role of the instructional leader is
critical; however , the significance of the leaders ’ role
cannot be understood apart from the larger systems and
events that have a direct impact on their actions.

They

state that some of the key variables which can influence
school success are demographics , changing student
populations , the history of the organization and , the
changes in school leadership (pp. 174-176). In this vein ,
the present study has helped to clarify the significance Qf
some teacher demographic variables and their relationship

t。

principal and leadership effectiveness. Teacher age , gender ,
and years with the current principal all proved to be
significantly related to principal vision. Principals need
to take time to address the needs of all these groups

s。

that they may equally strive toward the vision.
As with the study by Licata , Greenfield and Teddlie
(1989) this study supports the notion that whoever initially
creates the vision may be less important than the extent

t。

which the staff of the school actually support the vision.
The growing trend in education is for development of a
shared vision among all members of the organization.
Building upon his earlier work (Blumberg & Greenfield ,
1980 , 1986)

,

Greenfield (1987) has suggested that the

cornerstones of effective instructional leadership are (1)
the ability to exercise "moral imagination" , or the ability
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to see how things are and how they might be , in developing a
compelling "vision" regarding what is possible or desirable
for the school and (2) "interpersonal competence" or the
knowledge and skills needed by the principal in order

t。

influence others in desired directions (p. 64).
The results of this study have not necessarily
supported the importance of interpersonal orientation in
leadership effectiveness; however , given the low reliability
。f

the instrument used to measure this variable these

results may not be a true indicator of the significance of
the principal ’ s interpersonal orientation. Despite these
results , the researcher strongly believes that interpersonal
competence is directly related to principal effectiveness.
The importance of the interpersonal dimension is reflected
in many reports. Two examples illustrate the centrality of
this dimension.
Gardner (1990 , p. 119) said that , for leaders to be
effective and function in the complex world of today , they
need critically important skills which involve (1) agreement
building by listening to all people at all levels ,
(2) networking by encouraging people to come together

t。

create change , (3) the exercise of non-jurisdictional power
by creating consensus rather than power , and (4) institution
building through empowerment of their co-workers.
Further , Astin and Leland (1991) state that effective
leadership includes the ability to assess a situation ,

t。
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engage others in collective efforts , and to bring about
needed change.

They continue by saying that leaders need

t。

be politically adept , be willing to take risks , and be
perceptive particularly in relationship to their
environments.

Paramount , however , is the need for the acute

development and critical use of outstanding interpersonal
skills. Clearly , the study of interpersonal competence is in
need of much greater exploration particularly in relation to
principal effectiveness.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The Profile of Life Values was originally designed by
Hales and Bellarts (1991) to measure the personal values of
nursing students; however , it has proved to be a valuable
tool for assessing the values of educators as well. Given
that a data set and results now exist for the Profile of
Life Values for the 51 principals who participated in this
study , future researchers might consider follow up studies
in schools where the instrument is used with teachers and
principals and comparisons drawn between the two. Are the
values of principals and teachers the same? Studies could
also extend to comparisons between educator personal values
and school community personal values by using the instrument
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with teachers and parents in a sample of schools. A
comparison between the values of the different groups within
a school community may help to illuminate any common values
which exist between each of the groups.
Future research should study principal interpersonal
competence by using alternative instruments to the

M화뇨J

scale. The extremely low reliability (.119) of this
instrument , with this sample at least , makes its use in
school research questionable. Other interpersonal
。 rientation

scales need to be explored , or if not available ,

developed and tested. This would seem a fruitful avenue of
inquiry given the highly normative character of schools and
the largely expressive nature of the principal ’ s role as a
formal leader (Etzioni , 1965).
The study of principal vision should be expanded

t。

include a much larger sample of school administrators. The
sample size of this study was impacted greatly by the
negative effects school districts are feeling because of
budget limitations bought on by the passage of measure 5.
Schools are currently experiencing very low morale , for
example , because many programs and staff are being cut.
Principals and teachers are fighting with increasing class
sizes and decreasing instructional support. Much talk
abounds about re negotiation of teacher contracts with
possible wage freezes and cuts in benefit packages. All of
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these conditions make for unfavorable conditions for the
type of research undertaken in this study. It is therefore
possible that a larger sample and more favorable conditions
for research would offer a better test of the questions
examined in this study.
Many teachers who responded to the

R 간hool Vi~ion

Inyentory wrote comments in the margin of their surveys
indicating that they were unsure of the answer to some
questions. It is recommended that this instrument be
expanded from a four point to a five point Likert scale with
the middle value being for those who are truly unsure about
aspects of their principal ’ s vision.
Johnson (1991) in his doctoral dissertation ,
recommended that the word "sacrifice" be replaced in the
School Vision Inventorv by a term which arouses far less
uncomfortable feelings and negative comments from teachers.
The present. study supports this recommendation as many
teachers expressed their concern for how the word
"sacrifice" was used.
The growing trend in schools today is toward site-based
decision making and , even though the School Vision Inventorv
is specifically designed to measure the teachers ’
perceptions of the vision of the principal , future studies
need to explore the relationship which is developing between
the "shared" vision of the members of the school and the
vision of the principal.
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As with most survey research , the results presented in
this study represent a snapshot in time for the staff and
the principal of the schools which participated. Future
research should consider longitudinal approaches to data
collection on vision and should address the "development" of
vision in principals and how those visions may "change" over
time.
Finally , future studies should aim at expanding the
research base to include qualitative as well as quantitative
studies of principal vision , personal values and
interpersonal competence. This would help future researchers
"get behind the numbers" and further explore the nature of
principal vision , interpersonal competence and values in
schools. These multiple data points lead to greater depth
and diversity in the study sample.
Examples of qualitative research questions might be:
(1) In what ways does the principal exchange ideas about
his/her vision with the school community? , (2) How

d。

principals differ in regards to their particular visions of
what schools should be? , (3) How do principals act upon
their personal values in a school? , (4) Do principals vary
in their interpersonal interactions/ orientations with
different staff members and if so how and why? and , (5) Are
vision , interpersonal competence and personal values related
in any significant way in schools?
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RECAPITULATION

This research study has looked at three variables which
the literature associates with leadership effectiveness.
While this study has not directly studied leadership
effectiveness , it has taken vision , interpersonal competence
and personal values of the principal and examined any
relationships which exist between these three variables.
The binding thread which drove the selection of these
three variables for use in this study was that of "change"·
in education and connection which exists between change and
leadership. Implied in the concept of principal vision is
thenotion that principals who are perceived by their staff
as having high total vision are those who are most likely

t。

be looking at an agenda for change in their school. Personal
values drive the principal to seek out improvement and
change in schools. Principals who are High Mach , more
impersonal in their interpersonal orientation , are more
theoretically likely to be effective in ambiguous situations
which is implicit in the change process.
Sarason (1990) notes that for true educational reform
to occur , the participants in that reform process need time
to assimilate to the changes that occur as part of that
reforming process. This is true also of principal vision and
the natural link between what it is that the principal is
trying to achieve in a school and change processes that need
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to occur if those visions are to take shape. Surprisingly ,
however , this study found that there was a great deal of
movement on the part of administrators and teachers in
schools. Of the principals surveyed in this study ,
approximately
。r

92 용

had been in their schools for five years

less.
Relating the idea of change , as it is implied in the

concept of vision , to the demographic data presented in this
study , it becomes evident that there is an apparent
disparity between the time needed for the change process

t。

take effect and the comparative shortness of tenure of
principals in schools.
Future research needs to look at the change process as
an integral part of principal vision and examine the
relationships which may exist between contextual variables
and the principal ’ s ability to advance a vision in his/her
school.
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SCHOOL VISION INVENTORY
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There are 17 statements about P화ncipal Vision on 뻐is questionnaire. For
the first two questions please circle ei빠ler True or False. For statements 3-18

please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree wi뻐 않le statements.
( VISION is defined for our purposes as "An image one should have about
whatone’s school should be like)

Please circle ei뻐er TRUE or FALSE for the first two questions.

TRUE

1. My principal re밍괴arly emphasizes the importance
of doing what is right for all c피ldren in this school.

FALSE

2. My principal has a vision ofwhat 않너s school ought to be. TRUE FALSE

( Ifyou answered ’'FALSE" to either ofthese questions, DO NOT
answer the remaining questions on this survey. Go directly to the
demographic data section on pαge two. Thank You)
Fyvoloauro야
eni1.tehreerma허
g피
eenogri%
dimS앵sroenetwhiigth8UthITeefybUpo1e1쩌aIeleghin1diRca1ate6Uon1emexmteunt principal
m which ’s

3. 암lis vision can be achieved.

Strongly Disagree
Digag(re)e

Agree

(')

()

S야ongty

Agr(e)e

4. 맡lis vision serves the best interests of 머1
children in this school.

()

()

()

()

5. I share this vision.

()

()

()

()

6. I have accepted this vision ofmy own free
will.

()

()

()

()

7. Mwyitphrtienacciphae1rseftfoecatcivheie1yveex상c1hisavnigseiosnid.eas

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

8. Mwyitphrsintuddpean1tesfmfecaticvheiIeyveextchhisanvigseigonid.eas
9. Mwiythpprianrdepntas1 m
effeaccthiiveev1ye tehxicshvainsgioens.ideas
10.MwiythpIg·iunpceipriaoIres&
tocaticvheiIeyveex감c1hisanvgiseisonid.eas
11.MWm1ytahpφd
mineedmve맹
bde1Ij8e8govkficstthiioveIeLcIoymemxdulnaintyges ideas
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Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disa맑-ee

Strongly
Agree

12. My principal regularly encourages teachers
to make personal sacrifices to accomplish
()
this vision.

()

()

()

13.My principal regularly encourages other
members of the school community to make
personal sacrifices to accomplish 않lis vision. ()

()

()

()

14. I make personal sacrifices to accomplish
this vision.

()

()

()

()

15. Other members ofthe school community
make personal sacrifices to accomplish
this vision.

()

()

()

()

16. My principal regularly makes personal
sacrifices to accomplish 앙lis vision.

()

()

()

()

17. My school is making meaningful progress
towards accomplishing our vision.

()

()

()

()

18. My principal included me in the vision
building process.

()

()

()

()
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mr oe irκs t8nneteam t c88tmtSohOni ymeo양eeux뻐.e%Pein ltegta￠my8oemwRehuVmai&cdslehryeaeopc
u buhRyeops뼈
faItah1 d e rn8aggtga야artnejeenmXgoasrinldtthigmsaaDte맑ybeoderlaeidwmc ekiieafttyhtshtwehIhe81igtdiadt1brmesetnt
ee

irrhmeeppp

@

statement.
Strongly Disagree
Disagree

Agre e

Strongly
Agree

()
1. I have a strong intellectual curiosity.
2. I show concern when other people are upset. ()
()
3. I use unique ideas to solve problems.

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

4. I Idiokeintoorrgeaceniivzeinrgecgorgonuiptiaonctifvbirtitehse- work that
I
맑'oup activities.
()

()

()

()

5. I have adnraamppar, ebdanadeton
anfdorIitthgeraEtn1ierea-rts,
musIc,

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

7. AofptheregcoinrcsuhmousItdansctiecsk. m the truth regardIess
s.
()

()

()

()

8. I have an active interest in scholarly activities.( )

()

()

()

9. I show concern for the welfare ofmy
colleagues.

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

11 .1 like to be rewarded for the support I give
to those who work wi않lme

()

()

()

()

12.1 have many cultural interests

()

()

()

()

13 .1 am good at problem solving.
14.1 stick to the truth even ifit is unnecessary
to do so.

()

()

()

( )

()

()

()

()

15. I like to be involved in activities that
challenge my ab퍼ities and skills

()

()

()

()

16. I am considerate of 0뻐erpeople’sf농elings

()

()

()

()

6.rIedSoPOaIlgsoibondijdobesw.hen I take on added

10.fIoErkdeoimngdtehvien1gop8.new 없ld different techniques
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S~ngJy

Disagree Agre e

Strongly
Ag(r)ee

17.I Iike mdeveIop new so1udon8 mpromemDgiga맑
(e)e

()

()

18.I 1ike mzbeepineoapIpeofsoirtiwonhawthtehreeyId없
o.n
recogm

()

()

()

()

19.1 like to express myself artistically.

()

()

()

()

20 .1 look for ways to increase my responsibilities ( )

()

()

()

21.To make a situation more comfortable, it is
all right to tell a white lie.

()

()

()

()

22. I seek out new knowledge about the world.

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

25. I like to have others respect me for the 감rings
()
thatldo.

()

()

()

26. I enjoy visiting museums and art galleries

()

()

()

()

27. Others look to me for advice

()

()

()

()

28. In some situations it is permissible to
deceive others.

()

(}

()

()

29. I read articles that are a challenge to
understand

()

(}

()

()

()

()

()

()

31. WhencIroeoaktiinvge for a so1ution for an issue
I use creative approaches.

()

()

()

()

32. I like others to notice and appreciate
whatldo

()

()

()

()

33. I like to design things that are artistic

()

()

()

()

34. When there is a hard job to do , I get it done. ()

()

()

()

23. Iatgohoomuteo.fmy way to heIp 8mneme f늄el
24. I like to discover alternative methods for
doing things.

30.n
I ehweIpp1paecoeps-1e 꿇el more comfortable in
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Strongly Disagree
Disagree

35.p
SeormmeisdseiIbaIye in
raessinengtain
뻐
Rce11t1rtugsItua
tihtuia8ti
In peeasln~
a dgif
aunCWt
tI on.

Agre e

Strongly
A맑ee

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

38. I look for novel ways to get ilie job done.

()

()

()

()

39. People respect me for ilie 강lings 합lat I do.

()

()

()

()

40. I like to create beautiful and artistic objects. ()

()

()

()

41. When there is a hardjob to be done I see
that it gets finished.

()

()

()

()

42. Iefawsiie않rI，hito1i하
s an1gI infonnation win make 않lejob
right to do so.
()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

44. I am sensitive to hurting other people’s
feelings.

()

()

()

()

45. I use original ideas when doing 강lings.

()

()

()

()

46. I like to be acknowledged for my
accomplishments.

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

48. Achieving what I am capable ofis important
()
tome.

()

()

()

49.h
St·ireentd
￡haientg‘ ilie truili is all right ifit helps a
get out of a tight place.

()

()

()

()

50. I like to read literature 뻐하 gives me insight
()
into a problem.

()

()

()

36.iIninovuersstiogcaietteyi.deas that inR1RIme changes
37. WmyhebnehI aavmiorp.1eaged with other8, I show it in

43.IIifee피ljOy searching for new ways to approach

47.iInacrruaItnugrea1maycttiivmiteiesso- ihat I may participate
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abmgImainte:augg(lRy)e DisagRe AgRe gtongiy
5 1. I see 뻐하 other peop1e receive fair tre
()
( )Agr(e)e
52. I 1ike m take aitp.romem and study diHerent
ways to solve it.

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

54. I appreciate unusual works of art.

()

()

()

()

55. PdirfoEvmid괴itntgatshkei1seiamdperosrhtaipntnmeeded m so1ve a
me.

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

53.iBmeipnogrtraenctagmnimzeed. fbr the work I do ig

56.iSfoimtheecIopmgpomromeripseeoopf1teh.e tnith is permissibIe
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Please complete the following demographic data.
(Ann onimity is assured)
Current student population
Percentage'of students on free or reduced lunch:
Current number of classroom teachers:
Your age in years
Your Gender

Male

Female

How many years have you been a principal

?

How long have you been in your current position ?
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Allan L.Weston

11703 S.W. Jamaica
Wilsonville, OR. 97070
Dr.
Director
School District
, Or,
Dear
I am a doctoral student in Educational Le adership at Portland State
University and an Administrative Asssitant at Sexton Mountain Elementary
School in the Beaverton School District.
As the basis for my doctoral dissertation I am conducting research into
the leadership characteris펴cs of elementary principals in urban/suburban
school districts. Specifically, I am interested in 바lree variables associated
with effective principals; vision, interpersonal orientation 뻐d personal
values. My research proposal has been reviewed and I am now ready to begin
the data collection process.
I am requesting permission to collect data from 감le principal and
teaching staff of each elementary school in your district. Only those schools
wishing to participate need do so 뻐d 100% school participation is not
necessary to obtain valid res벼ts. I will also be conducting this research in
most of the Portland metropolitian school 버stricts.
’The method of data collection w퍼 be via a two-part questionnaire. 암le
first part should be given to all teaching staffin a participating school. This
questionnaire asks teachers to respond ei뼈er true or false to 17 statements
about their perceptions of their principal’s vision. I would suggest that 않le
surveys be completed at a staff meeting. Teachers will be asked to complete
the surveys and return them to a teacher trusted by the staff. That teacher
will then place the surveys in 감le envelope provided 없ld return. them to me.
The second part of the survey is to be completed by 삐e principal and
consists of three sections. Section one asks the prin떠，pal to complete the same
vision suπey completed by the teachers, however, the principal’s are to
respond to the statements 암le way that they believe their staff will respond.
Section two asks the principal to ei상lera밭'ee or disagree , on a five
point Likert scale, to a number of statements aimed at highlighting the
personal values of the principal. Section three measures interpersonal
competence 없ld asks the principal to select the statement most like 감lem
and the statement least like them from twenty sets of statements.
It is anticipated 바lat the second, or principal, part of 뻐e survey will
take no longer th뻐 25 minutes to complete and it too should be placed in the
envelope and mailed to me.
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You can be assured that the surveys contain no right or wrong
answers. Confidentiality will be maintained as no teacher, principal, school ,
or district will be identified. Names or some means ofpersona1 identification
are not part of the survey questionnaire. Surveys are to be placed in an
envelope and se려ed before returning to 갑Ie researcher.
For your convenience, I am enclosing a response letter and a selfaddressed stamped envelope which should be returned to me by December 18,
1992. Should you gr없It my request I would like to distribute surveys to your
participating schools during the week ofJanuary 11-15, 1993.
Thank you for your consideration ofmy request and I look forward to
hearing from you in the near future.
Sincerely’

Allan Weston

11703 S.W.Jamaica
Wilsonville , OR.97070
682-9849

Dr, Bill Greenfield
School ofEducation,
Portland State University
POBox751
Portland, OR. 97201
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Dr.
School District

OR.97
Allan Weston

11703 S.W. Jamaica
Wilsonville OR. 97070
Dear Allan,
A요er

consideration of your application to conduct research on principal
School
vision, interpersonal competence and personal values in
_ _ grant your request,
District, I have decided to
_ _ reject your request.
I anticipate that approximately

participate.
Your district contact person will be;
Name
되tIe

Telephone Number
Sincerely,

Dr.

_

district elementary schools will
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Allan Weston

11703 S.W. Jamaica
Wilsonville, OR. 97070
Sally Sample
Example Elementary School
12345 S.W. Fake St.
Portland OR. 97654
DearSally,
Thank you so much for volunteering to participate in my research study. As
you may be aware , I am a doctoral student in Educational Leadership at
Portland State University, and 뻐s is the basis for my doctor떠 dissertation.
Specific려ly， I am interested in three personal characteristics variables
which are believed to be closely related to principal effectiveness. The three
variables are: (1) principal vision, which is 뻐e image that a principal has
about what hislher school should be like , (2) personal values , which are the
beliefs or feelings one has about what is important in life and, (3)
interpersonal orientation, which is the way in which a principal interacts
wi않1 the students , staff and community at hislher school.
There are two surveys enclosed wi않l 않피s letter. The first is the Teacher
Survey ofPrincipal Vision, which should be distributed to each certified
staff member in your school. It is suggested that these surveys be
distributed at a faculty meeting and once completed, 합ley should be handed
to appointed teacher who would place them in 암le envelope provided. If time
at a faculty meeting is not available , then the surveys could be disseminated
and collected in any manner you see as appropriate for your school.
The second survey is for you to complete. There are three pa야sto 합피S
survey; (1) your prediction ofyour staffs perception ofprincipal vision, (2)
principal personal values and, (3) principal interpersonal orientation. Please
complete this survey 없ld place it, along wi바1 the Teacher Survey of
Principal Vision, in the envelope provided and return it to me prior to
March 6, 1993.
As a fellow administrator I know that your time is valuable 80 once again
your participation. Al so , please be assured 뻐at anonymity is

강lank you for
guar없lteed.

Sincerely

Allan Weston

Ph. 682-9849

